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New tropical storm forms,
could menace Gulf Coast
By The Associated Press
MIAMI (AP) - Tropical Storm
Wilma formed in the northwestern
Caribbean today, tying the record for
.the most storms in an Atlantic season
and following a path that some forecasters believe could menace the Gulf
Coast later this week as a hurricane:
Wilma is the 21st named storm of
the season. The only other time that
many storms formed since record
keeping began 154 years ago was in
(933.

At 5 a.m. EDT. Wilma had top susLong-term forecasts show the storm
tamed winds near 40 mph,just above heading into the Gulf of Mexico by the
the threshold for tropical storms. It was weekend. Forecasters said high water
centered about 175 miles southeast of temperatures and other conditions
Grand Cayman and drifting southwest were favorable for it to become a signear 3 mph.
nificant hurricane.
A hurricane watch was issued for
But hurricane specialist. Stacy
the Cayman Islands, meaning hurri- Stewart said Wilma had shifted west of
cane conditions could be felt there its previous path and could hit
within 36 hours. The storm is expected Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula, not the
to bring 4 to 6 inches of rain in the U.S. Gulf Coast. "At this time it doesCayman Islands and Jamaica, with as
much as 12 inches possible in some
•See Page 2A
areas, forecasters said.

This NDAA satellite image taken today at 2:45 a.m. EDT shows the
formation of Tropical Storm Wilma in the lower right.

'Biblical inspiration' could save homes from floods
Vision is of
homes that
could rise
above water
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
• DRAFFENVILLE, Ky.
Don Shipley of Draffenville is a
man who has lived much of his
life adhering to the Robert F
Kennedy quote, "There are
those that look at things the way
they are, and ask why. I dream
of things that never were, and
ask why not."
He has spent years redestgri---ing, revamping and rebuilding
many- projects-to-improve efficiency, mobility or capacity.
From inventions to solutions,
Shipley has constantly sought to
find .answers to problems that
-exisrediti the workplace - and in
life.
Originally from Chicago, he
spent time in the U.S. Army
before attending Waubonsee
College near the Windy City.
Afterwards, he taught high

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & TImes photo

Don Shipley of Draffenville, Ky., reviews some of the
research material he has collected on flooding and manufactured homes.
school and college, among other western Kentucky:
things. At aviation school he
However, for approximately
even taught deaf students the the past 10-plus years Shipley
skill of auto mechanics. has been concentrating on
Currently he runs a sandblast-' another quote. This one is nom
ing, painting and welding busi- Genesis 6:14, which says, in
ness that operates throughout part,"Make yourself an ark..."

Grayson to host civic
literacy meeting today

He said he was M.atching and ding with insurance companies,
reading news coverage of the presenting his idea to engineers
great midwest flood of 1993, and contacting mobile home
when a light bulb went off and manufacturers — all in hopes of
he told his wife that he could convincing others that a home
invent something that would anchored in the ground, yet_ able
-help--victims who loie_CA_CTY:. to rise and lower itself by the
thing they own to the devastat- level Of the water bene-ith . 11
ing efforts of flooding. - •
could safe people's lives,
"I told my wife. I've got an 'belongings and property. _
answer. It's as simple as the ark
He said the most recent hurriin the Bible." he . said. --When canes of Katrina and Rita that hit
Noah was preparing for the the United States' Gulf Coast
flood he built a home that would inspired hint to resurrect his idea
go up and down with the waters. in hopes that it can make a difThat's when 1 first started envi- ference in people's lives.
sioning this concept home that
"There are thousands of
would help people." '
severe thunderstorms and floods
Shipley said he knows the that occur each year. and we
idea won't work for everyone. need to learn frotn life - not conbuthe believes it can help a lot tinually repeat. mistakes." he
of people and to him that's a noted. -Yet, nobody is coming
great place-to start.
up with any real answers: But
. A 'started researching and.. I've gottoolution that engineers
studying everything' I cOtit-d--Wive- midis'viable. We just have
about that flood, as well as other to get others on our side."
similar cata'strophes.
Shipley said his "ark home"
"People." he said, lose was centered around a manufaceverything they own. Towns are tured home and not a site-based,
sometimes moved. Lives are lost anchored to ground horne. The
and we just don't learn."
premise of his idea uses heavy
Since 1993 Shipley says he duty. light weight lift units that
has been working in earnest the home sits on. Those units
writing congressmen, contacting can be easily hidden from view
research specialists, correspon- with shrubs bushes, etc.. he

said. The expandable lift units
are anchored to the ground similar to the way a mobile home is.
anchored. But when flood
waters overtake the area. the lift
units raise the'residence so the
homeowner is not ferced to
eva
-cnatuor-face-the-possibility,--of losing his/her home.
When the flood waters recede
the homeowner can simply go
out on his porch and crank the
home back down in place.
estimated
the
Shipley
approximate cost of his idea to
be approximately $10,000
installed. "That's above the cost
of the home, hut look at what
could be saved."
He said water and sewer lines
beneath the home would utilize
a coiled, tubular design that
- would give them amp eug
to allow for the home's height
duntig- the -fleted.
that
same flexible concept could
be utilized by all the utilities:
He said he was also considering a pillow-type float :similar to
these tliat go under docks.
'
•
Shipley said the West
Kentucky Small
Business
Ilevelopment Center at Murras..

•See Page 2A

MHS Football Homecoming Candidates

Special to the Ledger
organized through the Civic
Kentucky Secretary of State Literacy Initiative of Kentucky
Trey Grayson is scheduled to (CLIK):
host the Purchase Area Regional
The purpose of this discusMeeting on Civic Literacy from sion is to engage students' atti4 p.m. until tudes regarding politics and
7
p.m. their understanding of connectonight in tions between community servthe Barkley ice and the political process,
Room
at according to Civic Literacy
Murray Initiative of Kentucky's Web
State site at civicsky.nku.edu. The
University's event is being modeled after a
Curris very successful program in
Center.
Racine, Wisc., held in 2004, in
Grayson which organizers tried to assess
Grayson
will
be young peoples' disillusionment
working with members of the with political processes.
Kentucky Workgroup on Civic
Literacy and concerned citizens
from various backgrounds •See Page 2A
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From left, Kate Duncan, Brianna Fields, Lindsey Hays. Laura Wilson and Maggie Tate will represent the Murray
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past PolicelireLog
Fletcher anti-bias hire under fire for partisan
Murray Police Department
Lundergan. chairman

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A
.14..WYST, hired by Gov. Ernie
Fletcher to weed out political
bias in the state's hiring process
is being criticized for being a
partisan.
C. Dodd Harris IV has been
chosen to head the Office of
Merit System Referrals, which
will open next month in the
Personnel Cabinet. His office
will screen recommendation letters for job applicants for evidence of improper political
influence.
But before he came to work
for the state. /hurls ran a personal web site, known as a biog.
where he routinely praised
and - jeered
Republicans
Democrats. He shut down the
site when he took a state job in
June 2004.

Fletcher's administration has
been, the target of an ongoing
state attorney general's investigation alleging political-based
hirings in violation of the state
Merit System law. In his new
job, Harris would reject recommendations that cite applicants'
politics or campaign donations,
and look only for relevant qualifications, said Personnel Cabinet
spokeswoman Lou Aragon.
Harris had worked as a.lawyer in
the state's technology agency
before the new appointment.
Personnel Secretary Erwin
Roberts knew that Harris had
ran the website, Aragon said
Friday. But she said Roberts
never read the blog and • was
unaware that Harris regularly
criticized Democrats. Aragon
said Roberts would review

Harris' qualifications.
"I can't say whether, Erwip's
going to fire him or not. But I
know that Erwin's going to look
into it."
Harris could not be reached
for comnient Friday night. But.
earlier in the day. before his
work on his website came to
light, he described his new job
as a buffer between the state and
people who want to recommend
others for merit jobs.
. "The purpose of my office is
to act as a filter," Harris said.
"We're going to be strictly neutral, strictly objective.
But Democrats and a state
workers' advocate said Harris is
not the right pick to root out
political bias.
"Do they even do background checks on these people?"

said Jerry
of the Kentucky Democratic
Party. "Si) Fletcher 'hires a
Republican who says he hates
Democrats to run an office that's
literally going to screen recommendations for non-political
jobs. Does he think we're stupid?"
Charles Wells. executive
director of the Kentucky
Association of State Employees,
was also skeptical of the choice.
"They shouldn't be putting
political partisans in charge of
the merit-hiring process at any
level," Wells said. "This just
smacks of disrespect for the
merit law."
The Fletcher administration
has allocated $172.500 a year
for the Office of Merit System
Referrals.

•Civics ...

Powerball grows to $340111 •Tropical..
DES MOINES, Iowa tAP) - The Powerball jackpot will
most ever for the multistate lottery game after 40 ,
Saturday night. The estimated $305 million
went unclaimed, pushing the jackpot to an esti
for Wednesday's drawing.
It is the biggest jackpot in the game's history and eclipses the
previous record high of $314.9 million won on Christmas Day
2002 by a West Virginia tun.
Joe Hrdlicka, a spokesman for the Iowa Lottery, said lottery
officials, are anticipating a rush for ticket sales as the Wednesday
drawing nears. "We encourage people to get them as early as possible to avoid any delays." he said.
Powerball is played in 27 states, the District of Columbia and
the U.S. Virgin Islands. The jackpot has been growing since mid
.August and 20 drawings have passed without a jackpot being
won.

AG: Blacking out info violates state law
The department blacked out
1..ExING-1()\. Ky. (AP) The Universit of Kentucky
Police I)epanment's refusal to
release identifying information
on clinic reports s whites the
state's Open Records law, the
Kentucky attorne_ general's
office ruled.
, The public Iras a right to he
"fully informed about the nature
and details of the crimes committed - in their city and campus.
and police efforts to deal with
attorne genthose crime.:
.
cr. oth,. ,,.r,.l in an otssrnoi,
- • --ssurd -S'aturckry - --Flinty- Ilaledorn.- the editor
of UK's student newspaper.
requested eight incident reports
in
police
campus
trom
September 2004. •

the home address, telephone
number and date of birth of each
complainant. On two of the
reports, their names and signatures. also were omitted, as they
had requested.
• the, department said the
information could allow the
press and the person who committed the crime to contact,
harass and intimidate the victim
and that no legitimate purpose
w as served by releasing it.
The paper said the public's
interest- +n- -"-scfatinizing the
police to ensure they are complying with their statutory
duties" outweighs privacy concerns.

From Front

• A burglary report was made from the Main Street Youth Center
on Fourth,Street at 8:01 a.m. Fnday.
• A criminal mischief report was made at 8:08 a.m.
at
• Criminal mischief to a house at 715 Goodman was reported
a.m.
10:44
• An accident with injuries was reported at 10th and Main streets
at 1:26 p.m.
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 10:03 p.m.
at
• Criminal mischief to a vehicle was reported at 906 Hillwood
1:17 a.m. Saturday.
fourth
• Santiago Robles of Murray was arrested on charge of
degree assault at Mur-Cal Apartments at 7:55 p.m.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Pockets at 12th and Chestnut
streets at 12:25 a.m. Sunday.
• An assault was reported at Cambridge 2 at 4:57 a.m.
• Carlos Aguero of Murray was arrested on charges of possesfor being a
sion of drug paraphernalia and was served a warrant
fugitive from justice at 10:59 a.m.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Max Fuel 641 North at 11:01
a.m.
• A gas drive-off was reported at Murphy USA at 3:11 p.m.
Murray Fire Department
p.m.
• A house fire was reported at 1105 Sycamore at 5:19
Saturday.
— Information is obtained from logs, citations
and reports from various agencies.

-

rft appear it will be a major
threat to the United States during the next five days," Stewart
said.
The U.S. Gulf Coast was
already battered this year by
Hurricane Katrina on Aug. 29. It
killed more than 1.240 people
and is expected to cause more
than $34 billion in insured losses. Hurricanes Rita and Dennis
have also battered the Gulf.
Since 1995. the Atlantic has
been in a period of higher hum
cane activity. Scientists say the
cause of the increase is a rise in
ocean temperatures and a
decrease in the amount of disruptive vertical wind shear that
rips hurricanes apart. Some
researchers argue that global
warming fueled by man's generation of greenhouse gases is the
culprit.
Forecasters at the National
Hurricane Center say the busy
seasons are part of a natural
cycle that can last for at least 20
years, and sometimes up to 40 or
50. They say the conditions are
similar to those when the
Atlantic was last in a period of
high activity in the 19$0s and
603.
•
It's also difficult to know.
whether the Atlantic Was even
busier at any time before record
keeping began in 1851. And
satellites have only been track-

ing tropical weather since the
1960s, so some storms that just
stayed at sea before then could
have escaped notice.
The six-month hurricane season ends Nov. 30. Wilma is the
last on the list of storm names
for 2005; there are 21 names on
the yearly list because the letters
q. u. x, y and z are skipped. If
any other storms form, letters
from the Greek alphabet would
be used.'starting with Alpha.
That has never happened in
roughly 60 years of regularly

From Front

named Atlantic storms.
A tracking map on the hurricane center's wall already had
Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta
listed just in case they form.
Forecasters say they wouldn't
be surprised if another storm
formed this year. even though
the official forecast only called
for 21 named storms this year.
Wind shear typically increases
and sea temperatures usually fall
toward the end of October in the
Atlantic. hurricane specialist
Richard Knabb said.

The seminar is intended to
provide education in civics,
highlight state efforts, and gather input from community members in regard to civic literacy
and action.
The meeting represents the
beginning of a multi-year effort
that will determine strategy for
supporting long-term civic
action and education across the
nation.

•'Biblical'..
From Front
State University had helped him
in the past with the idea and that
research showed the idea was
plausible.
_ He said he has received nothing hut favorable response about
the concept, but thus far nobody
has expressed an interest in taking that next step. To Shipley —
the man who keeps reflecting
back on Robert Kennedy's
words — that is an answer that
is inconceivable.
"With the cost of thedestruction,---tty rebuilding, --the .
ance, it seems people every-

where would be jumping on an
idea that could save and protect
so much- he said. "If I could
have gotten just one prototype of
this home on the ground in New
Orleans before Katrina hit. I
know it would have worked and
we could show people the
advantages of such an idea., I
know we'C'ould have proven our
point:*
Katrina. a category 4 hurricane, battered the Gulf Coast
breaching the New Orleans levees on August 29 and flooding
80 percent of the Big Easy.
Officials- -say-it-is too early toknow exactly what caused the

barriers to fail,-but- Shipley
believes • his plan-for an "ark
house" could possibly have been
beneficial to many.
Shipley said, in the mean
time, he will continue fine-tuning his idea and writing to officials.
"I hope people like those at
Murray State University will see
my vision and get on board," he
said. "With future engineers,
politicians and Marketing specialists, there is no end to where
this idea could lead. Maybe they
will carry the ball on this in the
future, and people can be helped
as 1 see them being helped."

MSU Photo

From left are Don Sparks. chairman of the Murray
Alan Stout. MSU Alumni Association and member
Easley, former member and chairman of the MSU
Alexander, MSU president. Easley will be honored
State's alumni center for him.

It is if it's breast cancer.

Friday, October 21
Center for Health & Wellness
• Health Fair - 10:00 am - 11:30 am
• Yoga Brealc - 11:30 am
• Lunch - 11:35 am (Special seatingfor Survivors)
*Only 150 seats available. RSVP by October 19.
•Guest Speakers - 11:45 am - 12:25 pm
•Sandy Wheeler, Breast Cancer Survivor
Co-Founder of Code Pink -12:25 pm - 12:55 pm
•apse and Door Prizes -12:55 pm- 1:00 pm

Must pre-register to reserve a seat, call 762-1348.
,
.
4,AI fp

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

www murrayhospitatorg

State University board of regents;
of the MSU board of regents; Sid
board of regents; and Dr. F. King
Friday with the naming of Murray

Sid Easley Alumni Center
dedication will be Friday
A dedication will be hosted at
4:30 p.m. on Friday for the
naming of the Alumni Center in
honor of 1962 graduate and former Murray State University
regent Sid Easley.
Easley.. played an active role
as a student that included serving as president of the Student
Government Association and
president of his fraternity. Pi
Kappa Alpha.
A I2-year member of the
MSU board of regents, Easley
served as chairman for 10 years.

Fie was named the first recipient
of the Murray State University
Alumni Association's Golden
Horseshoe Award in 1987 and
served as president of the
Murray State University Alumni
Association board of governors
from 1978 through 1979.
Jim Carter. MSU associate
vice president of institutional
advancement. said Easley has
enthusiastically supported student, alumni and community
activities through his student
involvement and MSU tenure.

AUTO
INSURANCE
\Fin QL Olt? ‘I I or(I

753-4703
KI It‘11

‘1

K

"The Sid Easley Alumni
Center will stand as a testament
to Sid Easley for his mimerous
contributions, years of service
and the value of undying loyalty
that he has set for others through
his remarkable dedication to the
university."
Alan Stout, MSU Alumni
Association president and current member of' the MSU board
of regents, said Easley has had a
tremendous positive impact on
Murray State.
"Sid Easley's legacy at MSU
goes far beyond the bricks and
mortar in this beautiful building." he said. "Indeed, students
for generations to come will
benefit from his leadership and
commitment to Murray State
University."
The dedicatiOn ceremony'
will include the unveiling of a
portrait of Easley by artist Joy
Thomas. A Homecoming reception will follow with light
refreshments and the public is
invited .
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$3 for gas isn't
that expensive!
Just ask
the British!

May I See Your License?

AP-IPSOS POLL

U.S. expects inexpensive gas
Compared to other countries. the
United States expects to pay far less
for a gallon of gasoline

Over the next six months,
do you expect that
increases in the price of
gasoline will cause
financial hardship for you
or your family?

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
What would you say is a fair
WASHINGTON (AP) price for a gallon of gasoline?
Many motorist these days are
69%
$1.99
U.S.
complaining about thecost of
65%
-2
$2
Canada
gasoline. but what people con63%
$2 94
Australia
sider a fair price varies greatly,
67%
depending on where they live.
41111111111111111 $3-32
Spam
74%
Americans angrily grit their
$4.05
Italy
teeth as they pump $3-per-gal1111111111111-7P.
NI
$4,438
11111111111111111
France ANNIONNI
Ion gas. They think $2 is about
11111.11111111111111111111111 85%
S. Korea 11111111111111111111. $4.11
fanright. In Britain. $3 sounds
31%
11111111
$44.87
iMi
ainNION
Germany
people there pay about
ciful
$5-16
U.K.
11111111111
1.1111111111111111
$5
think
and
$6.40 a gallon
would be fair.
TOM BERRY'Leciger & Times photo
SOURCE Ipsos for AP
AP-Ipsos polling. in the
shy to sit in the seat of one of
too
little
a
was
Adams
Ray
Jesse
old
Two-yearonly
United States and eight of its parts of the world, investment in have no alternatives. The
Murray Fire Department's big red fire trucks during an open house at the main fire
is drive slowallies turned up wide disparities mass transit is minimal, gas- thing I can do now
gas."
station downtown on Saturday. but he wasn't about to give up a chance at the
in people's thoughts on the cost guzzling SUVs and trucks zoom er, to try and save
women
the
countries,
all
In
steering wheel. Adams and dozens of other children got acquainted with MFD's
along highways and politicians
of filling up.
to
men
than
likely
more
were
_
taxes
gas
firefighters and equipment during the annual fire safety event.
increasing
friendly
about
talk
see
to
Spaniards would like
prices as' a"
gasoline for just over $3 a gal- or any taxes _ at their own risk. see the rise in gas
"We do have a sense of enti- personal hardship.
lon. . People in France, Italy.
"Women _ particularly those
Germany and South Korea put tlement here in the United
children at home _ are
with
polita
Yetiv,
Steve
said
States,"
lita
or
$4
price
market
the fair
that
more worried than men
much
Dominion
Old
at
tle more. Australians and ical scientist
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - Staic Legislatures and the Judge Barry Willett ruled
Canadians would like to see it University in Virginia who has about the financial impact of ris- Two national groups have sided American Legislative Exchange Stephenson wasn't qualified to
studied the impact of energy ing gas prices. on the family
the Council filed briefs with the set-se because she hadn't lived in
with
just under $3 a gallon.
budget." said Thomas Miller,
Republican Kentucky Supreme Court argu- Kentucky for the six years prior
The United States has less prices.
"This stems partly from the managing director of Ipsos
L.andidate in ing that Dana Seum Stephenson to the election as required by the
than 5 percent of the world's
York.
a legal fight should be allowed to take the Kentucky Constitution.
population but consumes 20 individualism that is part of the Public Affairs in New
Joyce Via, a retiree from
to take pos- )7th District seat.
million barrels of oil a day. American fabric _ an individualThe Kentucky Senate seated
price of
session of a
about one-fourth of the global ism that prizes freedom of action Craigsville. Va., said the
anyway. but a separate cOurt
her
more
received
Stephenson
"We
state Senate
total, according to the American and prizes the freedom to buy as - gas is hurting her family.
prohibited Stephenson _
order
votes than Democrat Virginia
big a car as you want to bity," live in a very rural area, have to
seat, which
Petroleum Institute. .
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Stephenson vacant since before the election. Woodward scheduled arguments in the case
cars as fuel prices soared over Sycamore. III.: drives a Chevy often," she said. "I'm
on heatcontesting for next month and a ruling is
suit
a disputed fi led
,
the past'few years. In much of Tahoe on his rounds to do X-ray going to have an impact
cold out
Stephenson's eligibility.
expected before the end of the
the United States, however, peo- repairs, his weekly gasoline hill ing bills. It gets pretty
November 2004 election.
here."
But
$120.
to
$60
from
gone
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year:
and
car
Circuit
the
to
ple are addicted'
Jefferson Count
The National Conference of
- A majority of people in most
view it as essential to social and he likes his SUV: "The bigger
economic well-being. When gas your vehicle, the faster your of the nations polled said they
think their government can act
prices shoot to record levels, it vehicle — it's a status symbol."
People inmost of the coun- to limit increases in the price of
rattles the U.S. economy and
depresses consumer confidence. tries polled agree the-rising price gasoline. In many of those counhave
"This whole country runs on of gasoline k causing financial tries, unhappy consumers
governmore
for
pushing
been
hardships.
Ahrens..
cheap gas." said Clinton
From two-thirds to three- merit action.
a businessman from Dows,
South Koreans and Germans
of those in Australia,
fourths
have
Americans
Iowa. Most
government
come to expect it Mel' the years_ canada, France. Germany, Italy, doubted how much
Spain, -South Korea and the can limit increases _ with only
said.
in each of
.In_much cif Europe and else- United States say they expect one-fourth of people
muchwhere, gas taxes account for increases in the price of gasoline those countries expecting
help.
About
hardships.
them
cause
to
two-thirds or more of the -price
of gasoline. People in those half in Britain said they worried
. countries look for high-mileage about financial hardthips, and
cars. Public transportation is one-third of respondents in
Germany felt that way.
: well-developed: ,
- NOTICE
Many surveyed say there is
In the U.S., taxes • vary by
III The Murray Calloway
County Park Board will meet
state but amount to about 20 per- little they can do about it.
Renato Baldini, dean of a pri- tonight at 6 in the Chamber of
cent of gas prices. Fuel is cheapCommerce conference room.
er in this Country than in most vate school in Rome, said, "I
Agenda items include a report
from Louis Boldt from the
Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall. The
CHIPPEWA FALLS, Wis. ple were injured, some seriously. agenda includes public hearings for two new Cingular
•(API- Counselors were on hand troopers said.
Wireless antenna towers at
"I don't know how much
t Monday to comfort mourning
Sunbury Circle and 2001
brak400
for
was
there
opportunity
a
at
resumed
classes
•:students as
College Farm Road.
-high school after its "impossible ing action." Notbohm said. "I
II The Murray Board of
:to replace" hand director, a stu- don't believe there was much
Adjustments will meet
Zoning
to
react."
driver
bus
the
for
time
:dent teacher and three others
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
:returning from a marching band
city hall. The agenda includes
:competition were killed in a bus
two dimensional variance
•erash.
requests for signs at Faughn
Douglas
director
Band
Tonight will be partly cloudy
Used Cars at 410 Sycamore
Greenhajgh. 48. his wife. with lows in the mid 50s.
St. and Southside Shopping
Center and another for buildTherese, 5 I. and their 11 -yearTuesday will be mostly
• old granddaughter Morgan sunny with highs in the lower ing setback and additional
First
at
..Greenhalgh. were killed early 80s, followed by a mostly clear entrances
.Sunday, along with bus driver night and lows in the upper 50s. Presbyterian Church.
II To report a Town Crier
Paul Rasmus.. 78. and student
Wednesday will be partly
48 MONTH CD WITH BALANCES OF $1,000 TO $99,999
call 753-1916.
item,
teacher Brandon Atherton, 24.
cloudy with highs in the 80s.
The accident happened early
Sunday when the bus hit a tractor-trailer that had jackknifed on
Interstate 94 northwest of
Osseo, said Capt. Douglas
Notbohm of the Wisconsin State
• Patrol. Twenty-nine other peo-

GOP gets support over election dispute
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Town Crier

Guaranteed to look
better every year.

Students, faculty mourn loss of
band director, family, teacher

Term

Forecast

* Notice! *

APY*

12 months

4.25

2ND 12 months

4.35

3RD 12 months

4.45

4TH 12 months

5.00

(Don't you wish everything was like this?)
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Come visit us at our
New Location!

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com
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Introducing The BB&T Stepped Rate CD

you deserve.

• $1,000 minimum deposit
• Rates for all four years set at account opening
• Largest rate increase occurs in the last yeat
• Optional additional deposit allowed every
12 months from date of opening •
• One no-penalty withdrawal on all or part of
invested funds after 24 months•

tComer of 8th & Arcadia)

On-display In our
HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
Surround Sound/Outdoor

Ask about ow (1,1/1flit•i(
or residential phone. sound
and security systems
Over 100 years of
combined experience'
SALES I SiNVICE I INSTALLATION

* MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.*

1-800-363-4720

When you invest in a BB&T Stepped
Rate CD, you get -a 4-year rate that's
guaranteed to get better every year
Regardless of.what the market does.
So you get the secure investment
you need and the high return that

(270) 753-7567

FOR MORE INFORMATION, STOP BY YOUR NEAREST
BB&T BRANCH OR VISIT BBANDT.COM TODAY.
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Facing 'some
budgeting
challenges'
FRANKFORT Most
Kentuckians would be ecstatic
to learn that their income next
year will increase' by more than
7 percent. If nothing more, the
extra cash will offset $3-a-gallon gasoline and a predicted 50
percent increase in home heating costs.
If not ecstatic, state budget
officials are at least relieved at
estimates
that call for
state tax revenues to the
General
Fund to rise
by 7.1 percent for the
2005-2006
fiscal year.
That takes
- but
Agree Or some
only. some Not
of the presBy Todd Duvall sure off
Syndicated
them in
Columnist
preparing a
two-year
state budget
lot the General Assembly that
consoles here in January..
_The..problern, however, is
Unit through the vagaries of the
tax reform legislators enacted
earlier this-year. the revenue griiwth in the second year of
the budget cacle is expected to
fall below 1 percent. All the
aline. of course, the costs of
L'S cry thing state gosernment • dill', ail! he rising while revCRUCN remain essentially stagnant.
State Budget Director Brad
Cowedl said last week,"We are
heading toward some budgeting
challenges:
I hat's an understatement.
I-sen the 7 I percent res enue
growth in the 2006 fiscal year ainiainting to about S 50nttlif ilea money---is a paltry son in an Os erall state budget
.appioaching Ss billion.
['Nen adding in the $124 million in surplus funds from the
last fiscal year doesn't pros ide
iuu Ii in the a .is of new mOney
io meet esen some of the
,k•mands on the General Fund
the next budget period:
•The Medicaid budget is
inc. a $700 million ,shortfall.
wi en though thelargest pan
atedu:aid program is
f 111.11k cd ss oh federal money,
In state s portion is substantial
thu ooss ing e‘ery year. There
is no word from Gos. Ernie
liiis administration on •
H ,\% that looming shortfall will
icsols ed. either through
-;s'udine ow. or new state
!,:fidin , or .1 L'ombination of

last year. No one knows
whether the move to a selfinsurance plan for state employ ees-will result in significant
savings.
II Everyone - state workers
and teachers - will expect a
raise each year in the new
budget at least sufficient-to offset higher gasoline and heating
costs. No one anticipates those
raises to be the 5 percent
required under existing state
law.
111 The state's prisons are
overflowing and the cost of °
operating those prisons is rising
almost as fast as the cost of
medical insurance for employees. Calls for loosening state
sentencing requirements to slow
the growth in the state's prison
population have met with widespread opposition.
•And state government,
with its many buildings to heat
and fleet of vehicles to gas up,
has to expect for those costs to
rise substantially through the
rest of this fiscal year and into
the next budget cycle as well.
So Cowgill's "challenges"
are formidable_even with more
than S5(X) million extra to
spend over the 2006-2008 bienMum-even without issuing-any-new debt to pay for university
buildings and the state's $75
million -stake in-a-new arena in
downtown Louisville.
University of Kentucky
President Lee Todd already has
put everyone on notice that he
will be lobbying legislators
actively for more money for
t 'lc in the new budget.
t nis'ersity of Louisville .
President James Ramsey will be
Just as active. as well as the
presidents of the regional universities.
Is there any wonder, then,
that -tic tc a.i 1xt-week-tossed out the idea of a 10-cent
'increase in the state cigarette
tax'' That will hardly solve all
of -the budget "challenges" facing Fletcher. And ilyou beliese
the chairman of the Senate
budget committee. it won't happen either.
In some ways, it is more difficult to make a state budget
with a little new money than it
is when tax revenues actually
fall. In the latter case, spending
cuts are ordered and even
though no one likes them. the
cuts are understandable. But
with $350 million dollars in
new revenue, everyone wants a
piece of it. and there simply
isn't enough to go around.
Deciding who gets what
indeed is a "challenge."
IA editorial
TOdd
page editorfor The State
Journal in Frankfort.

•Ihe cost or health insur. for state gosernment
sqkll S .111d public sch(sil
tc.i..11,-rs for another year could
up .1111a the surplus from
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Testing Our-Students for Drugs
— - . "Don't try to-take a pre_-.emp
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)tive measure if there's not a
There's not much cramming stuproblem to prevent," Hughes
By Joe Biesk
dents can do for this kind of
said:
pop quiz.
Gene Wilhoit said the number
But Beth Wilson, executive
extracurricular activities. •
As local school districts
of schools in Kentucky requirdirector of the Kentucky chapsaid.
Gaskin
illegal
keeping
grapple with
ing drug tests reflects a national
ter of the American Civil
Those who test positive a
drugs from students, some are
trend. But the issue is a local
from
Liberties Union, said it's "not
suspended
are
time
first
turning to random drug testing.
and not one in which the
matter
good school policy" for districts
weeks.
four
for
activity
their
At least two have added random
Kentucky Department of
to impose seudent drug testing.
susare
offenders
Second-time
drug testing this fall, and more
Education has gotten directly'
tests can be inaccurate and
for 12
The
activities
from
pended
could be on the way.
Wilhoit said.
involved.
infringe on students' privathey
offenders
ime
third-t
and
weeks
"Ifs not such a radical moveSchool districts that opt for
said.
Wilson
cy.
year.
calendar
entire
an
get
ment right now," said John
should "do so with.
testing
drug
schools should offer
Instead,
said.
Gaskin
Akers. executive director of the
a fair and open policy" that
pupils more activities and ways•
to understand
need
"They
•
School
for
Center
Kentucky
involves...parents in the decision, to get involved. Wilson said.
are consequences when
Safety. _But a_s_a slow. moving. _--- -there
- -- WON:at-said te-ad_urpreventing
n
-Gaski
-ditigi.you-aakalegal
steady moving lTrend right now
"This is something that is
or stopping drug use among stusaid.
toward drug testing."
sadly becoming a matter of life
dents and there are much better
Mark Cleveland. superinThere is not an exact count
these days. and I think You have ways to counter student drug
County
Owen
of
tendent
for how many schools in
to weigh all of that," Wilhoit
use," Wilson said. "The quesSchools, said his district conKentucky require drug tests.
-tion becomes- do the benefits
drug test said: "You have to- attend-to all
random
first
its
ducted
believe
But education officials
concerns
those considerations of individprivacy
the
outweigh
last
school
middle
its
at
at least 36 of Kentucky's 176
ual rights and privacy, but at the and they don't."
Tuesday. There were "seven or
school districts require drug
same time we have a huge
the
Akers disagreed.
took
who
students
eight"
tests at senile level.
problem in Kentucky and across
While some may have conwith three district
along
tests,
Pulaski
Gaskin,
Wanda
cerns about privacy, those matadministrators and the principal. this country with drug abuse.
County safe schools coordina'and children are so vulnerable
ters get "trumped" when it
said. They all came
Cleveland
tor. said this fall marked the
to it."
to student safety. Akers
comes
said.
Cleveland
negative.
back
first round of student drug testBrad Hughes, spokesman for said.
Educators in Owen County
ing in her district.
the Kentucky School Boards
"This is a societal problem
have been considering random
School officials turned to
Association, said there may be.
and
schools need all the help
years.
couple
a
for
tests
drug
drug testing after a sursey
multiple reasons school districts that we can get to help address
found
dogs
niffing
drug-s
after
used
had
found some students
require drug tests.
thins, and it starts at home,
marijuana in the school and
drugs. Gaskin said. Local
"Either an identified abuse
lot.
churches and synagogues,"
parking
the
in
cocaine
urine
the
felt
school officials
problem usually at the high
Akers said. "It is going to take a
Cleveland said.
exams would be-a tool to curb
or there is a big (drug)
school
whole community to address
students
tests
County
Owen
Gaskin
abuse.
alcohol
and
drug
problem in the community and
these issues."
in athletics or
who
participate
said.
they want to present that from
other competitive activities and
Pulaski County. like many
working into the school-age
said.
Joe Biesk is a statehouse
Cleveland
drivers.
student
others, is paying for its drug
population." Hughes said.
violate
reporterjar The Associated
want
don't
"You
tests with a federal grant.
Still, drug testing is not ideal
Pre vs.
someone's civil rights. but at the
Gaskin said. Pulaski is among
for all districts. Hughes said. If
make
to
want
time
you
same
those districts that test students
a district does not have an idensure that the schools are safe."
who drive to school and those
tified problem, then "this is not
said.
Cleveland
involved in competitive
the way to go." Hughes said.
r
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Come Harvest The Savings At
( Peppers Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep
Expiration (

William (Max) McCuiston
William (Max) McCuiston, 67, Peggy Ann Drive, Murray, died
Saturday, Oct. IS, 2005, at 6 a.m. at his home. His death followed
an extended illness:
He was owner and operator-of Max's 641
Citgo Gas Station in Murray which he operated
for 40 years. Before he opened the gas station, he
worked at the Murray Fire Department. He was
a member of New Mt. Cannel Baptist Church.
One sister, Barbara Moody, preceded him in
death. Born Nov. 2, 1937, in Calloway County,
he was the son of the late Richard Talmadge
McCuiston and Lela Davenport McCuiston.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sarah Sykes
McCulston
McCuiston, to whoin he was married June 29.
1957. in Murray; three sons, William Michael(Mickey) McCuiston
and wife, Melany, Mark Steven McCuiston and wife. Sabrina, and
Monty Lyn McCuiston and wife, Rebecca, all of Murray; four
grandchildren, Mitchell McCuiston, Schaumburg, Ill., Tiffany
McCuiston, Des Moines. Iowa, and Derek McCuiston and Morgan
McCuiston. bosh of Murray; one stepgranddaughter, Destiny Berg,
Murray; one -great-granddaughter, Katelyn McCuiston, Naperville.
III.; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Cleo Sykes, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Hope Harbor Church,
Murray. Dr. Art Heinz will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 4 to 9
p.m. today,(Monday) and at the church after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
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2005 Dodge Neon SXT
$16.590
- 824
- 2.500
-500

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
If Farm Bureau
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air strike victims grieve during their
funeral in Ramadi, Iraq, Monday. U.S. warplanes and helicopters bombed two villages near the restive city of
Ramadi. killing an estimated 70 militants, the military said
Monday, though witnesses said at least 39 of the dead
were civilians.
Iraqi relatives Of US

Bobby Gene Oakley
Bobby Gene Oakley. 72, Benton, formerly of Cadiz, died
Saturday. Oct. 15, 2005, at 11:39 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
He was a retired truck driver and of Baptist faith.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mable Oakley,'his second wife, Ruby Oakley. one son, Terry Boyd, an infant daughter.
Edna Nell Oakley, and a grandson, Terry Shane Boyd. Born March
23, 1933, in Golden Pond, he was the son of the late Lois Oakley
and Tilda Futrell Oakley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jo Anne Oakley; six daughters,
Mrs. Sharon Rose McCraw, Cadiz. Mrs. Barbara Jean Donelson,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lane and Ms. Rose Ann Oakley, all of Murray, Mrs.
Joanne McCoy. Canton, and Mrs. Tina Bucy. Paris, term.: one son,
Bobby Dale Oakley, Cadiz; four stepdaughters, Mrs. Linda Murphy,
Calvert City. Mrs. Pamela Powell, London,- Ms. Kathy Johnston,
Benton. and Mrs. Kim Dunn, Mayfield; two stepsons, Kevin
.-Jobnston. Benton. and Jason Johnston, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs.
Betty Barehead. Murray. and Mrs. Dianne Lester, Princeton; two
brothers. Billy Oakley, Murray, and J.B. Oakley. Cadiz: 16 grandchildren; nine stepgrandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of King's
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin Darnall will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Long Creek Cemetery in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today

Militants, civilians killed
by U.S. airstrikes as
Iraqis vote on constitution

Monday).

Mrs. Betty Lou East
The funeral for Mrs. Betty Lou East was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Wingo. The Rev. J.T. Parrish and
the Rev. Bobby Barnett officiated.
Pallbearers were Chad Tucker, Chris Tucker. Justin Willett. Nick
Frizzell, Ronnie Adams and Richard Tynes. Burial was in the Clark
Cemetery.
Mrs. East, 74. Wingo, died Friday. Oct. 14, 2005, at 4:50 a.m. at
the home of her daughter in Ledbetter.
A homemaker, she was a member of Christian Fellowship
Church, Draffenville. She was the daughter of the late Joe Hutson
and Birdie Mae Lee Hutson.
Survivors include her husband. Odell East: three daughters, Mrs.
Connie Brewer. Mayfield, Ms. Kim East, Wingo. and Mrs. Lisa
Vancura, Ledbetter; one son, Ricky East, Murray; one brother.
David Hutson. Port Richey, Fla.; 16 grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

David (Day Day) W. Powell
The funeral for David(Day Day)W. Powell was Sunday at 2 p.m.
in tie chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Charlie
Canup officiated. Burial was in the Wilson Cemetery. Benton.
Exp;ressions of sympathy may be made to a Trust fund for
Children, Bryce. Jess and Brittany, c/o Bank of Benton. 1012 Main
St.. Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Powell. 50. Raceway Lane, Benton, diedThursday, Oct.,13.
2005, at 6 p.m. at his home.
A .self employed drywall finisher, he was owner of Powell
Construction and of TK Raceway. He was a member of Zion's
Cause Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rhonda Ball Powell; two daughters, Mrs. Brittany Culp and Ms. Jess Powell, three sons, Trent
Powell, Kurt Powell and Bryce Powell. one grandchild. Braden
Powell, his parents, Hayes Powell and Willie Rankin Powell and
two brothers. Larry Powell and Dennnis Powell, all of Benton; one
sister. Ms. Brenda Powell, Ledbetter.

BAGHDAD.Iraq(AP)- U.S.
On referendum day. a roadwarplanes and helicopters
bombed two villages near the side bomb killed five U.S. solrestive city of Ramadi. killing an diers in a vehicle in the Al-Bu
estimated 70 militants, the mili- Ubaid village on the eastern outtary said Monday. though wit- skirts of Rimadi. On Sunday, a
nesses said -at --least-341-4- -the---g-mapof-about two dozen Iraqis
gathered around the wreckage:
dead were civilians,
The violence on Sunday they were hit by U.S. airstrikes.
occurred a day after Iraq voted the military and witnesses said.
The military said in a stateon _ and apparently passed _ a
landmark constitution that many ment that the crowd was setting
Sunnis opposed. As officials another roadside bomb when Fcontinued to count the millions 15 warplanes hit them, killing
of paper ballots Monday, the around 20 people. described by
constitution seemed assured of the military as "terrorists."
But several witnesses and
passage after initial results
showed minority Sunnis had One local leader said they were
fallen short in an effort to veto it. civilians who had gathered to
A foreign election observer gawk at and take pieties of the
confirmed that apparent. out- _ wreckage. as often -occurs-after
an Ainencan vehitte ihL
come in an interview with-Th
'A 'tribal leader. Chiad Saad.
Monday.
on
Associated Press
He spoke on condition of said the airstrike killed 25 civilanonymity, saying the Iraqi ians. and several other witnesses
Electoral -said the same thing, though they
Independent
Commission would announce refused to give their names out
the official results, which could of fear for their salety.
The other deaths occurred in
be released Wednesday.
nearby village of Al-Bu
the
constithe
of
acceptance
The
tution would be a major step in Faraj.
The military said a group ot
the attempt to establish a demoopened fire on a Cobra
gunmen
that
could
cratic government
lead to the withdrawal of U.S. attack helicopter that had spottroops. But Secretary of State ted their position. The Cobra
Condoleezza Rice warned returned fire, killing _around 10.
Sunday that violence will con- The men ran into a nearby.
tinue in Iraq, even if the new house. where gunmen were seen
constitution is adopted. She said unloading weapons when an
support for the insurgency F/A-18 warplane struck the
would eventually wane as the building •hith a bomb, killing 40
country moves toward democra- insurgents, the military said.
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AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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The Green Plain School
of Biblical Studies
EVERY MONDAY BEGINNING
SEPT. 19 THRU DEC.5
7:00 p.m. "Scheme of Redemption"
Johnny Polk, Instructor

il

t

t, 8:00

"The New Testament Church"
Cta
ltfa
EirP
p.rne

Classes offered alibi, Annex of the Gwen Plain Buing
Classes mall and open lo Its public.
CI by:
Sponsored

Green Plain Church of Christ
Murray Paris Road • Hazel, KY
For More Information Call 492-8206
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STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Asp,. 10314.48 + 27.14
;3.95 - 0.20
Sir Products
18.22 - 0.12
AT&T
i9.83 + 0.50
BB&T
25.16 + 0.13
Bell South
13.44 - 0.14
Briggs & Stratton
2238 + 0.07
Bristol Myers Squibb
55.19 + 0.45
Caterpillar
+ 0.06
Chesron Texaco
;137 + 0.63
Daimler Chrysler
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8.90 + 0.29
Ford Motor
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General Electric
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General Motors
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'Teaching Haiku' Workshop
for Teachers on Thursday

Land Between
The Lakes offers
vibrant fall colors
GOLDEN POND, Ky -Take a drive through Land
Between The Lakes (LB1.4
National Recreation Area and
view the vibrant colors of
autunm as they shower the
landscape and form a masterpiece.
The natural process of leaves
turning from green to a variety of colors is tnggered by
„the increase in night length.
This is accelerated by cooler
_temperatures. The brightness
and length of season of display is influenced by summer
soil moisture. "A hot, dry
summer this year may reduce
the brilliance and length of
time ttt display." said Steve
Hanna..Forester at LBI.. "This
year. We are a week of two
Black gums are the
behind
first to turn bright red. followed by sumac and poison
Sweet gums with multiIs
ple•Olors should remain well
mit,()ember. while many black
berry ana walnut have already
lost leases hill colors. includ-log colorful maples. should
reach their peak over the next
telNw eerC tif•tktober:' stated
Hanna.
las More than- 151;000
I.Briacres of forest, primarily hardid species. Cenain colors
-7-- ate- characteristic- .of _particular
species. Black gums. sumacs.
and Virginia creepers turn bright
• shade's 44 reds sassafras turns
• .1 brilliant orange: tulip poplars
ai id hickories turn shades of yelOaks turn red, brown,
lt‘‘
lAir.russ.et. Sugar and red maples

display the most vibrant colors of fiery reds, yellows, and
oranges.
'The timing of the color
changes is also species dependent.!' said Hanna. "For example, black gums and sumac are
usually the first to turn. Tulip
poplars.
sweet gum, sassafras, and
maples foUow soon after. The
oaks are usually the last leaves
to turn lohpafter other species
have already Shed their leaves."
Visitors to LBL interested
in viewing the fall color may
do so by driving on the paved
roads or by hiking, biking, or
horseback riding on hundreds
of miles of trails.
For more information, check
the Foyest Service's Fall Foliage
Hotline (1-80)-354-4595) or
website
Color
Fall
twww.fs.fed.us/news/fallcolorst
for detailed information on the
progress of autumn color display throughout the country.
Land Between The Lakes
is managed by the USDA Forest Service, in partnership with
"Friends of LBL." to pnwide
public lands outdoor -recreation
and environmental education.
Upcoming events, ineluding the
Nature Station's Fall Frolic on
Nov. 5-6. provide excellent
opportunities to experience the
beauty of the fall season at LBL.For more information on LBL
or fall events, call 1-800-.1...BL7077 or 270-924-2(XX). or visit
at
Internet
the
on
us
www.lbforg.

Ladies of the Oaks
__j_lh• I tale% iii ihe Oaks Country Club held their regularly_
-,14€444-1441--v4:111 -t114--on Oct_
N scramble was held with Janet Kirk. Cynthia -Darnall andK illy 'sleel .. winning first. Irene Woods, Shirley Jenstrom, Mary
hauler and Bronda Parker won second.
I )0 NNednesday Bridge will he played at 9:15 am. with
“,t114.-) Dainall. seising. as_hastess___
s
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD TRU OCT. 20
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN. ONLY
The Fog
l'G13- 7:35 - 9:45
In Her Shoes
6.50 - 9:25
Wallace & Gromit
Serenity 11;13 - h.:35

7teari 7ki/A
(Sat Ocl. 29
al

(SW
)
2i

Ask Us A

YOUR CHOICE
AUTC

.y

Elizabethtown
11;1:1- 75 - 9:35
Two For The Money
R 1.15 - 940
Greatest Game Ever Played
PC - I; 55 - 915
Flightplan
l'G1:i - 1.25 - 9:30

Th.irmoncl
tNSOFIANC.t. iINVESTWN,TS

Murray State University Teacher Quality Institute will have a "Teaching Haiku"
Workshop for leachers on Thursday- from
4 to 6 p.m. at the Calloway County. Pub1k Library..
Haiku is the shortest poetic form in
world literature. The workshop will cover
the basics of what a hailku is, what makes
a "good haiku," and how to teach it, according to Yoko Hatakeyama. \1St Teacher Quality Institute Faculty Scholar of Japanese,
Jo's
speaker will be Prof. Ann Neelon of
Datebook Guest
the Creative Writing Program at NISU.
By Jo Burkeen
e-mail
information
more
For
Community
<yoko.haakeyama@. murraystate.edu>
Editor

Hazle will be Dexter speaker
Photo provided
Pictured are Calloway County Homemakers President Jo
Farley, left, and Judy Stahler, treasurer, with one of the
poinsettias as the Homemakers prepare for their 14th
annual poinsettia sale.

Calloway Homemakers
begin 14th annual sale
The Calloway County Homemakers have started their 14th
annual poinsettia sale. The sale
started Oct. 1 and will close
Nov. 1ft according to Judy
Stabler, sales chairman.
The, poinsettias with five to
seven blooms in a 6 1/2 inch,
pot will sell for $76.50 and
the poinsettia with three plants
in an 8 1/2 inch pot will sell
for $15. .Each pot will be
shipped ready for delivery in
gold Christmas paper unless a
different color is requested.
Delivery date for all poinsettias will be Dec. 1 from 2
p.m. until all plants have either
been picked up or delivered.
First Unite& Methodist Church
Family Life Center on South
Fifth Street, just off the downtown courtsquare. will be this
year's pick up point of delivcr
Orders may
any homemaker, by calling
Shati•-•-al-----7533387; Mt
ing the County Extension Office
at 753-1452.
Stahler said "If poinsettiav,
can not be picked up. the homemakers will personally deliver'
all plants to buyers and will
he delighted to deliver to any
one by another person with a

gift card on each plant. Businesses and churches ordering
plants will be billed at a later
time.Five colors are available at
the mentioned prices: .White.
marble, peppermint, pink and
Christmas red. Also available
will be winter rose red, white,
and. pink and a poinsettia called
plum pudding.. The. winter rose
varieties have smaller- Taves
and bracts with a rose flower
appearance.
Stahler said "Our services are
especially open to all businesses and churches within the Calloway County and surrounding
areas. The homemakers appreciate the support of everyone
in this annual fund-raising drive
and. we look forward to serving the community during this
holiday season." Proceeds from the sale will
go to support local community projects, such as the 2005
-F-4ittL -Etinnal- Woman's -Show on Nov. 5 from 9 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Weaks Community Center. a Mprray State University
scholarship. _United Way of
Murray- and Calloway County.and many community activities.

MSU Symphonic Wind
Ensemble to hold concert
Student musicians have been
selected by audition for the
Murray State University department of music's internationally acclaimed Symphonic Wind
Ensemble. The ensemble has
gained worldwide recognition
over the years through special
invitational performances in
Carnegie Hall, the College Band
Directors National Association
Convention and the International Wind Band Symposium
in Manchester. England. The
wind ensemble has also released
two CDs featuring selections
from the England tour and
works commissioned for its
recent appearance in Carnegie
Hall.
More than 110 students
:tuditioned for the 47 positions
in the ensemble. According to
Dennis L. Johnson. director of
bands at Murray State and con-

40,

the Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the
Dexter Community Center. Phil Hazle. jailer of Calloway County, will be the speaker. A chili supper will be served. All residents of Dexter and surrounding areas are invited.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School will have a special caliecl_
meeting on Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at the media center. There-. ,
will be first readings on revisions to the following policies:
Monitoring Instruction & Curriculum. Retention Policy, and
Student Assignments/Schedule. •A second reading will be on
the revision to the Extracurricular Eligibility Policy.

East Council will meet Tuesday

East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. .it the school. All interested persons are invited.

Alumni and Associates to meet

.The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools
will meet Tuesday. All members and interested persons are
invited.

Lions Club taking orders - •
Murray Lions Club as taking orders for one pound.boxes_
of assorted chocolate candies made by Sec's Candies of California. To order contact any Lions Club member or call Chairperson Rowina Wilburn :it 7571-1080. Orders must be place
by Oct. 25.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway, Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9. a.m. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Music Department will meet
Music Depat-iment-04--ffie-44-utvay- A-44444414.*--ClUt1-4,41_metti
Tuesday at .6:30 p.m. at the club house. A potato bar will he
_ monetary--donations
-provided-by- the • Relay -for-will he accepted in lieu of the usual mernher-prepared Salads.
Members are encouraged to dress in costume with prizes to
he awarded for winning costumes in three categories. Hostesses will be Kay Ray. Martha Crafton, Gale Vinson, Tracey
Wortham: Faye--Austin, Jeanie Robertson and other relay members who volunteer to help.

Youth Center to open on afternoons
The, Main Street Youth Center will be open Monday through
Thursday afternoon.. The center, located at 5)13 South Fourth
St., Murray, will be open from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on those days
during the school year. For information call 753-8336 or 753520.

Singles will meet Tuesday

ductor of the wind ensemble.
"These students should be conMurray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
gratulated on their musical annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open 10 all single..
accomplishments. les a distinct
For information call Mike at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.
honor to be in this ensemble."
The first performance by
the ensemble will he ThursAl-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
day.. Oct. 20. at 8 p.m. in
Church. Please enter from the southside rear dwr
Mcithodist
Lovett Auditorium on Murray's
the playground. The only requirement is that there
near
located
campus. The Symphonic Wind
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
problem
a
he
Ensemble concerts are free and
the public is encouraged 40
attend.
Quilt Lovers of Murray w ill Meet I uesday at 6 p.m. in the
Local students participaing
room of Calloway County Public Library. 14)u Ann
meeting.
ensemwin
in the symphonic
present a demonstration of "Sliced Quilts- as seen
will
Philpot
ble are Joe Hobbs. Percussion:
Quilt Show. The room will be available
organization's
the
at
Percussion:
Trevathan.
Sam
and interested persons can arrive to
members
so
p.m.
5:30
at
Zach Kingins. Trumpet: Rebecca Cripps. Tenor saxophone: start the meeting promptly at 6 p.m.
Samantha Stanley. Alto/contrabass clarinet; Megan Hull. ClarCalloway County High School writing portfolios for the
inet; Kathryn Stalls. Oboe:
Fischer-Flaherty-. 2tXX) and 2001 classes and the copies of the 2005 class will •
Cassie
Flute/piccolo: Emily Futrell. he released during the week cif Oct. 17-21. These documents
Flute; and Heather Water, Flute, may he picked up in room 802 at the school between the
hours of I to 3 p.m.

Kenlake Ladies Golf

Program Information Call '531314

e-mail: ja.burkeenttmurrayledgermW

Kenlake La' dies Golf League held its regularly scheduled
golf at the Benton Country Club on Oct. 12.
Winners were Dotty Elliott. Gloria Thies. Sue Thetford and
Mary Neale Barton with a score of 28.
Other ladies .playing were Connie McManus. Ina Horton.
Evelyn Rh\en. Mary. N.I. and Louise Parker.
Ann Ty

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday

Writing portfolios to be released

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will hax e a special called committee meeting today.

MHS Council will meet
\ha. High School. Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet today' at 4 p.m.,in the school library.

Beta • Club collecting coats

•16" cheese pizza '7.00
•16" unlimited toppings
'9.44
pizza
Monica Griffin. Susan Suiter.Tonya West & Alice Sorrells
Corne mit in in our beoutoful, newly remodeled building.
0,• 4.• sass skit of ike

•12" pizzas--3 with 3 toppings
13.00
unlimited
with
•16" pizzas--3
k7.00 .0.
toppings
Well honor my pizza coupon
Chtsch groups receive 20% discount on Scr)davs
Open Daily?? a.m.-1 a.m. • 817 Coldwater Rd

762-0442

collecting coats during
Murray High Scho,. 1 ,Cid Club
the month of October tor people who are in need. The coats
-could also be brought to Jill Hemdorr'N room if one desired.
The coat drive will continue through Oct. 28.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
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Thornton and Jackson will be Grand Marshals for Homecoming
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Dr. Jerry Sue Pritchett Thornton '69, '71, president of Cuyahoga Community College in
Cleveland, Ohio, and Dennis-Jackson '66, '71, the first
African-American athlete for
Murray State University's- track
and football team will act as
Grand Marshals for this year's
Homecoming "Reflections" festivities Oct. 20-22.
Touted as one of the 50
most influential people in
Northeast Ohio, Thornton has
continually mentored educational opportunities to Cuyahoga's
26,000 students on three campuses since her tenure in 1992.
The first African-American
to be selected as Miss Murray
Dr. Jerry S. Thornton
Dennis Jackson
State. Thornton's MSU education has enabled her to reach said. "I've lived in a time to ogy Building honoring the late
many milestones. "The reflec- witness both segregation and Dr. Charles Smith and W.J.
tions of my days at Murray integration. We've come a long Pitman. New equipment. purincluding finding friends, under- way, and still have a long way chased with the contributions
standing the times and reach- to go."
in their 'names will be showing a level of maturity in my
Homecoming activities will cased. Following the dedication.
educational goals has allowed begin on Thursday. Oct. 20, with a reception for biology and
me to move into my profes- the 13th annual Homecoming chemistry alumni will be held
sional career today," she said. Bonfire on the Intramural Fields at the home of Dr. Tom TimNamed to the 1964 All-OVC at 9 p.m. The event is open mons. For more information call
football team, Jackson has to the public and is free.
(270) 762-6754.
maintained his Kentucky eduEvents continue on Friday
All nursing graduate -are
cation roots planted as an MSU with the Murray State Univer- invited to a Nursing Alumni
student throughout his 38-year sity Golf Tournament at 8 a.m. Banquet, held in the small ballcareer in teaching and coach- at Miller Golf Course. located room of the Curris Center at
ing position. He has also served six miles east of .Murray on 6 p.m. This year's guest speakas the director of personnel 2814 Pottertown Road. 'The er is Cheryl Cooper, a 1989
for the Paducah Public Schools. cost is $75 a person. For reser- nursing graduate who is now
Jackson continues his work vations and information, call a clinical nurse specialist with
with the Paducah City Schools the athletic department at (270) the Mental Health Cooperation
on a part-time basis.
in Columbia, Tenn. Cost is $20
762-3517.
Jackson said he also received
The MSU women's soccer a person add the reservation
guidance during his college days team will host a game at 3 deadline is Oct. 17. For more
at Murray from the late Ruby p.m. on Cutchin Field. Cost is information, contact Dina
Smith, Bailey Gore and Dr. $3 adults, and $1 for children. Byers, at (270) 762-6223.
-Ralph Woods. Smith and Gore
The 43rd Annual AgriculAn ROTC Reunion Open
were faculty members: Woods House will be held in the ture Alumni Banquet will be
was president of IS4S1.5 when ROTC building (former Boy held at 6:30 p.m. in the large
Jackson attended. Jackson said Scout Museum) at 4 p.m. For ballroom of the Curtis Center.
they provided him with the information, call r270) 7
-A reception-to- honor 195-5 andencouragement and support that 5061.
1980 graduates begins at 5:45
instilled the confidence he needA dedication will be host- p.m. Cost is $12 a person. For
ed to advance in the teaching ed at 4:30 p.m. for the nam- reservations or information,
profession.
ing of the Alumni ,Center in contact the school of agricul"However, the late Roy honor of 19'62 graduate and ture at (270) 762-3328.
Stewart was the reason I pur- former MSU regent Sid Easley. ., The
African-American
sued a career in education," A Homecoming reception will Alumni
50th
Anniversary
he said. "He told me in one follow with light refreshments Reception will be held at 6:30
of his physical education class- and the public is invited.
p.m. in the Old Fine Arts Buildes I had a knack for being a
The 23nd Annual Home- ing on first floor. Admision is
teacher and that inspired me coming five-kilometer run will free.
to pursue a career as a teacher." be held at 5 p.m. The early
Following the reception, the
A 1999 Kentucky High entry fee is $15, with a $20 Miss Black and Gold pageant
-School Athletie_Association Hall fee on the day of race. For will be sponsored by Alpha
of Fame inductee. Jackson said more information, call the cam- —Phi Atplialrt-Lovett
'his professional career has pus recreation office at (270) urn at 7:30 p.m. The nos.t is
_
allowed him to witness many 762-6791. --310 a person._
changes throughout the years.
An African-American AlumA laboratory dedication will
"I've been blessed," Jackson be held at 6 p.m. in the Biol- ni Mixer will be held at 10

at the Baptist Student Union 50 year. at Murray State. Guest
at II a.m. For reservations and speaker is Theresa Shelby
informatitm; call BSU director Knighton '74, systems managMark Whitt at (270) 753-5771, er with Alcoa. of Knoxville,
or msUbsuOmurray-lry.net. — -- Tenn: The eo,i
Hester . Residential College son. For more information or
alumni are invited to a recep- to make a reservation, call
tion and the Hall of Fame Induc- (800) 758-8510 or 762-5600.
tion at 11 a.m. in the lobby
Immediately following the
of Hester Hall. For more infor- banquet. the NPHC Annual Step
mation, contact Gina Claywell Show will be held at 8 p.m.'
at (270) 762-4729 or gina.clay- in Lovett Auditorium. The 515
well@murraystate.edu.
a person ($10 admission charge
The MSU volleyball team for students i is subject to
will host a game against Ten- change.
nessee Tech at 1 p.m. in Racer
On Sunday. Oct. 23, an
Arena. Cost is $3.
African-American Alumni Day
Homecoming pre-game fes- will he held at St. John Mistivities will begin at 2:30 p.m. sionary Baptist ChUrch, locatand will include the crowning ed at 122 Spruce Street at II
of the Homecoming Queen and a.m.
King. The game. which will
The Women'. Soccer Team
begin at 3 p.m., pits the Rac- will conclude' Homecoming
ers against Eastern Illinois. activities v.ith a game schedTickets are $12 for reserved uled at 1.„ p.m. at Cutchin Field.
chair seats, $10 for reserved Admission is $3 for adults and
bleacher seats ($6 for chil- $1 for children.
dren), $7 for general admisTo vieu a complete schedsion, and -$4 for children (gen- --uk—of Hornetinning actil;ties
eral admission only). For more. visit
MSU', website
at
information, call (270) 762- www.mutraystate.edu.For
4895.
parade information call (270)
An African-American Alum- 762-6951 or 762-6987. Tent
ni Banquet will be held at 6:30 City information can be
p.m. in the large ballroom of obtained by calling (270) 762-.
the Curtis Center to celebrate 3437.
Introducing

The BusinessOwners' Choice Policy.
I he

Busou-sstht nets
(hike

- The_BEST -choice for your business!
We give you "Your Choice" of insurance coverages. all in
one convenient package.
Contact your State Auto agent today and take ownership of
your business insurance

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
211 S. 12th St.• Murray- 753-3415
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It business friend you can depend on

Subscribe & $ave
Subscribe to(la & sale almost
60% OFF the neosstand price!
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If you buy a newspaper
from a rack every day,
you are spending
$231.75 per year.
Save money and
receive home delivery.
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p.m. in Ordway Hall.
Saturday's events kick off
at 8 a.m. with the annual Racer
Athletics Breakfast sponsored
by MSU athletics in the large
ballroom of the Curtis Center.
Cost is $10 a person. For reservations and information, call
the athletic department at (270)
762-3517 or 762-6800.
From 8 to 9:30 a.m. the
20th Annual College of Education Breakfast will be held
at the Murray Middle School
cafeteria. Admission is $5 for
adults and $2.50 for children
under 12. For more information, call (270) 762-3817.
Alumni are encouraged to
visit. the Easley Alumni Center open house and view the
Walk of Fame from 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
The annual Homecoming
Parade will begin at 9:30 a.m.
in downtown Murray and ends
at the corner of 15th and Main
streets on campus. Floats, bands
and representatives of various
organizations will all be a part
of the traditional event. Call
the Student Government Association at (270) 762-6951 for
more information.,,
Sponsored by the MSU men's
and women's rowing teams, the
MSU Alumni vs. Varsity Racing event will be held at 10
a.m. at the boathouse in Aurora on Kentucky Lake. Cost
$6 a person and $10 a couple. Reservations are required.
For &ire information, call(270)
762-2160. The event concludes
in the evening with a BBQ
reception and auction.
At 10:30 a.m. the Alumni
Baseball Game will begin at
Reagan Field north of Roy
Stewart Stadium. For more
information;--call -(270) 7511345 or 762-4892.
The African-American Historical Marker Dedication will
be held at 11 a.m. in the Quadrangle area, . behind Pogue
Library: The public is invited:
At 11 a.m. all alumni and
friends will gather for the Tent
City Homecoming Festival and
Reunion on the grassy area adjacent to Stewart Stadium. Tents
for colleges, athletics, University Store, Alumni Association.
residential colleges. Greeks and
rcuiiiOn giOups -veill--feature-a variety of activities and refreshments.
The Baptist Student Union
Alumni Brunch will be held

Get your favorite columnists, tv schedules,
sports,classifieds, world and financial
news, and much more delivered right to
your door every day.
U.

3 months
6 months
1 year

$26
$51
$98
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2005 Kentucky Soybean
Yield Contest announced

'‘‘.%‘1.Vt

Bird flu
fears force
questions

PRINCETON. Ky. - In an cash award.
Second Place Highest
III
effort to encourage producers to
Acre.. Trophy and
Per
Yield
to
and
strive for higher yields
promote the use of good cultural $250 cash award.
• Division II: Double-Crop
practices to increase profitability for the betterment of Soybeans
II First Place Highest Yield
Kentucky Agriculture, the
Acre...Trophy and $500
Per
Promotion
Kentucky Soybean
Board (KSPB) has announced cash award.
• Second Place Highest
the 2005 Kentucky Soybean
Yield Per Acre.. Trophy- and
Yield Contest.
Any producer (owner-opera- $250 cash award.
State
District r Awards:
tor, tenant, or tenant-landlord)
who produces 10 acres or more award winners will not receive
in
the district awards.
soybean
of
The producer with the highCommonwealth is eligible to
enter in either the Single-Crop est yield per acre in each of the
or Double-Crop Division. The six districts will receive a plaque
contest area must be locIted in and $50 cash award. Cash
the state and the deadline for the awards may be adjusted dlie to
available funds and will only be
contest is Dec. 10.
presented to those who attend
This year's awards include:
awards banquet.
the
Highest
:
Champion
State
All state and division winners
Yield Per Acre in State (Division
I or II )...A trip for producer and will. receive awards during the
spouse with up to $1,000 toward 2006 Commodity Conference
expenses for travel, lodging and held in Paducah, Jan. 5-6, 2006.
registration to the Commodity Winners will be provided lodgClassic Annual Meeting (pro- ing during the awards banquet
vided by KSPB). a trophy and a by the KSPB. The Kentucky
5200 cash award. Please note Soybean Association(KSA) will
the State Champion is not eligi- award all state and division winners with a one year complimenble for any other award.
Division- I: Single-Crop- -lacy - membership in the
Association.
Soybeans
The outstanding Agricultural
Yield
Highest
Place
First
III
Per Acre .Trophy and 5500 Extension Agents will also .be

ATLANTA(AP)- Americans
tearful of bird flu are peppering
.health officials with all sorts of
questions: Is it safe to have a
bird feeder in my yard? If I see a
dead bird:- should I report it'? Is it
still OK to have turkey at
Thanksgiving'?
The answers are yes, no, and

Officials at-the- U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention have been handling
av-rlanche of phone calls.
from the public and the media.
"It's been insane.'• said Dave
AP
Daigle. a spokesman for the
In
rhouse
slaughte
small
a
at
chickens
an
cleans
A worker
CDC, which has been getting
a% erage of 447.000 hits a day on Jakarta, Indonesia. The top U.S. health official offered
Its avian flu information Web Indonesia money and technical assistance today to fight
page.
flu after warning it would be almost impossible to
That's more than the CDC got bird
pandemic if the virus mutates into a more dangera
halt
from people wanting to know
ahtiut the flu shot shortage last ous form.
October or the West Nile virus
for 'Familia prescriptions, said dents could die in a bird flu panoutbreaks in 2003.
Meanwhile, about
the demic.
And bird flu isn't even here. Dr. Charles Woernle of
t of Public 10.000 residents of that state die
"- It is lost now infecting poultry in Alabama Departmen
annually because of tobacco use.
eastern Europe. So far, it almost Health.
noted.
Crane
Tamiflu
hoard
who
Those
never spreads between humans
Here are answers from CDC
eldand in two years has infected will reduce supplies for the
of serious and global health officials to
117 people. all in Asia. More erly and others at risk
conven- some of the questions worried
from
death
and
illness
than 60 has died.
Americans have been asking:
said.
he
flu,
tional
But in the past couple weeks'
Q: Is it safe to keep a bird
some
denying
be
-You'd
there has been tremendous
imme- feeder in the yard?
definite,
have
who
folks
U.S.
and
irus
%
'on
the
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SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses

'Noodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
;'ecially for small business owners. Iii,, one of the least expensive retirement
on.
Ills available, featuring easy set-up and low-cost administrati
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to
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a
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,e your local Woodmen representati
,lut benefits to your employees.
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11 WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
1‘• LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
‘
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www.woodmen.com

Saving the environment should be
a front-page story. Join TVA ana
your local power company as they
work to create dean. gteen sources
-‘z.,nessing
of renewable energy by'
the power of the earth, Sun and
:And. To learn how you can sign
up for the Green Power SwItch
Program. call Murray Electric
•--,istem at 1270) 753-5312 or welt
wwwgreenpowerswttch.corn.

.fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
I )eadline (irifc,i- date is Oct. 31. Call the cOunTy office, 75,3-4703, or send this.fimn
KI 42071 no later than Oct. .31.
PO. 1:(1 4t'°, Al
•

‘N. III 1

Telephone No.

Lip I.
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tret

1)1 sc

PRICE

Rim ION
Bushel

$16.00

Red.(.rapetrua. 4 5 Bushel

517.00

Avel kangc,4

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

HOME OFFICE. OMAHA,NEBRASKA

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

•

recognized and awarded tor
their etTorts. The agent with the
State Champion from his/her
county will receive a $250 cash
award. The agent who submits,
completed entries having the
highest average yield for the top
3 entries will also receive a $250
cash award.
A $500 cash award will be
present to the agent with the
most completed entries from
his/her county. Any Agricultural
Extension Agent who submits
three or more completed entries
(and who did not receive one of
the other three agent awards listed above) will receive up to a
$100 cash award. If more than
10 aunts meet this criteria, the
award money will be prorated to
not exceed more than an overall
total of $1,000.
The University of Kentuck-y
Cooperative Extension Service
sponsors the Kentucky Soybean
Yield Contest along with the
Kentucky Soybean Association
and Promotion Board and cooperating Agribusinesses related to
soybean production.
For a copy of the Rules and
Regulations you can contact
your Agriculture Extensioll
Agent or the KSA-office at--800.
232-6769.

TOTAL
PRICE

irmmommamam.

11,11111th 'hike. Oranges
)rlando la tigeliis 4 '51rushel

516.00

sunburst- langertnes, 2 5 BuChel

$14.01

I iolidav Litt Trio,

2 Bushel ,t)ran;s,Greperruit &.4ppiesi

Orange hike - Super Concentrate, 24 / 12 Oz.. Cans

$17.00

)rangelilossom Dirt Squad, 12'1 Quart, Squeeze Bottles
Orange Blossom Dirt Squad. 4 1 Callon Jugs, 2 Pumps Case .

.$33.00

Lemonade Concentrate, 24.'12 Oz. Cans

$19.00

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/200z. Cans

$33.00

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans IND% SIZE)

$27.00

Southern Fried Redskin Peanuts, 12/200z. Cans

$33.00
$27.00
$30.00

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12.- 12 oz. Cans

$27.00

Mixed Nuts(50, Peanuts),6/2 Lb. Cans

$50.00

111A

•

'
1+4

BUYING TWO BLOCKS

-/GREENAPOWER
-for a year nmental Equivalent of
Enviro
the
is

RECYCLING 1,766 LBS
OF NEWSPAPER

••••••

41.
••••••••••••••••
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••••• •

•

a••10•Aelool••••••
$•••••01....."
.
2
.
04.7

,
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•••

$44.00

pkg. per case)

1)rv Roast(No-Salt) Peanuts, 12/60z.

.arS

•••
•
.00

l'eanut Brittle Bites, 12 12 Oz. Cans

Peanut Gift Pack,(6

t4/1
e'oping,
rarftso

.536.00
$37.00

lonev Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans

://010111.011..
"
r
aiNIOPEW • .
aid01111.11.

Jars

$27.00

Select %%hole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$64.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans:12/ I Lb. Pkgs

$74.(X)

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12:/ 1 Lb Pkgs.

$74.00

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12,/§.5 Oz. Cans'

$54.00

Toasted Si Salted Pecans, 12/8.5 Oz. Cans

$54.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Padc,6/2 Can packs(10 oz. chocolate
$48.00
covered cashews & 10-oz. chocolate-covered almonds)

Please return this form by October 31 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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CHICAGO 5, LOS ANGELES 3

SAMFORD 27, MURRAY STATE 23

Woe is Racers
Road woes
continue for
Murray State
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. .—
The Murray State Racers'
road woes continued on Saturday — this time in heartbreaking fashion.
Cortland Finnegan's 75yard punt return for a touchdown with 22 seconds left
in the third quarter proved
to be the difference, as the
Racers lost on the road for
the 25th time in 35 tries
under head coach Joe Pannunzio and dropped their
fourth straight this season in
a 27-23 decision at Seibert
Stadium.
"They made some big plays
that cost us," said Pannunzio during a post-game interview on the Racer Radio Network., "We had a bunch of
things go right, but you can't
give up a fumble for a touchdown and a punt return for
a touchdown and expect to
win. ... We beat ourselves."
What made the loss doubly frustrating is that the Racers (1-5_, 0-3 Ohio Valley
Conference) outgained their
opponent for the third straight
game. totaling 464 yards to
only 243 for the Bulldogs
(3-4, 2-2).
Murray received another
solid outing from tailback
Chad Cook;followed a careerhigh rushing performance
against Jacksonville State with
145 yards on 30,carries, but.
the Racers could not muster
a touchdown in the second
half. The only MSU points
after halftime came on a pair
Gary-Crass field goals "The good news is that
Gary is kicking the ball great,"
noted Panntinzio of the Murray High School product, who
connected on field-goal tries
of 27, 28 and 36 yards in
the contest. Crass is now a
perfect 4-for-4 on field goal
attempts this season and is
6-for-6 in his Murray State
career. "The bad news is that
when you get inside the 20yard line, you have to score
touchdowns, not field goals."
The Racers got off to a
good start, taking their opening possession of the game
63 yards in 11 plays to answer
an early Samford field goal.
Matt Webber's 1-yard run with
7:08 left in the first quarter
gave MSU a 7-3 advantage.
Samford quickly answered
with a 21-yard touchdown
pass from quarterback Jefferson Adcock to tight end Josh
Brennard with 5:14 remaining in the -period. The Bulldogs then upped the score to
17-7 when freshman defensive
back Quinton Smith picked
up a Murray State fumble
and rambled 44 yards for a
Samford touchdown.
But the Racers battled back,
as senior wide receiver Daniel
Rumley grabbed an II-yard
scoring strike from quarterback Ken Topps at the 13:32
mark of the second quarter
to slice the Bulldog advantage to only 17-14. The touchdown toss was the first for

AP Photo

The Chicago White Sox, including manager Ozzie Guillen,
center, celebrate with the American League Championship Series trophy after they beat the Angels 6-3
in Game 5 to win the ALCS in Anaheim, Calif.. Sunday night.

Long Time Comin'
The White Sox picked the
right time to peak; get to first
World Series since 1959
ANAHEIM. Calif. (AP) — day night to win the AL chamThese Chicago White Sox are pionship series in five games.
complete
Four straight
a team from another age.
Perhaps from 1959, when games? In this era, when relievNellie-Fox and the Go-Go Sox ers parade to the mound at a
won the AL pennant.
record rate?
"In the end, our pitching
Or maybe 1919, when Shoeless Joe Jackson's "Black Sox" was amazing. I don't know if
you'll ever see it again." said
dumped the World Series.
Jose Contreras pitched a five- catcher A.J. Pierniiski. who _hitter for Chicago's fourth again wound up in the middle straight complete game, and of a controversial call that Went
the White Sox beat the Los Chicago's way.
Angeles Angels 6-3 on Sun- •See CHICAGO Page 2B

HOUSTON 2,ST. LOUIS 1

CAROLINE B

SUMMERS Samford University

Murray State wide receiver Maurice Marchman (4) leaps to try and grab a
pass from Racer quarterback Ken Topps as Samford defenders John Selph
(34) and Luke Landers (10) attempt to defend on the play. The Racers dropped
their fourth straight game with a 27-23 loss -to -the- homestanding BulldogsSaturday at Seibert Stadium in Birmingham, Ala.
Topps in an MSU uniform. at its own 8-yard line with
Crass then pulled the Racers just 56 seconds left and no
Samford 27
even with a 21-yard field timeouts remaining. The RacRACERS 23
goal with just four minutes ers managed to move the ball Murray St.
7 10 6 0-23
to their on 42-yard _line, set- Samford
to -go in the half, capping
.17___ 0 10 0-27
First Quarter
I5-play, 74-yard drive. For ting up one last chance with
— FG Fleming 44, 1258
the second straight week. Mur- only eight seconds to go. Sam
Brennard 21 pass from Adcock
Sam
ray entered the halftime break Topps dropped back and loft- (Fleming kick), 5:14
ed a long pass to wideout Sam — Smith 44 fumble recovery
tied with its opponent.
The Racers started the sec- Maurice Marchman, who (Fletning kick), 3.38
Second Quarter
ond half in good fashion, tak- made the grab at the Sam- Mur —Rumley
11 pass from Topps
ing their opening drive deep ford 10-yard line but was tack- (Crass kick). 13.32
27, 400
territory.
The
led
as
time
expired.
Mur
—
FG
Crass
into Samford
Third Quarter
Topps finished the afterdrive stalled at the Bulldog
— FG Crass 28, 11:36
11. but Crass put MSU in, noon 13-of-24 passing for Mur
Mur
FG Crass 36, 6:55
front with a 28-yard field 180 yards while also rush- Sam — FG Fleming 32, 235
goal at the 11:36 mark of ing for 74 more on 14 car- Sam — Finnegan 75 punt return
the third quarter. Another. ries in his first game back (Fleming kick). :22
A — 4,276,
Crass field goal with 7:15 under center since re-injuron the clock put Murray ahead ing his shoulder at Tennessee
TEAM STATISTICS
Mur Sam
23-17. But that's the last Tech. Nick Turner, who is
14
25
downs
score the Racers would muster still nursing an ankle injury, First
61-284 33-129
Rushes-yards
rushes.
yards
on
13
had 63
on the afternoon.
180
114
Passing
Adcock led the way for Comp-Aft-Int
Shannon Fleming pulled
13-24-0 10-19-0
193
103
Samford to within 23-20 on Samford, throwing for 114 Return Yards
3-39 1042
Avg
a 32-yard field goal at the yards and a touchdown on Punts1-1
2-2
Fumbles-Lost
2:35 mark. Then, the game 10-of-19 attempts while rush- Penalties-Yards
8-72 6-36
yards
on
13
car,36
45
22
19
turned as Finnegan provided ing for 55,
Time of Possession
the game-winning points for ries.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Murray will try to break RUSHING
the Bulldogs on his long punt
---,Murray St., Cook 3°its losing streak this week. 145. Topps 14-74urner 13-62.
return.
The Racers had several when OVC leader Eastern Webber 3-3, Pend 1-0. Samford. Ray
chances to overcome the dev- Illinois (4-2, 3-01 visits Roy 15-61, Adcock 13-55, Bradley 1-4. Rice
2-3. Moore 1-3. Buchannon 1-3.
astating return in the fourth Stewart Stadium for the annu- PASSING
— Murray St.. Topps 13-24quarter. but a Topps' fumble, al Homecoming contest on 0-180. Samford. Adcock 10-19-0-114.
drive that stalled at midfield Saturday at 3 p.m. The Pan- RECEIVING — Murray St.. Marchman
Harper 1-16, Cook
and failed desperation heave thers smashed Eastern Ken- 5-82. Rumley 4-63.
1-7, Turner 1-6, Eiland 1-6 Samford.
Saturday
in
tucky
53-22
on
in the waning seconds ended
Jones 4-26, Young 2-20. Brennard 1a battle for first place in the 21, Lee 1-15, Ray 1-13, Moore 1-9.
the Murray threat.'
MSU had one last gasp league standings.
left, taking over possession

Astros hold off
Cards;grab 3-1 lead
HOUSTON (AP)
Brad
Lidgeince Berkman and all
-iftheir teammates rushed towar
,ccond base, bouncing in unison—w- celebrate their greatescape.
A nifty double play saved
the Astros on Sunday _ and
one more win will leave the
whole city of Houston jumping for joy.
Lidge pitched out of a major
mess in the ninth inning, defensive replacement Eric Bruntlett
started the game-ending gem
and Houston held on for a 21 victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals in Game 4 of the
NLCS to move within one win
of its first World Series.
"It was probably one of the
greatest double plays ever
turned." shortstop Adam Everett
said.
At least in the Lone Star
State, it was.
Jason Lane homered. Wills
Taveras made a saving catch
on the center-field hill and Lidge
stranded the potential tying run
at third base to earn his third
save of the series.
Houston took advantage of
a critical error by pitcher Jason
Marquis _ plus the ejections
of St. Louis manager Tony La
Russa and star Jim Edmonds
by plate umpire Phil Cuzzi —
to build a commanding 3-1
lead in the best-of-seven series.
The Astros can close it out
at home Monday night. with
Andy Pettitte on the mound
against Cardinals ace Chris Carpenter. Houston has come this

AP Photo

Houston pitchers Chad
Qualls, left, and relief pitcher Brad Lidge celebrate
their team's 2-1 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals in Game 4 of the
National League Championship Series in Houston
Sunday.
far before — the Astros were
one victory from the Fall Classic in 1980 and 2004, but are
0-4 overall with a chance to
win the NLCS.
"I'm starting to believe." said
39-year-old Craig Biggio, on the
cusp of a lifelong dream. Now it's the steaming-mad
Cardinals Who are in a serious jam.
"Guess what? If we're going
to be a champion, we've got
to come back," shortstop David
Eckstein said.
MI See RACERS Page 2B

CINCINNATI 31, TENNESSEE 23

Palmer takes Bengals to top in two minutes
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Cincinnati Bengals started thinking about their next
opponent as soon as they beat
Tennessee. And, for good reason.
Carson Palmer threw two
touchdown passes in a comefrom-behind 31-23 victory Sunday, but the Bengals didn't
spend any time celebrating the
win, which put them 1 1/2
games ahead of Pittsburgh in
the AFC North.
AP Photo
"The first thing out of their
Cincinnati Bengals defensive end Duane Clemons (92) mouths was 'Pittsburgh,' and
closes in on Titans quarterback Steve McNair (9) in I think that says a lot," Cincinthe first quarter Sunday in Nashville, Tenn.
nati coach Marvin Lewis said.

The Bengals (5-1) host the
• Steelers next Sunday.
"We knoW what Pittsburgh
means," Lewis said. "They are
chaMpions,
defending
the
they're the best team in our division, and we know what kind
of football that brings. So it's
a week where I'll have their
attention."
Palmer was 27-of-33 for 272
yards and a passer rating of
121.2, tying Peyton Manning's
mark of nine straight games
with a rating of 100 or..highet.

But it was his ability to
mimic Manning's relationship
With Marvin HarriSon- that
helped the Bengals take the

lead for good. Palmer and
receiver Chad Johnson, who was
defended by rookie Adam "Pacman" Jones most of the day,
made an adjustment with hand
signals and connected on a 15yard touchdown pass with 4:19
left for a 24-20 lead.
"We had a couple good situations to get Chad one-onone and get him on a rookie,
and that's what we want,"
Palmer said. !'A veteran Pro
Bowl guy going against a rookie is something that .makes me
lick my chops."
Johnson rebounded nicely
with eight catches for 135 yards
a week after being limited to
five catches in a loss at JaCk-

sonville. He didn't get to celebrate with his planned square
dance around the goal post
because there was flag on the
play for defensive pass interference.
But the receiver said the
way they beat the Titans won't
be enough against Pittsburgh:
"We're going to have to
play 10 times better," Johnson
said. .
The Titans (2-4) blew a
chance to win their second
straight for the first time since
the end of the 2003 season. Thev
led 17-10 late in the third quarter when the Cincinnati defense
added to the NFL's best turnover
margin by taking away the ball.
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Racer rifle team outshoots Austin Peay
t litiCial to the Ledger
The_ Murray State rifle team outshot
rIRt Austin Peay in an air rifle-only match
Sunday afternoon. with MSU Gold scoritik 2328 out of a possible 2400, MSU
_Blue firing a 2291 and Austin Peay shoot,imp- a 2143.
;,...for Murray State Gold, Bryant Walk* led the way with a 587 out of a
Rolsible 600. Alex Culbehson fired a 586,
While Kevin Witbrodt had a 580 and Dan
i• Wiluzzo had. a 575.
!Josiah Brooks led MSU Blue with a
71. while Brandy i3oucherie had a 576.
Jitin Taylor fired a 573. while Erica Meece
shot a 565.
1;,.....,Individually. Joe Shane of MSU shot
a ;f02, while APSU's Mary Schoenbachker had a 555 and Amanda" Baskin of
.APSU had- a 4.58.
Murray State will next compete on
flti. 29 at Jacksonville State.
Volleyball
TON. III. - Murray State
_ CHARLES
took Ohio Valley Conference leader East-.
drti Illinois to task on its own court, leadins two games to one before finally bowin in five games. 30-18, 25-30. 29-31,
30:25. 15-11, Saturday night. ..
freshman libero Heather Norris - who
haS led the conference each week in digs
per game - repelled 37 against the Panthers. the most for any Racer since Chandra Brashers claimed 38 on Oct. 4, 1997.
against Eastern Illinois. It was Norris's
second match of the season with 30 or
-more digs. having claimed 31 digs at

i

SPONSORED HY STUART MUMS('ER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quoit:.

day, when they host Tennessee-Martin.
Opening serve is set for 7 p.m. at Racer
-Arena.
CM* Country
EVANSVILLE, Ind. -- John Gorey of
Murray State finished sixth in the 77runner Evansville Invitational Saturday,
but as a team, the Racers placed seventh
Western Illinois on Sept. 10.
•
in the nine-team event.
MSU (3-12, 1-7 OVC) trailed 7-3
Gorey finished the 8-kilometer (5-mile)
before going on a six-point run behind course in a time of 26 minutes, 38.11
the serving of freshman setter Kelsey seconds, just 11.67 seconds behind fifth
Hubert, taking a 9-7 lead. EIU (12-4. 13:"place.
0 OVC) pushed ahead 10-9, then, folMitch Sharber finished 35th with a
outscored
error,
lowing a Panther service
of 28:13.24, while Anthony Collettime
MSU 5-1 down the stretch to win the
wn was 41st at 28:35.82. Tommy
ti-Bro
game 15-11.
was 53rd at 29:03.26, while Melvin
Moore
Freshman outside hitter Alison Mugler
was 61st at 29:49.66, and Frankie
Finley
24
with
go
to
kills
19
.
match-high
a
had
digs. claiming her eighth double-double Ramos was 73rd at 31:38.24.
On the women's side, Alaina Zanin
in just 15 matches. Freshman outside hitter Alyssa Groves added 12 kills and 16 finished in 20th place in the 66-runner
digs for her first career double-double.
event, completing the 5-kilometer(3.1-mile)
The Racers were without its offensive course in 19 minutes. 19.52 seconds. Murleader, junior middle bkx:ker Katie ray State finished in seventh in the meet.
Kemezys, who missed the SEMO-EIU
Kristen Heckert was"24th with a time
road trip with a back injury.
of 19:38.27, while Megan Rainville was
Freshman defensive specialist Ashley 35th at 20:15.61. Lindsey Neeley. was
Meagher repelled 113 digs. while fresh- 43rd at 20:56.58, while Lauren Wilson
man outside hitter Lisa Forchee claimed was 45th at 21:03.39.
10. Junior outside hitter Allie Hunt had
Both MSU teams will compete Satura team-high five blocks, while Hubert
at the SEMO Invitational in Cape
day
Hubert
three.
had four and Mugler had
Mo. The meet is the final
Girardeau,
handed out 38 assists for the Racers.
before the Ohio Valley Concompetition
four-match
a
This match concluded
ips on Oct. 29 in
Championsh
ference
road swing for MSU. The Racers now
111.
Charleston.
Thurson
homestand
begin a four-match

Volleyball falls at
Easteill Illinois;
Gorey finishes sixth in
cross country action

978.0355 • VW HWY 121 14.111 PAM • hat ItRAN'.1A
Itillelerroi tom
71101ns c
ouort

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Ben
• GREENVILLE. Ky.
thin and Steven Hart came in

second and third, respectively,
as the Calloway County boys'
cross country team finished
second in Saturday's Muhlenberg South Sun Run 5k race.
The Lakers came in just
behind " fil-g=ptrice -finisher
Owensboro High School in the
19-team meet. Ben Hart was
second with a time of 17;14.29,
while Steven Hart clocked in

On the girls' side, the Lack

Lakers earned a sixth-place
overall finish in its Ii-team
run.
Jenny Vincent was the top
runner for CCHS, placing 15th
with a time of 21:57.74. Tatum
Dale was 35th. while Kelsey
Gray followed in 36th place.
Karra Jones was 4Ist. and Amy

Adult Tournament

Winkler was 48th.

hrnsin _
a airui4 Pariucall
__
at 7:15.
-The-Lady- Tigers "41-444
The Murray High Siltoolvd,
fell to CFS in last week's
who
leyball team will begin First
championship match at
district
on
Region Tournament play
MHS, will open Tuesday's play
Tuesday against Lone • Oak at
against the Lady Flash before
6 p.m. at Tiger Gymnasium, Fulton. City faces _off against
which is play'ing host to the Graves County in the nightfour-day event.
cap at 7:15.
First-round tournament play
The tournament continues
was scheduled to begin today. with
semifinal action on
with CoMmunity Christian tak; Wednesday at 6 and 7:15, while
ing on Carlisle County at 6 the championship match will
be held on Thursday night at
p.m.. followed by Fourth Dis-

$taflR

_
• Murray Ledger & Times

"AMC
--Oct 26th 4-5:30 7
Provided by the MSU women's team (T $5
Oct. 27th • 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Provided hy the MSU women's team
Oct. 28th • 5::Y1 - 7 P.M.
Meet & pial. with MM.: women (a $5
TOVICSAMENT‘
Oct. 29th • 9:00 a.m.
Doubles Tournament (a $10 per person

trict champion Christian Fellow -

Name

Skill lesel: Beginner Interm. •St erage

Years of tennis experience

Ad% anced

Four major tea-gue teams-Baltimore, Texas, Tampa Bay
and Cincinnati - didn't even
have four complete games all
season.
Not since the 1956 New
York Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers behind five straight
complete games from White,
Ford, Tom Sturdivant. Don
Larsen (his perfect game), Bob
Turley and Johnny Kucks had
a staff thrown as many as four
in a row in a postseason series.
- The White Soitiadnt
pitched four straight complete
games since Sept. 21-26, 1974,
according to the Elias Sports
Bureau. when Wilbur Wood;Jim
Kaat, Kaat again (following a
three-day layoff) and Bart John-

7.

Email address

Send entry form% to:
( ortruu aleasling connie.keaAlingla murraptate.edu or 762-5407

From Page 18

ing to talk specifically about

An postscason ejection is
rare, and the last time a team
lost two members came in 1998

the umpires.
A security -guard in front of
the umpires' room at Minute
Maid Park said they would not
be available for comment.
"I'm not trying to get thrown
out of a playoff game. don't
think lwas adamant," Edmonds

When Cleveland pitcher Dwight
Gooden and manager Mike Hargrove were tossed.
'This game. there's some real
great things about it and there's
some things -that absolutely
stink.- La R ussa said, declin-

said.

Mark
He followed
ters.
Buehrle's five-hitter in Game
2. Jon Garland's four-hitter in
Game 3 and Freddy Garcia's
six-hitter in "Game 4.
"You might call it lucky,
you might call it great. but we
stepped it up," Contreras said
through a translator.
The White Sox will get two
days off before resuming workouts and will take on either
Houston or St. Louis. starting
at home Saturday night.
After nearly a half-century
of ho-hum baseball, the White
Sox will get a chance at their
first title since 1917.
And they will get a shot at
some long overdue redemption

PLEASE BE OUR GUEST...

October 16th - 21st
Tommy Hagewood
44 1%est

Everyone Is Welcome...
Bring Your Bible and Let Us Reason Together...
Truth Does Not Fear Investigation...
Don't Let Someone Else Do Your Thinking For You!!

Mt

Murray H.S.

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Wednalliday. Oct 12
Chicago 2, Los Angeles 1
Friday, Oct 14
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 2
Saturday, Oct. 15
Chicago 8, Los Angeles 2
Sunday, Oct. 16
Chicago 6, LosAngeles 3, Chicago
wins series 4-1

National League
Wednesday, Oct. 12
St. Louis 5, Houston 3
Thursday, Oct 13
Hetallen 4,81. tours 1

Satuidey. Oct is
-teruston 4.It. tours 3

Sunday, Oct 16
Houston 2. St Louis 1 Houston leads
series 3-1
Monday, Oct. 17
St Louis (Carpenter 21-5) at Houston
(Pettitte,17-9). 7128 p m
Wednesday. Oct 19
HouslOn al Si. Louis. 7-28 p.m ,It nee-

(Bast-01,7)
ay-, Oct. 22
St Louis winner at Chicago, 7

C:n

)Sundsy. Oct 23

'?iouston-St Louis winner at Chicago,
el:10 p.m

Tuesday. Oct 25
Ciaosogo at Houston-St Louis winner,
iT:30
1-St Louis winner,
r6
2
C stto
.Z
;H
tieCirteede
ii*Chilligo

425 p.m.,
qhursday, Oct 27
fchicago at Houston-St Louis winner, rt
725 p.m

Saturday. Oct'
44ouston-S1. Louis winner at Chicago. if
necessary, 6:55 p.m.
.8unday. OCt 30
Houston-St. Louis avatar at Chicago, if
necessary, 6'55 p.m. EST

_ they lost the most infamous
World Series ever, when Shoeless Joe and his "Black Sox"
threw games against Cincinnati in 19,19 and gave the sport
a black eye.
The 46-year gap between
Series appearances is the longest
in major league history. The
Chicago Cubs would end up
with an even longer one, if
they ever get back - •their
last NL pennant was in 1945.
"It finally puts us above the
Cubs, because they've been
getting all the credit." said
bench coach Harold Baines.
who played more than 13 of
his 22 seasons with the White

Hear Christ Proclaimed

Sunday A.M. Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sunday P.M. Worship
Monday thru Friday

(Best•o4-7)
American Leggin' Tuesday, Oct. 11
Los Angeles 3. Chicago 2

son strung them together__
sassy
Thursday, Oct. 20
Pitching in drizzle on an
Houston at Si Louis. 7128 p.m. if nee•un-Californialike night. Contr, emery
eras retired his final IS batWORLD SEIB

•

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Pct
667
400
200
200

MN!CMIIMIIINIMP IIIIIES
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•Cards ...

/ F !VFW'Rating

LI
2 0
3 0
4 0
4 0

Sunday, Oct. 23
-Kansas City at Miami. Noon
Indianapolis at Houston, Noon
New Orleans at St Louis, Noon
Detroit at Cleveland. Noon
San Francisco at Washington. Noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. Noon
San Diego at Philadelphia. Noon
Green Bay at Minnesota, Noon
Dallas at Seattle, 3:05 p.m
Baltimore at Chicago, 3'15 p.m
Denver at N.Y. Giants, 3:15 p.m
Tennessee at Arizona, 3:15 p.m
Buffalo at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Open: New England, Tampa Bay
Jacksonville. Carolina
.- Oct. 24
Monde)
N V Jets at Atlanta, 8 p.m

Carolina 21. Detroit 20
Dallas 16, N.Y. Giants 13, OT
Chicago 28. Minnesota 3
Atlanta 34. New Orleans 31
Cincinnati 31. Tennessee 23
Baltimore 16. Cleveland 3
Tampa Bay 27, Miami 13
Jacksonville 23, Pittsburgh 17. OT
Kansas City 28. Washington 21
Buffalo 27, NY Jets 17
San Diego 27. Oakland 14
Denver 28, New England 20
Seattle 42, Houston 10
Open: Arizona. Philadelphia Green
Bay. San Francisco
Monday's Game
Si Louis at Indianapolis 8 p m

slen's Doubles and Women's Doubles

\o add (first to 4 points)
Scoring
per person includes t-shirt and lunch)
Entry Fec'N
Partners will he determined bs the tournament committee
Two match guarantee

West
W
4
2
1
1

•Chicago ...

Lady Tigers to take on
Lone Oak Tuesday in
first round of regionals

L'LLq VLI Q LAIL

Dis'shins

at 17:14.97. Josh Lee was the
only other Calloway runner
who finshed in the top-20, placing 15th with a time-of 18:10.11.
Jacob Wade finished 34th.
Jonathan Washborn was -37th;
Ryan Johnson_ _came in 83rd
and Joseph Suiter followed at
108 to round out the Calloway
competitors. -

Seattle
St Louis
Anzona
San Francisco

Sunday's GOMM{

Laker harriers take second over weekend
1 Ben and Steven Hart
I-finish second and third
to pace Calloway
crosti-country-4eam:s

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East Division
Pct
W
4 2 0 667
Dallas
600
0
2
3
N V Giants
3 2 0 600
Philadelphia
3 2 0 600
Washington
South Division
L T Pct
W
1 0 833
5
Tampa Bay
4 2 O 667
Atlanta
4 2 O 667
Carolina
2 4 O 333
New Orleans
North Division
Pet .
L
W
2 3 0 400
Chicago
2 3 0 400
Detroit
4 0 200
1
Green Bay
4 0 200
1
Minnesota

National Football League Standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East Divlson
I. T Pct
W
3 3 0 500
Buffalo
3 3 0 500
New England
2 3 0 400
Miami
4 0 333
2
N.Y Jets
South Division
L • Pct
W
5 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
4 2 0 .667
Jacksonville
2 4 0 333
Tennessee
0 5 0 000
Houston
North Division
L T Pct
W
1
O 833
5
Cincinnati
2
O 600
3
Prrtstovgr,
2 3 O 400
Baltimore
2 3 0 400
Cleveland
West Division
Pet
W L
1 0 833
5
Denver
600
0
2
3
City
Kansas
3 3 0 500
San Diego
4 0 200
1
Oakland

Sox.
The last time the Windy
City's South Side team made
it this far, the Go-Go Sox lost
to the Los Angeles Dodgers
in a six-game Series.
TCHIAT1 LINEUP $100115011117

Lindy Suitor
West kinrray Building

*or Iontory Waco Apr
To as.cr rou at nuance
cower/ La rod*

1111

Holiday Dr.

608 n.t. St. • 753-5842

TV, radio

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY
Take 94 West(Main St.) to Doran Rd. turn left, go past Murray High School,
4th Street on left is Holiday Dr.

Today
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBLL
7 p.m.
FOX -- Playoffs. NLCS game 5 St
Louis at Houston

NFL
•p.m.
ABC - St Louis at Indianapolis
NHL

6 p.m.
OLN - Florida at N.Y. Rangers

Monday. October 17. 2605• 314

SPORTS

Murray I.edger /lc Times

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE ROUNDUP

TV Listings Tuesday, October18,

.

No longer a dark horse

VIGN

16 X 9 10 Chong- BONN-

WISP

17 IV 28

Truths

At/101U-PlIS 21 21 5 11 Arthur
WINIA-W13 22 16 10, Chapel
ESPN
ESPN2
MTV

TNT
C

AP Photo

Denver quarterback Jake Plummer (16) sets to fire a pass during the first quarter as teammate Matt Lepsis, center, blocks New England Patriots defender Jarvis
Green (97) in Denver Sunday.

Plummer's big plays put Broncos over Pats

,
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News
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USA
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CNN
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The 1+41-awing estate
fiduciary appointments have been
the
in
made
County
Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be
filed with the fiducisix
within
ary
months of the date
of qualification.
Estate of: Betty
Marie Milton, 1714
Farmer
-Murray, KY 42071;
#05-P-00199; - Fiduciary: Harry W.
1714
Milton,
Ave_
.
Farmer
Murray, KY 42071;
App4i-nte&—Oetober
03. 2005; Attorney:
Stephen C. Sanders.
204 B. South 6th St..
Murray, KY 42071.
Estate of: Laurent,
314
Hanna.
Woodlawn. Murray,
KY 42071; 105-P00198; Fiduciary:
Deborah H. Petito.
1441 Virginia Ave..
Glendale. CA 91202:
Appointed: October
03, 2005; Attorney
WarrWi -K. Hopkins.
105 Maple St., Suite
Murrar -KY
42071.
Lula
of:
Estate
StubbleFrances
Eliti
1112
field_
Street.. -Murray. KY
. 42071; #05-P-00200:
Fiduciary: James W
155
Stubblefield,
Street.
Main
Murray, KY 42071.
Appointed: October
03, 20415; Attorney
Sid
Easley, 204
Sr ,
6th
South
Murray, KY 42071.

COMPANY launches
pew product Free pro
rtionai facials ktake
iieointrnen.
:01748-6277
LOOKING for a boat
slip on Kentucky
Lake?
Now pre-leasing new
boat slips on Cypress
Creek tor 2006/07 seasons Lakeview Marina
from
20
minutes
Murray Call now for
details (270)436-$876

JUST give us a call,
we II be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger 8 Times

Call 753-1916
LOST Collis- Lassie
type Adult male tan
wAytide and white
fore-legs disapeared
Harris
Oct 6th pm
Grove area 435-4453
LOST reddish-blond
Pomeranian escaped
from yard 12 lbs
named Candy Wnght
Rd .Douglas
Rd
Rd /Pottenown
area Call 270-436.
5073

FULL OA PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Hots& Apply in
person ordy.

4.4

Limousines & Vans

.-iams-FORMAN
"tirkirl,.
3•4116
14 4r4757
MIMI,. KY am
Me/51N*
'Drivin
"Sulwf.Cali"
'
An °mall TriliPirtinm.Mr?

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
November 11, 2005

-

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100'4 of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part Al $110 ,,r.
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAN FILL% FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Honor past and present Veterans by
reserving your space today!

._

ornmercial Waste
Disposal
,

In memory of
Orval Brown

•. v
. i.• a ,

Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Love.
'tour Family

-

Save 20% to 60% on Telephone Service
Business or Residential - 535 00 a month
Rates are all-inclusive -- no extra taxes or fees
Your telephone number will not change
Calbny
•

Deadline: Monday, November 7th at 500 p.m.

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

ti
I

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

170-753-2411

.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
-- 201 S. 3rd • Murray,KY.42071 _
Terry IsaacsiKaren Isaacs. Owners

e,
FOalki,

• ' .E

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!

•

•

Bring payment. priotu tNs tom) along eath a see-addressed stamped emeiope during
office hours iMon -Fn 7 30AM-5 OOPM) to 1001 Whenell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledger and Times. Attn Classifieds PO Box 1040. Murray, KY 42071

Pre-Arrangement Specialist

33

.• I
-'

Double spots: $18•(40 word limit

NG - PREPLANNI
Dallas Willoughby

Z
Al) TypeS Of Refuse Service'

Only $11 per spot •(one person per photo, 20 word limit)

For further information or to sign up =tort
William Robertson phone:
DIALOG
1270)753-0444

for as little as
$6.00 per week.
113 Week Contract)

PLEASE PRINT
140
Want to Buy
Date igServitil

AL'TOMOTIVE
5ALES
Peppers
Automotive Group
A progressive local
auto dealer, is looking to add to its current sales stall. - Representing the
"HOTTEST
NEW CAR
ANDTRUCK
MANUFACTURERS
IN THE WORLD"

I Branch 'of Service

1 Message

CABLE TV installers. EARLY childcare cen
ters looking for full time
needed Seeking clean
and part time help to
Cut experienced and
work with children ages
reliable people to work
birth through after in Murray area Call
Childcare
school
(731)352-9863 please
development knowlleave a message
edge required Apply at
109 S 15th Street
CNA/Nurse Aide
Murray
PRN or full-time.
. 'titer experience but
will train Must enioy
working with the
eiderty Good
working conditions
pleasant
atmosphere
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1 505 Stadium View
Dr
E OE

COOK
needed NOT
lull time, expenenke
preferred, gotid work
pleasone
ant atmosphere.
Apply in person.
AN

Loa and Found

fl

labP(tril 0

FERN TERRACE
1.4)DGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
E4)E
earn
DANCERS
$1 000. weekly The
Purple Building 270759-2153. 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM
DRIVERS:
Company/Owner
Operators
Full Time Regional
OTR
Start S 35 per Mile'
No-Touch'
THC Fuel Card'
Paid
Vacation/Holidays'
E xcellent Benefits'
Healtt‘Prescription
401K,
Performance Safety
Bonus'
COL-A 1yr OTR Exp
Renee 900-860-2181
Your Road to a Brighter
Future'

EXPERIENCED carpenters to do contract
work on houses and
mobile homes Cali
705-8250
LOCAL trucking company looking for dnv
part
Full-time
ers
time, and 0/0 We
offer excellent miles
excellent home time
and an excellent pay
package Call 270-7595540 for more into
NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply In person at Sonic. 217 S.
12th St., Murray No
phone calls, please.
PAPA John's now
accepting applications
for shift leaders Must
have flexible hours
Applications can be
picked up at Papa
Murray No
John's
phone calls please
POSITIONS Available
Persons needed to pretax
income
pare
Seasonal
returns
employment we will
train Call 753-9204 or
437-4531
POSTAL JOSS
$1522 to $21 62/hr,
now hiring For application and free government job into, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours .
24
8042,
Employment service
PT kennel help for busy
practice
vetennary
Must be able to work
weekends and A011 clays Apply in person
Westside Vetennary
1271
Service
S
Rd
Robertson
Murray, KY 42071

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month manage
trainees $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F gam-1pm only' 1800-578-8799
VETERINARY Clinic
needs
experienced
receptionist Computer
and phone skills necessary Apply in person
Westside Veterinary
1271
Service
S
Robertson Rd
Murray
TELEMAR*ETING
sales 10-15 hours a
week in evenings
Healthcare experience
a plus gall 759-0257

wow

IRA %SPORT ORB ER
ST( in finical!. A.1 hi' aIn
oprourri for rayon dram
Him lime 01.4111:110
Tanker. Offen waryivy.
kaefai and (Anders, Mae
(111
etch eqn Not
14*
free
415444 or fa
941-2201 or inf000pgat.com
for more kink on k*

mu'raided,

!! t •

„t
•Ari..rist.s4

NURSE PRACTITIONER OR
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Part Time ARNP or PA-C needed for bus.v
physicians' office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send resume to:

Mains CUM
h.* Pftaos.•11.1••• 410fier./.4•1.6.

400 South 8th Street. Ste 480%
Murray. KY 42071

Saks

IMMEDIATE OPENING

SALES MANAGER
,Salary plus commission
wc are looking for a Saks Manager in the
Murray. Kentucky area. If you fuo,e sales experience and a desire to earn $.50K+. we have the
perfect ph for you!

WE OFFER:
• Full Fringe Benefits • Very local trod
•Established Marketing Plan
• Medical
• Recession Proof Product
•Dental
• Growth Opportunities
°Optical
*401K
If you feel like this is the opportunity that you
have been looking for, email your resume to

PTMelcho@indy.rr.coni
Attn: Damon Melcho, Vice President of Sales

Some past sales or
experience
people
helpful. We offer a
great benefit package
including insurance.
40IK and paid vacation. Apply in person
Darryl Shupert
between the hours of
9 a.m. and 5 p,m.
plreisr
,s'a

NEED a good House
and business cleaning" Call 753-1016
NEED your home or
business cleaned" Call
Teresa 489-2957 or
227-8380
WANTED babysitter in
my home for children
11 and 8 5 30PMMonday
7 30AM
Thursday Must have
references Call 7532362
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home. remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath
etc
windows.
Expenenced- Valerie
436-5914
Coordulsrs
MDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Spy-ware removal
759.3556
INN to Bin
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cali
Larry at 753-3633

paid tor
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
USED carpeting. electric baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
150
Articles
For Sale
2 nice plots near the
center of Elm Grove
Cemetery Call 7538349
2 very nice lots for sate
at Memorial Gardens
Cemetery in Christ lots
in front of Gardens
Price negotiable Call
753-7469
3 burial plots in the
Gardens
Memorial
the
in
located
Devotional area Just
call 753-7181
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue,$150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite sysOVR 8 HD
tem
upgrades Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901
HD Televisions
Come by 3000 East
Wood St , Paris 8 see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP.
LCD. Plasma 8 Rear
Projection from JVC,
LG. RCA, Toshiba 8
Zenith from 20" to 65"
We also have home
theater systems 8
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 -,,

Black
BUYING
Walnuts. 412 per 100
lbe after we hull.
Miller D Farms LLC
217 Kelzie Peeler
Lane. off Old Newburg
Tues-Sat
Murray
Call for
8AM-6PM
details (270)436-2215

877-455-0901

BUYING junk cars
trucks tractors and
metal boats 436-5235

WHITE sahn wedding
iv/
capped
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PAA

NICE wash kettle
(270)435-4336

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel 8 Whew root also
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193

..‘,4"739-a• .

TO
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM. SINGLES & DOUBLES!!:
ome pick out yours
kiclay1! 731-584-9430

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
or, the square
753-1713

ii

JUST ANNOUNCED:
$0 down available on
repos' No money down
save-thousands! Call
now' 731-584-9109

Home Furnishings
SMALL kitchen table.
$30 Coleman patio furniture set, $200 8' dining room table & china
cabinet, excellent condition. $1,000 5T HD
Sony widescreen TV 8
sound.
surround
$2,500 Black entertainment center. $300
Black leather sofa and
love seat. $500 Blue
La-Z-Boy chair. $50
Queen bed room suite
cherry finish (bed. mattress, dresser, armoire,
and night stands).
$1.200 762-0147
190
Farm Equipmem

LAND HOME PACKIN
AGES, MOVE
TODAY: All areas or
bring your deed for $O
down, 731-584-4926
LAND -HOME
Packages are our speor
FHA
cialty
Conventional Let us
do the work' Call 1800-533-3568 or 731644-0012
NO money needed
FHA land packages
available now Limited
funds Don't miss out
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
731-644-0012

SERIES 601 Ford 1
row mounted corn picker Kept inside shed
Good condition 4892644

3131E-1
REDUCED.
mobile home and lot,
$15,500. 753-6012
REPOS,
REPOS.
REPOS Doubles. singles Land home Call
1-800-533-5368
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo s - Call today
at 731-642-6447.

SEASONED firewood
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up
(270)527-8368

COMPLETELY set up
12 acre, $12,500 7536012
Mobile Morriss For Sale
Countrywide
1980
14x70 3BR, 28A,
56.000 (270)489-2730
or (270)205-5907
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
51,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Car inlay
at 731-642-6436

TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths"? Both priced in
the $50 s Call 731'
642-6438 today,
WE have 97', financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3°. 100%
loans Call 1-800-5333568
libbilo Homes For Rent
NICE, 2BR
753-9866

No pets

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

CLASSIFIEDS

%turns), Ledger & Tithes

zrefinf,f,-,/e...,;77.,-*:18-17.:,•ii [MalProp.Far Reid
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION) COMMERCIAL or retai
Sat, October 29th AT 10:00 A.M.
A Afideutthil Elailloa faun
6 Mlles East Of Mayfield, KY
4 Mlles West Of Brewers, KY
Near The Graves- Marshall - Calloway Co Lines
From MaytKod At The Hwy 121 By Pass Take Hwy 58
(80IEast 6 Miles To Dave Miller Rd. Turn Right And
Proceed South 910 Mile To County Lane, Turn Left
Proceed 110 Mile From Brewers At Hwy 402/58(80) Jot
Take Hwy 58 West 4 Miles To Dave Miller Rd

ACFit IE.S.
In 5 Tracts And In Combinations
Fine Lush Grazing Land
1F•ee elliCeliell FM" ILO Ye.ealt41:101C111.
WID.ezecis'es rid - 112.4ca orsid es
Peaceful Getaway liomesites
Tract 1 - 30.24 Acres Improved With A
Like New 50x80 Pole Barn With A 30x80 Shed
Plus...Holding Pens And Corral
Tract 2 - 54.169 Acres Grazing Land
Tract 3 - 7.80 Acres Improved With A
14x80 Like New 3 Bedroom Mobile Home
Nice Garage • Split Rail Fence • Lake
A Ponderosa Setting!
Tract 4 - 97.476 Acres Grazing Land
Woods - Ponds - Borders Panther Creek
Tract 5 - 33.109 Acres Grazing Land
Woods - Borders Panther Creek
The Auction Will Be Held At
The Mayfield-Graves Co Senior Citizens Coate,
On North 15th Street, Mayfield, KY
15% Daum With A Minimum Deposit
Salem@ hi 30
01 53,000.06 Per Tr

750 up to 3.000 sq ft
restrooms.
C/G/H,
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex. 7593772.
PROFESSIONAL
office located on 2nd
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
Across from Judicial
Building. Two offices,
waiting room, full bath
and shower. Public and
private
entrances,
parking
Covered •
space. Approximately
625sq ft $4.50 per
month plus utilities.
759-3954
VERY large warehouse
on approximately 3
acres: Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting.
e)(tra large overhead
doors, excellent location. Call 753-2905 or
293-8595.

JAMES R. CASH
ALnCNEE.; i ;EA.EFA7E F.C!k.E;
J
FANCY
KY- 270-623-8466 j
RC FARM.
-... .
. ... RC
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent. 753
9866

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts. Coleman RE 7594118
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1 bedroom apartment
Clean and nice. All
appliances including
wld. No pets. 270-4365496
1 BR, 1, year old, no
pets. $300
deposit.(205)361-4763.
(334)419-6066
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1.2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2. & 3BR apts. available. Please call 7538221.
•1BR 1 bath.washer &
dryer. $335.
.2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, %viol, $425
•IBEL
bath with
study. w/d. $350.
75J-7559
1BR aPt- avaitibTe, all
appliances furnished_
Mur-Cal Realty. •7534444.
1BR some utilities paid.
no pets 767-9037
1BR. all appliances.
Oaks Apts.. starting at
$250 Coleman RE
759-41,18
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances.
area 293-6968
2BR, IBA, $290 1102
Pogue StreeV207 S
11th St. 753-3415
2BR. central gas heat.
central air_ $275 and
up, some with new carpet. Coleman RE 7594118
2BR, some utilities
paid, $270 No pets
767-9037
48R. 2 bath, all appliances, central KA.
rates
Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 7531970. Leave Message
LARGE 3BR located
across from MSU
November
available
1st 759-5885 or 293
7085
LARGE duplex 2BR 2
bath, garage $600
436-5685
LIVE.Oak Apts.'
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex 7537457 or 436-6357
SMALL 1BR, no pets
water paid 753-5980
FreePallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve

3

Please
No Phone Calls

Lamb's
436-2867
Mower Repair Free
pick-up/delivery

320
Apartments For Rent
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.
VERY roomy, 2br,
2 bath. garage, C/H/A,
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905.
Rooms For Rent
CLEAN room for rent
w/full house privileges
64" Big Screen TV. w/d,
surround sound, color
TV in room. Off street
(888)534parking.
6138
Houses For Rent

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work
49246118 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
767-0533 MOWING,
mulching
trimming,
painting
odd lobs
cleaning
Free
Estimates 978-1115

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
TOY Poodles for sale
Call Ron 270-436-5298
^90
Livesiodi Supplies
STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582,
(night) 759-4718

upgraded.
NEWLY
charming 2BR. 1BA
lakefront house in
Shores.
Panorama
C/H/A.
wid,
plus
$400/month
Available
deposit..
immediately. (310)567References
9321.
required.
FOR sale or lease
3BR, IBA, C/H/A with
basement. 2 acres with
$4450
outbuildings,
deposit, $600 a month
(731)247-6160
NICE spacious 2 BR
frame house Large LR
& kitchen with fireplaces, gas heat $400
month, $200 deposit
Call 753-0089
SMALL house 7 miles
east of Murray. private
lot. Call Linzy Beane
residence 436-2582
360
Storage Reads
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
irnarical
l Prop. For Rent
Cori P
li
707 South 1201 Street
South Center 700.
1.000. 1,200 sq It
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606

AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing.
carpentry, decks,
ceramic & floor tiles,
etc New, remodel 30
years
experience
Prompt, dependable
estimates
Free
(270)753-9210 anytime

CONCRETE finishing.
Driveways, sidewalks,
etc. 752-0500, 7593229

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Lany
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certified septic
installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
•Driveways
*Insured
753-9503, 978-0343

APPLIANCE

&
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
USED APPLIANCES
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 1 EARS E.XPER1ENCE
12701 226-9398
12701 492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

AUTRY
ROOFING
ROBY AUTRY
.

-A• ar'4'.

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN & ‘1515T.
201 Rs I \
I %I I 11%111%11511s

753-1495
Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740.
Service
2934045

ICWIT1RI I COVERING
Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation

ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
-Commercial
•Resrdential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

• 753-7728

D'S Cleaning Service
753-3802

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

DNJ HANDYMAN
We ck all the
you C011
for
Call about our fall
specials
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const.iRemodeli
or trouble. Lic, and ins
WI 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
OWING & TRIMMING
LEAF REMOVAL.
HEDGES TRIMMED
GUTTER CLEANING
489-2689
IF you need your
house inVext painted or
painters needed help
Experienced painter
Call 978-1959 or 7537516 and ask for
Jerod
J&D Motors. 624 N. 4th
Street. Call us for your
auto repairs. Imports or
or
cars
domestic
8-5
trucks.
Open
through
Monday
Friday. 753-6988

David's Cleaning
Services
V We Sitecitilize in Clettstirtg
*Vinyl Siding ni Fencing *Mobile KUM'
*Brick *All Ettenial Cleaning
•A..A.Ckaning JiLifiTe
dic
•Nc
Amer •Parkinp
1>as id Borders
1270) 527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939

560
Free Column
FREE KITTEN TO A
GOOD HOME
•
(731)234-4355

HATE TO RAKE
LEAVES OR
TRIM SHRUBS?

Need help
Promoting your.,
Rosiness?

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
NATURAL Creek
Landscaping
Design and Matnt
Trimming, mulching
weeding, and odd
- lobs
Free estimates 7539731

Call us we will
be glad to
help.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder.
Rocifing.Decks.Siding_

Murray
Ledger &
Times

MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains
cleared, plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
(270)978installed.
0133

270-753-1916-

CLASSIFIEDS
OE-1-

Real Estate
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
270-753- $125,000.
4109, 270-227-1545
LakeProperty
WATERFRONT property! KY's largest lakes
10 acres only S79.900'
Ideal location! New to
market. Won't last! Call
owner: 270-924-4328
460
Homes For Sale

3 bedroom. 2 baths, 1
car garage, fenced
back yard. hardwood
floors
throughout,
remodeled,
newly
BEAUTIFUL 2.600
.eysterra.-.- All-.
Sq Ft new Brick home
appliances Inc-Luang
w/4 acres. more acres
washer and dryer $725
available w/barn.
per month plus deposit,
4br. 2 112 bath.
references required.
Call 293-7354
627 Wiswell Rd. Call
293-4627
731-247-5992
3BR, 2 bath, Camelot
Subdivision. Available
$750
immediately.
month. (270)435-4602.
293-4602

A-1
Lamb's Tree
Trimming,
Service.
removal, etc. hauling,
junk clean up, gutter
cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Moncla,. October 17, 2905 • 511

3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on 2 acres. New
system.
fuel
duel
$110.000. Call 270753-8102
FLYERS w/ pricing
available at house.
2BR, 2BA. updated in
2005. 1514 Sycamore
St. (502)724-4385
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties. Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823.
Please. no Sunday
calls.
NEW 4,200 sq.ft. home
near Murray. Picture
,views 10 acre farm.
streams $185,000.by
owner. 270-767A)958.
270-519-8570
NICE home in town 3
bedroom. 2 bath. Near
Save A Lot on South
11th Street. 753-5042.
759-2460
RANCH Style. House &
10.5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
shed.
equipment
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212,
753-3992
WWW KYLAKEFSBO COM
See area homes for
sale by owner or call
767-0591 to sell your
home

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HA PP1'
Tuesday, Oct. 18, 2005:
Do not take unusual risks, no
matter how appealing they
might he this year. You have a
great imagination. but when it
comes to financial matters.

eailydeet
the straight and narrow, if possible. Others. mean_ well. with their
advice, -but often you Will not
like the results. If you are single.
you are definitely wearing rosecolored glasses concerning love.
The same would apply. to anyone you relate to. Give yourself
a year to get to know someone.
If you are attached, it seems that
the two of you are speaking different languages. Work on cornniunicating. The caring is there.
Refuse to argue. Figure out how
to work out misinformation and
together.
misunderstandings
TAURUS is stubborn.

Kind

of
The Stars Show the
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Stay in control of your temper, though certainly this is a
frustrating moment for you. What
you feel is clear becomes foggy.
Clarify. verify and double-check
all communications and meetings. Tonight: Do what you need
to do for yourself.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your powerful personality helps you ease through the
many ups and downs that today
provides. By now you know that
a boss or parent might be quite
nebulous or into his or her imagination. Today you get one more
reminder. Tonight: If making
plans, make sure you are on the
same page as someone else.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might want to let your

imagination run loose, but don't conflict with what you feel needs
to happen. Sometimes you need
share your many wild and creto let others see the end results
ative thoughts with others right
of your actions rather than put in
now: your message won't get
your two cents. Everyone learns
through. Keep to yourself right
best from experience. Tonight:
now, and don't get into anyone
Say little.
else's issues. Tonight: Get some
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
extra sleep.
orauskga. fan roaritihe
- _
CANCER-(June
next few days if you aren't care*** You aim high for what you
ful. Someone -- probably not you
want; expect others to help you
achieve your goalS. A key asso- -- has his or her facts mixed up.
All you can do is confirm and
ciate or partner might be more of
verify conversations and meeta hindrance at this point than he
ings. Also, maintain a sense of
or she means to be. Relax and
humor. Tonight: Go along with
focus. You need to support yourothers.
self. Tonight: Where your friends
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
are.
21)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Keep to your daily tasks.
** Confusion could be your
and try to stay away from confumiddle name, but many other
sion. Use care when driving.
people feel confused too. Part of
because others. as well as you.
the issue, as you will see. is that
might be disoriented. In fact, if
someone or several people with
you can, walk. instead. Put on
a positive perspective might not
are.
you
wherever
music
understand your expectations.
Tonight: Slow down. Stay out of
Tonight: A must appearance.
trouble.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** It might be important to
verify what you think you heard, *** Sometimes you might not
know which way to turn. Right
be it a conversation or instructions. Take nothing for granted, now, be a cynic, especially conand you will be a lot happier. cerning ,a money matter. You
might not be wrong. but today
Your creativity and imagination
carries a high element of risk.
could go wild. Don't follow these
Tonight: Fun can be a game of
flights of fancy. Tonight: Take a
Scrabble.
long-term look at what you have
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
been thinking about.
*** You are in another world
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
right now, and getting you to
**** What a partner or associate says or does is in direct land might be difficult, if not

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Sewing
by Steven
• Drapery

Rods
• Custom hledding
• Upholstery
• Accessories

• NI VISAGE THERAP1 •FACIALS • HAIRCARE

An

• • Design Service

•SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHERAP1 •BOD1 WRAPS •GEL NAILS

• Custom Blinds Availai,

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
!Canted One of America's Fastest Crowing Salon,

1. .tr.eri:::Ig
:b
Lli.htitiliki,..14if
hrtr'

AVEDA

Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-0760

Concept Salon

:N:td9iuttrittz
Ear, Nose & Throat.
- Hearing Aids
RefenalS fiequiwil -

for Appointment(270) 759-4811

300 South 8th Street
Explorer
99 Ford
Sport 753-4022

EAll FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

Does Your Computer Heed A Chock Up?

Ask the PC DOCTOR
SERVICES OFFERED

1st Sick

‘Isintenance
4 ompooeni I pgrirdes 'liner Network. le.r4lkil & s.,.1 I
•Scitiiiire I Rennie, •Niru.Rrimnal
•l'intirm Built I imputers
4Zrpnir
stern &
•siwril in n..14,

of Murray
Phillip Mapper. M.D.
Member of
Chamber of
,C 119"
4
,

p

Murray, LLC
PC DOCTOR oftorechorter
net •
Email the _ pcdoc

Webeto: tetp:,/www .the -pc doctor corn
nusinoss Lino, 270-75940019 - Fox 270-759-00no
tem lerelcAter. Compute,Speoboast
a Jape Ithoomaluer. Qom,

Fiti=
MIRA

• CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED! •

441
RI

•
•
•

"'ESSENTIAL DAY SPA

Coif
- Suite 30-1E - Murray, KY 1.2071

Ram
Dodge
99
nice
57,000 miles
topper,
with
truck
$7.000 293-9970
Chevrolet S-10.
98
78,000 miles, 4- cylinder. 5 speed. Boyd
wheels
Coddington
and many extras. 7532486

BORN TODAY
Actor -Jean-Claude Van
(1960). actor George
(1927). singer Laura My'

• Specialty

Accepting New Patients

2003 KX60 Kawasaki
436-2667
Big
1995 Yamaha
Bear, 4WD, winch, low
miles. super clean
$2,450. 489-2277

impossible You might wu t Ii.."
cocoon, but your best bet is to
stay present and don't plunge'
into a new project. Tonight. Now'
homeward bound.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
lA
** Take your time, even it
feel you have much to do and so
url
little }IMP YfIll might he
your head than you real,7e
Confirm meetings and what 0th'
ers saw The cleaiei you-are,the-better. Tonight: Swap the day s
war stories

Jason Billington

. Nt Puniom
Jon,

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
I Air CtriIr,i • Murray • 753-4751

: •
. - .Day Ship:
• We Also Otter .Latest
•
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m. • in-Siore Packing
•
•Color & B&W Copies, Foxing. LoMiro•pg
•
•
'Mailbox Rental 'Freight Servtces
•
•
MAILBOX RENTAL SPECIAL
Rent a mailbox toi one yea & get fives months tree

THE UPS STORE si 1211-1t Peel°
M-rt3on•

,• ,at 90m -40m
762-9103

•

•,
•

"Outstanding Achievement" by
the Public Libraries Section of
the Kentucky Library- ASSOcia:tion.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny O'Daniel,
Sept. II. and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Robertson, Sept. 17.

10 years ago
Murrav High School Tiger
NE-aching Bind was a first place
winner in Class AA at the Caldwell County "Festival of Pride"
Marching Band Contest at Princeton on Oct. 14.
Tracy Renfroe, 23, Rt. 5. Murray, died Oct. 15 about 8:15 p.m.
from injuries sustained in a onecar accident on Ky. Highway 121
South.
Births reported include a girl
to Laura and Russell Wolf and
boy to Sarah and Dale Baumbanner. Oct. 10, a girl to Brian
and Michelee Allen. Oct. 12.

--DEAR ABBY:,I am the mother of four children,.ages 18 to
25. A "practice" they discuss
among their friends is the "rite
of turning 21," which is to drink
21 shots of hard alcohol.
I'd like to

40 years ago
"Mr. Drums," Charles(Chuck)
Simons was featured in the halftime show at the Murray State
College football game at Cutchin
Stadium. The Thoroughbreds won
13-12 over the Morehead Eagles
in the football game.
.Murray High School Tigers
won 26-2 over Paducah Tilghman in a football game.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller spoke at a meeting of
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Will Brandon.

20 years ago
A tobacco barn, owned by
Steve Treas., and tobacco, owned
by N. P. Paschall. were destroyed
by fire on Oct. IS.
Puhlished is a picture of Ann
Angle and Ruth Cole inspecting
some of the items included in
the Antique Show and Sale held
at Murray High School and spunstatfd by • Murray • Band Boosters.
The photo was by Staff PhotogDavid
rapher
Tuck.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher spoke
about "Jefferson Davis - a Dedicated Man of History" at a meeting of the J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy held at the home
ot Mrs William Barker.

think

Benton City Schools, was elected as president of the First District Kentucky Education Association at the annual meeting in
Murray.
Elected as officers of the Calloway Bowhunters Association
were Albert Enix, Dub Polly.
William Pogue, Harold Grogan
•
and Kenneth ('romwell.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Blanton and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hall.
Mrs. C'urtis Hays presented a
lesson on "Make Work Easier"
at a meeting of East Side Homemakers Club held at the home
of - Mrs. G.B. Jones.

Ni years ago

my

children are
intelligent
d
n
a
informed
enough to
know how
dangerous
this could
Dear Abby be, but when
I mention it,
I get the
By Abigail
standby,
Van. Buren
"Everyone
does it" or "It's fine."
I worry myself sick over this,
not only for my own kids, but
for all young adults. Please shed
some light on this practice.
Perhari_ they will listen to you.
I'm not naive enough to.think
they won't drink. but 21 shots is
not the best birthday gift to
themselves. -- WORRIED
MOM, MISSOULA, MONT.
DEAR WORRIED MOM:
Your children are mistaken.
Binge drinking isn't "fine" and
not everybody does it. Rapid
consumption of alcohol, particularly in large amounts, is
extremely dangerous. It has
been known to cause severe illness. coma and even death.
This is a topic that has
appeared in my column before,
in the form of letters from con-

50 years ago
Joe Dukes, superintendent of

Published is a picture of Murti Councilman Dave Willis
looking on as Pat Paschall and
!env Hopkins prepare forms for
the pouring of curbs and .gutters
in the Douglass community.
Margaret Tresathan. librarian
,it Calloway County Public
I ibrary, has been honored for

TodayInillstory
LI) The Associated. Pres
AP -Today is Monday. Oct.
I 7. the 290th day(4 2005. There
ate 75 days telt in the year.
Today's Highlight in Histo:

On Oct. 17, 1777, British
Iorces under Gen. John Bursurrendered to Amen.in troops in Saratoga. N.Y..
in a turning point of the Rev',Ititionarv War.

coast of Iceland; 11 _people
died.
In 1945. Col. Juan Peron
staged a coup. becoming
absolute tiller of Argentina.
In 1965. the musical "On
A Clear Day You Can See
Forever,' with a score by Burton Lane and book and lyrics
by Alan Jay Lerner. opened
on Broadway.

this date:
lb 1931, mobster Al Capone
was convicted of income tax
evasion and sentenced to I I
years in prison. (He was
released in 1939.)
In 1933. Albert Einstein
arrived in the United States as
a refugee from Nazi Germany.
In 1941, the U.S. destroyer Kearney was torpedoed by
a German submarine off the
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cerned members of the healthcare profession and from grieving parents. The rite of passage
that your children are discussing
can be a "passage" right out of
this life and into the next. Only
a fool or someone very immature would take that kind of
risk.
••
•

DEAR ABBY: I have been
living with "Angelo" for six
years. His dog passed away in
May. Frankly. I was relieved
because the dog had been the
main focus in Angelo's life and
the cause of many problems and
fights. I had considered leaving
him over it. but didn't want to
give up on the relationship.
After the dog's death, things
got much better. Angelo'and I
started going places without the
constant "... have to get home to
•
the dog."
He started talking about getting another dog, but I told him
I was against it. Well, some
members of Angelo's family
and some of his friends urged
him to get, another one. They
said I'd grow to love it. Last
month he took them up on it. He
is now entirely focused on the
new dog. and 4 feel betrayed. I
told Angelo it was either me or
the dog, but the dog is still here.
I do? -What should
BETRAYED IN WESTCHESTER, PA.
DEAR BETRAYED: Now
that you. know how little Angelo
respects your feelings, you
should move. When you told
him it was you or the dog, and
he got one anyway. he gave you
your answer.
•••
•

DEAR ABBY:.1 am married
to the most wonderful man in
the world. He'is my best friend
and lover. He is also a dwarf.
My problem concerns how to
deal with the public.
When we are out, people
make comments and faces. I am
aware of it, hut I'm not sure my
husband is. When I catch people
staring. I give them a dirty look.
flow should I handle this'? I am
considered attractive, and people who don't know us well ask
why am with this wonderful
man. -- OFFENDED-4N-

I

INI DiECE)

Ringing in the ears
may be treatable

Twenty-one sh9ts of booze is
risky 'rite of passage'

LookingBack
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CALL ON <
COMPANY TIME
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Dear Abby is written by

1

DEAR DR.

and Disorders."

GOTT: I am a
55-year-old man, diagnosed five
years ago with right bundle branch
block. I am otherwise in excellent health, except I have abused
alcohol for 20 years.
Could drinking have caused
my heart condition? One cardiologist said "probably not." Another health professional told me it
was definitely possible. Please help.
DEAR READER: Although
right bundle branch block — a
slowing of the electrical charges
to part of your heart -- is common and usually of minor significance. it can reflect heart disease if it appears in middle age.
As I am sure you are aware.
chronic alcohol abuse can damage many organs, including the
heart. The _alcohol-tigated heart
disease is called alcohol cardiom)opathy and, unless addressed
aggressively, can progress to irreversible .cardiac damage of which
right bundle branch block may be
one of the first signs. For this
reason. I disagree with your cardiologist and urge you to stop
abusing alcohol. Your best
approach in my view is to embrace
sobriety. Ask your primary: eare
physician to assist you in this difficult endeavor: you may need
detoxification or — at least — a
12-step program such as Alcoholics Anonymous.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report -Mental/Substance Abuse." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
long. self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter. P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
Copyright _2005. Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

ContractBridge
South dealer
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
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EAST
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SOUTH
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DEAR OFFENDED: Your
husband is probably aware of The bidding:
East
North
West
South
the stares, but has grown used to
Dble
Dble .6+
I.
them by now. If someone is so. Opening lead king of spades.,
ahoUTyou
Miestidn
to
rude as
It goes without saying that partwhy married him, be truthful.
ners are not supposed to discuss a
Say: "I don't measure my men
hand while it's in progress. This is
from the lop down I Measure
especially true of the two defenders.
them from the eyebrow's up. Of course, we all know that in many
bridge games - the chatty ones
And when you get to know''my
this rule is broken all the time.
husband. I'm sure you'll also
The most famous hand on record
wonderful
appreciate what a
Where this rule was violated was,
surprisingly enough, in a national
person he is."

Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips. and
was founded by her mother.
Pauline l'hillips.

• •••

DEAR DR.

GOTT: Tiff a 61-year-old male who was diagnosed by my primary care physician with tinnitus due to
a low tone
ringing in my
left ear. My
doctor said
that this condition comes
with age and
that nothing
be
could
done to stop
Dr. Gott
the tone. It is
becoming
By
quite annoyDr. Peter Gott ing. Is there
vorshattegbe done?
DEAR READER: You and I
are members of a generation that
did not appreciate the harmful
effects, including deafness and tinnitus, that result from chronic exposure to loud noise. We and our
parents ran un-muffled power mowers and other equipment, used
firearms and exposed ourselves to
everyday noise pollutidti such as
subway trains — in short, we
failed to protect our delicate ears
from unnecessarily loud sounds.
(Today's teens risk the same damage from electronic sources such
as amplified music.)
Although tinnitus resulting from
noise exposure is incurable, it may
— in some cases — be treatable.
I recommend that you be examined by an otolaryngologist, who
will advise you on possible treatments. Or, if you wish, contact
the American Tinnitus Association
to receive additional 'information.
You can contact them by writing
to ATA • National Headquarters,
P.O. Box 5, Portland, OR 972070005, by calling (800) 634-8978
or by going online at www.ata.org.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of
my Health Report -Ear Infections'

pair championship some years ago,
with four -life Masters at the table.
The bidding was astonishing.
South should has e passed hut opened
one club. He had traveled hundreds
of miles to play in the event, had paid
his entry fee and wanted his money's
worth West. clearly a great believer

in the right of free speech. then made
a takeout double that did not fit the
minimal requirements for that hid in
any respect.
North,.who didn't know what was
going on but knew a good hand when
he saw one, made the sensible bid of
six clubs: East, looking at two aces.
didn't care what was going on, and
vociferously expressed his doubt that •
this contract could be made.
West, on lead, struggled a while
anatinaily tried-the king orspades as a desperate measure__Declarer gratefully won with theace and led.a_ctub
to the jack. losing to the ace:--East-returned a spade, and when South
won with the queen. East almost fell
off his chair.
After declarer led a club to the
queen, collecting West's ten. East
could Containhimself no longer. fte- leaned forward, red-faced. and whispered to his partner so gently it could
be heard at the far end of the room:
"You idiot! You could have led a
heart, a diamond or a club, and we
would have beaten the hand. Instead,
your nimble brain had to pick a
spade."
South, who was neither blind nor
deal greeted this information with
cocked ear. He knew: East to be a
good analyst, and if East thought a
diamond,lead could beat the hand, it
meant East was void.
So declarer played a club to his
nine, drawing East's last trump, then
led a diamond and finessed dummy's
eight. He had to, to make the slam.

•
•
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Burrowed
II
rfife Alla
I
4 Urge along
8 Better than
Subscribefin- ail your I
never?
I
12 Mrs Lennon
R El H E Clil MIME'' hometown-news.
13 Klein of fashion
OBOM
OMR
14 Rowboat
1
V
accessones
01000 MOMUMMMEI
15 Bakers need
OMUON MEM OM
17 Chops down
Home Ilelivery
OMMOO U00
19 Not he or she
$26.00
3 mo
OH MUM BOUM
20 Helsinki citizen
$51.00
6 mo
21 Deer s refuge
M OMUO
WIDOMMO
DOWN
23 City rte
$98.00
I yr.,
biDU
OMOU
24 Prepared eggs
DOCIUH REMO 14N _S
1 Removes
26 Gladiators
as a hal
hello
Local Mail
2 Totally dark
29 Disguise item
3 Hired muscle
30 Shades
$26,50
3 mo.
10-17 C 2005 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
4 - for
31 Hot dogs
6 mo..—......,....$53.00
the course
33 Votes to accept
25 Hard wood
10 Part of TNT
I yr.
• 5 TLC provider
35 Touch down
27 Rover's doc
6 Dreaded phone 11 DC zone
36 Romance
28 Feminine
16 Relax
status 12 wds
in Venice
ending
7 Narne in tiactuis 18 Merge
37 Sturm - D ang
Rest of KY/TN
29 Combos
21 Cone bearers
8 Defier!
38 Thawed
30
Multitudes
Gray-brown
22
,
size
9 Battery
$66.50
40 Commercial
3 mo.
31 Winter
1.83.00
complaint
$116.00
1 yr.
32 Moved quickly
PEW
117
It
111111
:2
33 Tsp and oz
34 Woodland
Other Mail
creature
scaison
Subscriptions
High-pH
36
19
NAM
1
I
38 Give - 3 mo.
$71S0
break'
il
ill
39 Roof
1 yr..
$136.00
overhangs
Mild
MI
40 With mouth
1
1
open
wide
Money Order
Check
iil
, I
41 Protest song
Visa
1
writer
43 Impiored
1 Name_
45 Use bath
I St. Addres,
powder
I City
46 Pitchers s-tat
47 - -eared
Zip
I State
bunny
I Daytime Ph.-- -49 'Enterprise'
1
letters
Mail this coupon with
51 French article
paymont to:
53 PC capacity
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42 Pipes up
44 Tense
46 Loop train
48 Molten rock
49 Everyday
50 Part to be
played
52 North Woods
animals
54 Workout facility
55 Parroted
56 Twins e g
57 First-clown
yardage

$91.00
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75 Cents

Prized
Pantry
GREG TRAVIS Leciger
Tim( v,_.!-

MurrayCasey,
Tonia
Calloway County Need Line
director, accepts a donation of food for the community pantry from Mark
Anderson, Camp W.O.W.
director. Casey said the
donation of two truckloads
of food was a very welcomed gift.

Off' Runnin'

MICHAEL DANN; Ledger & Times Photo

Murray State basketball coach Mick Cronin watches as his Racers run through drills during practice Monday at the Regional Special Events
Center. The Racers began practicing Saturday and will open their season Nov. 5 at the RSEC against Bellarmine in an exhibition game.

II See Page 2A

1
1

300 S. 8th St.• Murray • 753-2011
Hours: Mon.-Fn. 8-6; Sat. 9-1

He said that, in addition to
By GREG TRAVIS
Need Line, he was also able to
Staff Wnter
Mark Anderson, director of share some supplies with the
the local Camp W.O.W., pre- local senior citizens program
sented Tonia Casey. Murray- and the county jail.
Casey said receiving the
Calloway County Need Line
director, with a large supply of items from Anderson was simifood Monday. Anderson said lar to a Christmas present.
"This was a very nice gift.
because additional hurricane
evacuees didn't arrive at the Our pantry goes down quickly
camp. there was a surplus of and we are constantly in need of
food that he wanted to make donations. I just want to thank
Mark and the others at the camp
sure-got to those needing it.
"We told people we would for their generosity," she said.
Monday's donation included
forward any extra items to other
organizations when possible, a variety of non-perishable food
and that's what we're doing. We items that can be passed on to
knew that Need Line could use Need Line clients. Casey said
the food, so that's why we Anderson delivered a truckload
offered them these supplies,"
Anderson said.
•See Page 2A

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Both Murray High and
Calloway County bands will
compete in the semifinals of
the 2005 KMEA Marching
Championships
Band
Saturday with a chance at
playing in that night's finale.
and
Murray
Both
Calloway County advanced
following regional competition at Hopkins County
Central and Hopkinsville,
respectively, this past weekend.
Ccimpeting in Class A,
MHS will perform at 11:15
a.m. at Warren East High
School in Bowling Green,
Ky. Other teams competing
in the class semifinals are
Pineville, Russellville, Paris;
Reidland,
.Lexington.
Williamstown.
Christian,
Hazard.
County,
Lyon
Campbellsville. Beechwood.
Lee
County,
Hancock
County, Cumberland County.
and
County
Nicholas
Mayfield.
In Class AAAA,Calloway
County High SC liC101 will perform at 12.30 p.m. at Allen
High
County-Scottsville
School in Scottsville. Other
bands in 4A inclnile East
Jessamine.
io— -County,Greenup County. Owen.sboro
-}hob. Harrison County,
Logan County, Grant Count,
Allen County-Scottsville,
Anderson County. North
Laurel, Marion County, West
Jessamine, MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins. Montgomery
County and Hopkinsville.
The top-four scoring
bands in each class will move
on to the finals competition
to be held beginning at 5
p.m. CDT at Western
Kentucky University's L. T.
.Smith Stadium. The event
will conclude with,the naming of a state champion in
each class.

1
,1
1

Medical Arts
Pharmacy

W.O.W. donates surplus to Need Line

Calloway
High, MHS
bands
moving
toward
state finals

1
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Secretary of State Grayson makes
stop at MSU to promote civics
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Kentucky Secretary of State
believes
Grayson
Trey
Americans need to be more
supporting
in
involved
American democracy through
involvement in local, state and
federal politics, and is spearheading a national civics education effort in Kentucky to promote civic literacy.
Grayson. who was host of the
Regional
Area
Purchase
Meeting on Civic Literacy that
took place at Murray State
University's Curris. Center
Monday, spoke to about 30
MSU students. faculty and visitors about the importance of
civics education. The meeting
was just one of 10 to take place
statewide under the Civic
Literacy Initiative of Kentucky'

Murray, KY 42071

(CLIK).
He said the purpose of the
program is to educate and motivate young people in the importance of becoming a good citizen and participating in the
political process at all levels.
"The point is to have a more
engaged citizenry," Grayson
said."We want to encourage citizens not only to vote, but to
attend meetings and participate,
to call and contact legislators
and local officials about their
concerns. But they need to be
educated in order to do so. It
starts in the schools, but it needs
to continue throughout your
whole life."
Pointing out the low voting
rate among 18- to 24-year-olds.
Grayson said the program focuses on younger students — elementary through high school —

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Pointing out that voter parthe
among
ticipation
nation's young people is
very low, Secretary of State
Trey Grayson (right) is
spearheading a national
civics education effort in
Kentucky as a means to
encouraging young people
to get involved in American
democracy.
in an effort to educate the next
generation in the importance of
citizen participation in a democracy.
"We want to try to get people,
at the bare minimum, to vote,"
he said. "Of course, we hope to

II See Page 2A
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Wilma could strengthen, strike Fla. SherIffs'FirePolicelogs
MIAMI (AP) - Tropical
Storm Wilma stalled over the
warm water of the northwestern
Catibbeaul today and forecasters
said it could strengthen into a
hiarricane and menace Florida
. this weekend.
Wilma entered the history
books Monday as the Atlantic
hurricane season's 21st named
storm, tying the record set in
1933 and exhausting this year's
list of storm names.
Forecasters said it could
strengthen into the year's 12th
hurricane on Tuesday and
become a Category 3 hurricane
with wind exceeding III mph
hy Wednesday. That many hurricanes formed in 1969, the most
since record keeping began in
1851.
"Wilma is expected to
become an intense hurricane in
the northwestern Caribbean
--See -which has warm water and
favorable wind currents. said
Lixion Avila. a hurricane specialist at the National Hurricane
Center. .
At 8 a.ni,EDT. Wilma's top
sustained wind speed 'w as about

Forecast
rouiyhi in ill he ino•aly clear
%.ith lous in the upp 50s.
Wednesday .‘x ill he partly
clouds with highs in the mid
80s, followed by a partly cloudy
night with lows around 60.
Thursday vx ill also he panl).
clouds s id% highs in the lower

own Crier
NOTICE .
▪ The Murray Planning
C,ornrnission will meet at 5
poi. today at city hall. The
-agenda- Includes public hearings for two new Cingular
Wireless antenna towers at
400 Sunbury Circle and 2001
College Farm Road.
• The Murray Board ,of
Zoning Adiustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
two dimensional variance
-requests for signs at Faughn
Used Cars at 410 Sycamore
St and Southside Shopping
Center and another for building setback and additional
First
at
entrances
prr.,
,byterian Church _
III To report a Town Zrier
ill

1
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Wilma will grow
Tropical Storm Wilma is
expected to become an intense
hurricane and threaten the
Yucatan peninsula western
Cuba and Florida
Tropical Storm Wilma
LOCATION

MOVEMENT

MAX WINO

Almost
70 mph
15.9 N
80.2 w stationary As 018
am EDT
Tropical storm miming
—

Meteorologists said Wilma
was nearly stationary over the
northwest Caribbean Sea about
245 miles south-southeast of
Grand Cayman, but it was
expected- -to- gradually filO44
toward the west and northwest.
New forecast models placed
the storm closer to western Cuba
Yucatan
Mexico's
than
Peninsula by Friday. The storm
was forecast to then turn sharply
in the Gulf of Mexico tovxard
Florida during the weekend.
"There's no scenario now that
takes it toward Louisiana or

Mississippi. but that could
change." said Max Mayfield.
director of the National
Hurricane Center in Miami.
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nag M - warned-residents. Monday
to prepare for another evacuation if Wilma strengthened and
moved toward the city. The Gulf
Coast was already battered this
year by Hurricanes Katrina. Rita
and Dennis.
A hurricane watch remained
in effect for the Cayman Islands.
and .a tropical storm warning
was posted for Honduras.

II Bands ...
From Front

SOURCES- NQAA: Weather
Underground. ESRI

AP

70 mph. unchanged since three
hours earlier. At 74 mph, Wilma
will be upgraded to a Category 1
hurricane.

Tickets for semi-finals and finals are $8 and $10 respectively and
can be purchased either in ads ance through KMEA or at the event
sites.
For more information or to purchase tickets, contact KMEA at
859-626-5635 to place your order or log on to www.kmeaorg for
ticket order information and forms.
Complete information about the State Marching Band
Championships, the bands participating and directions to each of the
semi-finals and the Finals site may be found at
http://www.kmea.org.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A traffic accident with injuries was reported at 12:28 a.m. Friday
on Airport Road_ No one was at the scene when officers arrived.
• Damage to a mailbox on Murray-Pans Road was reported at
5:35 p.m. A report for third degree criminal mischief was made.
• A fourth degree assault report was made at 6:08 p.m. after a
marfreported two meri attacked him on East Y Drive.
• A criminal tresspass report was made at 6:33 p.m. at J and M
No. 2. Someone had entered the residence through a window.
• A report of attempted breaking and entenng on Cherokee Trail
was made at 2:10 p.m. Sunday.
• Vandalism of gates on Wadesboro Road was reported at 8:16
a.m. Monday.
• A car on Ky. 121 N was reportedly on fire at 8:18 a.m.
• A forster dog was reported stolen from a residence on Kirksey
Road. A report was made at 10.04 a.m.
•State highway workers found a possible meth lab on the side of
Ky. 80 at the second bridge at 1:15 p.m. Articles were collected
and given to the state highway department.
Marshall County Sheriff's Office
• At 2:12 a.m Saturday, Brad A Bailey, 38, of Almo, was arrested and charged with public intoxication, possession of a controlled substance (1st degree-methamphetamine). possession of
a controlled substance (1st degree-Ecstacy) and resisting arrest.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
•A fire was extinguished at a home on West Grove Drive at 12:43
p.m. Friday. The homeowner was unable to be contacted.
Murray Police Department
• A gas drive-off weas reported at Max Fuel at 8:18 am, Monday.
• Officers assisted Calloway County Sheriff's Department will a
possible meth lab on Ky. 80 at 1:34 p.m.
• A suspicious man on a bike was reported on Locust Street at
8:28 p.m. Extra patrol was requested for the area due to a purse
being stolen from a car.
— Information is taken from. reports. citations
and logs from various agencies.

III Civics ...
good government then you don't
have a good democracy." he
get them to take that next step said.
The CLIK effort seeks to
and say I want to he an involved
educate the educators who will
citizen."
According to Grayson. one of then pass the information on to
the primary missions of public young people.
Andy • Totty. an agricultural
schools 150 years ago. was to
train good citizens. But because education major from Hickman
schools now have so many other County who attended the meetmissions today, the teaching of ing, said he believes it is imporhistory. government and good tant for young people to take
politics seriously. He said too
citizenship has suffered.
"All of this other stuff is many are apathetic about poliimportant-tint if you don't tiave -- ties, hut need to vote and-know
What They are voting - for or
against.
"I believe everybody should
get involved to " some extent."
In the story about the Tony said, pointing out that
Calloway County Homemak- political affiliation is not the
ers' annual Poinsettia Sale on most important aspect of being a
Monday. the price for a 6 1/2 good citizen. "A lot of people
inch pot should have been listed like to break it. down to
as selling for $7.50 each. The Democrat versus Republican or
Ledger regrets the error.
whatever, hut personally just
because I was raised to be a •
PRRYIedger & Times photo
The Murray Ledger & Timex
Democrat, doesn't mean I will
students,
strives to ensure accurate and always vote democrat. I make Secretary of State Trey Grayson speaks to about 30 Murray State University
fair reporting; however mis- decisions on my own...It's just faculty and staff about the importance of providing a good civics education to young
takes occasionally occur. It is that whatever I feel at that link
people and motivating them to get involved during a Civic Literacy Initiative of Kentucky
the Ledffee*,s policv_to correct. is whakl.go-with;:.
_seminar Monday afternoon ALthAt CUTTIS Center.
nistake
errors. TO Tenon a neviVi—
• Some of his classiiiiics
Sarah Farmer, a biology important issue and should he promote cis lc, education SO
plcase call lc 191r)
agree_ ..
they will be more educated
major from.Louisville. said that emphasized in schools.
"I didn't have a tot- at civics when they get to when-they can
-Heves the community
she be
involvement and taking an in high school and I think that vote," Farmer said. •
For more information, go
acti‘e pan in how things are it's really important that we get.
done through politics is an the word out there and that we online at civicsky.nku.edu.
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Adacimuno
Great Savings and
Great Gifts
LOWEST PRICES
OF THE YEAR!
FREE Hot Tub or
Riding Mower
With Each Purchase
***
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From Front
,i1 items and was to return later
iii the day with .second load.
"In the past couple of months

Robert Billtni;Ion J•

Bob Billington

our numbers have really been
up. Last month we served 591
clients and the month before that
was 620. We really anticipate
our numbers staying around 600

Jason Billington

John Nix Purtlom

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
N. I A , .onter • Murray • 753-4751

Compare
Our CD Rates
Bank-issued, FDIC-insured to $100,000
1-year

4.2% APY*

Minimum deposit S5,000

3-year

4.5% APY*

Minimum deposit S5.000

5-year

4.6% APY*

Minimum deposit $5,000

families per month as a result of
the indirect effectS of the hurricanes," Casey added.
She said with the gas prices
being high and the projected
increases in winter heating
costs, the extra items will be
quickly utilized.
"We did keep,some supplies
on hand at the camp in case we
need them. After all, there are •
currently two more storms that
forecasters are :watching,"
Anderson reported.
On a side note. Anderson said
the camp would be sponsoring
Thanksgiving and Christmas
meals, and the food he kept
could he used toward those projects. He said the Thanksgiving
meal would he open to the entire
communit).
Anderson said he was currently working to winterize cabins at the camp. "We want to be prepared for
the future." he said. "Everyone
knows of the predictions for a
major earthquake. so we want to
be ready, if and when, such a
disaster occurs."

Elk**• MO III • 1M • MI - AN
la% In • MO NM • BB
• NM
11M.,•Immw

of Paris

'Annual Percentage Yield (APY) - Interest cannot remain on
deposit: periodic payout of interest is required. Early
withdrawal is not permitted. Effective 10 17/05 Subject to
availability and price change. The amount received from a sale
of a CD at current market value may be less than the amount
initially invested.

2948 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
Call or

October 21st & 22nd
1-800-533-3568/731-644-0012
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Paducah businessman charged
with conspiracy to kill wife

CERT-ified

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Paducah businessman ,
was takeninlo custody
Monday at Hank Brothers True Value Hardware
on a charge of conspiracy to commit murder,
according to a press release from the Paducah
Police Department.
Assistant Chief Gary Reese said detectives
received information Monday that Hank had
reportedly offered cash and jewelry to a man to
murder his wife. Carol, 41. Reese said an investigation confirmed the information and Hank was
arrested in the parking lot of his business

According to the press release. Hank was interview at the police department and, aftet consulting
Tim
Attorney
with
Commmonwealth's
1Caltenbach. Detective sgt. Eric Jackson charged
Hank.
Hank was booked into the McCracken County
Regional Jail, it was reported.
Reese stated in the press release that a search
warrant was served at the Hank Brothers
Hardware location, During the search, detectives
found what appeared to he a hand grenade in the
business safe. The Paducah Police Department's
Explosive Ordnance Digposal Unit was called to
the scene to take possession of the device.

Fletcher schedules reception
in Carlisle, not to boost image
By JOE BIESK

in Brownsville.
"We are scheduling meetings
around
the state inviting the
TOM BERRYtedger & Times photo
public to attend," Fletcher
three
Citizen
Emergency Response
Venita Loranger (standing rear), speaks to
spokeswoman Jodi Whitaker
Team (CERT) graduating classes during an informal celebration and gathering at
said. "For the governor to do his
the Weaks Community Center Monday night. Team members, who gathered to get
job,•he-has to stay plugged-in to
acquainted with one another and organize into teams, will serve as backup emerthe community."
gency responders should a crisis occur until more highly trained and equipped
About 54 percent of the people asked in a poll last month
emergency personnel can take over. Another class is expected to kick off in
said they disapproved of
November, according to Loranger.
Fletcher's job performance. and
17 percent supported giving him
a second term.
Attorney
General Greg
Stumbo has been investigating
TAUNTON, Mass.(AP) - A W'hittenton Pond Darn upstream water behind the dam, had gone the river on Monday when emer- Fletcher's administration for
dam on the rain-swollen Mill from the city took a turn for the down about an inch overnight, gency management officials alleged hiring improprieties
River deteriorated overnight and worse about 2 a.m., resulting in Fire Chief Joseph Rose said. But Warned that the dam had .lost a since May. Eleven current or
rain began falling again as dawn timber column and could break former members of the adminisTaunton prepared for the worst an increase of water flow.
"The city of Taunton still is in broke. Officials were trying to within- 24 hours. The National tration were charged with mistoday. evacuating residents, canceling classes and closing off a state of emergency," Nunes relieve pressure on the dam by Weather Service issued a flood demeanors stemming from the
downtown amid fears ,of a wall said. "If the dam goes. it will tweaking the flow between it warning, calling • the situation investigation.
extremely dangerous."
create massive flooding along and a second darn upstream,
of water up to 6 feet deep.
Fletcher pardoned nine peoPolice and firefighters were
Mayor Robert Nunes, at a the Mill River and into the Rose said.
ple
and said he was giving
Officials said that if the going door to door, urging resihastily called news conference. downtown area."
Lake Sabbatia. the boils of-- Whittontog Pon(1-11)niJvunst it dears to, go silly with rel•itives amnesty to anyone else who
-said-the situation sit the-wooden could unleastra a all otwarer- up and friends or at the shelter in. could be eharged With a cfiment
to 6 feet high and flood neigh- • the field house at Taunton High connection with the investigation.
borhoods
and - downtown School.
After the pardons. Fletcher
The
state • Highway
Taunton.
"I've got my fingers crossed Department closed roads lead- tired nine people in his administhat this thing is able to hold," ing into Taunton and the tration, including some he had
Gov. Mitt Romney said Tuesday Massachusetts National Guard
morning. "Water's going under dispatched crews to the area to
the darn. It's going through sonic assist with any last-minute evacareas that are weakened and pinions.
"We're very concerned about
'there's every prospect that it will
give way and we'll have a very public safety,"'Romney said
after surveying the dam late
significant water event,
"On the other hand, a few of Monday.
Taunton, a former 19th-cenus can hope that it hangs together and it ties together as long as turv manufacturing hub about
40-miles south- of Bo-stuns-lies-at
-• -possible- and-that- the- --water able to Teak out in a relatively the conthiace orike Mill and
controlled manner." he .said. "If Taunton rivers. The workingAssociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Gov. Ernie Fletcher has two
"community reception's" scheduled among his appearances this
week, but they're not aimed at
heisting his image, an aide said.
This week's receptions are
scheduled in Carlisle and
Greenup. Fletcher attended a
similar reception last Thursday

Taunton, Mass., officials say dam deteriorating

pardoned. State Republican
leaders subsequently ignored
Fletcher when he asked for the
firing of party chairman Darrell
Briiek; who had been indicted
and pardoned.
- Before -Fletcher issued 'the
pardons, his re-election campaign hired two political consultants to help boost his public
image. Fletcher later hired one
of them. Brett Hall. to work as
his administration's communications director.
Part of Hall's role is to "look
at planning and scheduling."
Whitaker said. Hall studied the
number of counties Fletcher has
been to since taking office and
found he's been to some repeatedly and others not at all.
Whitaker said.
"So we're making an effort to
have.the governor visit as many
communities as he can and to
reach out to everyone in the state
oi as many people in-the--x•tati-lii---he can." Whitaker said.
Whitaker said the only cost
on the state's part was for
Fletcher's travel.

* Notice! *

lion of nearly 50.000, was last
breathe a great sigh of relief."
Dive teams Were standing by flooded in March 1968 when the
if rescues proved necessary, and same dam was breached. City
a shelter had been set up at the Councilor Charles Crowley. a
locaL high .schooL manned by local historian, said,there -Alias
also catastrophic flooding in
the Red Cross.
Nearly 2.000 people were February 1886 following several
evacuated from their homes near days of rain.

NOW
OPEN

Come visit us at our
New Location!
509 N. 8th Street

The Globe AP
State officials along with Taunton Emergency
Management Agency personnel inspect the Whittenton
Pond Dam on the Mill River in Taunton, Mass., Monday.
About 2.000 people in Taunton were being evacuated
because the timber dam was buckling, threatening to
flood neighborhoods downstream including the city's
downtown.

(Corner of 8th & Arcadia)

AUTO
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NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK

On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:
•Son Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sound
and security systems.
Over 100 years of
combined experience!
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753-4703

* MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.*
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(270) 753-7567

They Really Will
Do Whatever It
Takes to Be
Your Car Man!

a

Annie Suiter, Ma ield Bou ht a 04' Che Tahoe!

a

911 Ford FIN XLT
6-Cab, 3ro Dr Saver Awl
$9,995 • $248/41r

na GRA(' S.efre
Canary 1,4w
814,995 • UMW

00 Chevy Camaro
65 or. rnrion Au' VS
19.995 • $207/50'

02 Dodge Neon ES
Sunroof Leath'." WD Tan
$24,915 • 1,449.72*

Red
18,995 S11111110'

Wheefli AL/12Tt410C

02 Ford Explorer XLT
74 mr nu New Body Style
At me Fisuptnenr
$14,995 • S310/66'

03 Saturn Ion
I En frees Auto
Great MPG.Saver
WAN •120740'

01 Ford Ranger XLT
102 xx. mass ACV Soon
Custom Topper Rea
S6.995 • S144/50'

00 Voloweeen Owed OS
ed um miss Auto Lead..,
Sunroof Velow
$1995 • 1207/50'

as
65 root 1 owner miles. Clued
C.ab. 4.4, Red
$12,995 S322/48'

1.
1)
XII Doc*
Look!
',her
syr
$19.991 • S304/96'

00 GlaC Conversion Var,
63.m. or, Leather Rea.
Ao, TV Tan
$331/50'

$15.996 •

1 owner nu
Sundxd 4roted Seals
$28,996 • $406/72'
_

IR Saturn 3001,
37xm 1 owner nubs. Auk.
Every Option, Blue
I $10,996 • S227/00'

Pt Pontiac Grand PA,. GT
W0* I owner roles
I Leather Chrome Yassers
11.996 • S207/130'

04 Dodge Neon SXI
2? m. 1 owner rmles
Loaded Chrome Wheets
$11,996 • SUMO'

00 Nissan Maxima SE
T2 or. mt.** teethe.
Sunroof Bose
$13,916 • S21111050*

W.A.C. Payments Based on 8.900

SLUE CAR SPECIALS

WAS
NOW
03 Dodge Durango SLT S18.995 816 850
S18.995 516.850
11 Sport Trac
)8 Dodge Ram ;11Fmr711171111995 $ 8.995
S 7 9(115 $ 5 850
)1 Kia Spnrtage

SUV's

03 Olds Alero
03 Chevy Cavalier
02 Dodge Stratus
00 Pontiac Sonfire

WAS
$10.995
$11.995
S11.995
$t0 995

OS Ford Espedloon Net.. B
71 xxx miles. 4,4 I PRI
,
3r4 Sear Ci.een
$21,995 • S422/56'

NOW
S 8.850
9.850 CARS
S 9.950
S 8.850
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Confidential
Information
Ile has been called pinko.
um at 7 p.m. On Tuesday,
Commie. even a traitor. And
October 26, Ritter comes to
then there are the crank calls
Murray to make a presentation
hate emails. and anonymous let- at the Wrather Museum on the
ters. ('ring Rhodes does not get
Mlirray State University camused to the angry epithets and
pus at 7 p.m.
threats. hut he believes speakScott Ritter, author of the
acn,, ,nit is :in individual's duty
newly-released Iraq
.And that is
Confidential, was chief
exactly what weapons inspector for
he does.
UNSCOM,the United Nations
"It may
Special Commission to disarm
sound like
Iraq. A former Marine intelliPollyanna or gence officer, he resigned from
pie-in-theUNSCOM in 1998 in protest
sky fo a
over Iraq's continuous efforts to
c. ynic." he
violate sanctions against
admits, -but .-weapons of mass destruction.
I tot* my
Since then, he has concluded
Main Street - civic"es-'' - that there were no.WMD.and
By Constance sons serious- that Iraq was bluffing. He
ly when I
claims that the CIA was deterAlexander
mined to stop the truth from
Ledger & Times was in
coming out, because this
Columnist - school."
In the
knowledge would have derailed
past couple of years. Rhodes
America's drive for regime
,1,11 been 4..ompelled to speak
change.
,ut against the war in Iraq. He
According to the write-up on
aid others have been getting
Amazon.com, Iraq Confidential
i,gether twice a month in
charts the disillusionment of a
adlICah. Ky.. it demonstrate
staunch patriot who came to
under the banner of Patriots for
realize that his own government
Pe aCC. On the second and
sought to undermine effective
hiurth Saturday of each month.
arms control in the Middle
the group gathers at Noble Park
East."
twin 10 a.m. to noon to protest.
Patriots for PeaCe is bringing
--When we first began," he
Ritter to western Kentucky so
L.calls. -we heard and saw all
people in the region will have
he same old things.- He
the opportunity to hear another
fting 'Find
side to the ongoing debate
,
k.Teallts of "Love it or
about Iraq. The presentations in
it
Paducah and Murray are free.
.itck. attitudes seem to be
"We want the events to be
Acciuding to Craig
open at no charge because most
t!\% Vt' lice Patriots for
of the information we do get in
u. demiinstrate. there are
our free society comes at a
signs. people beepcost."' Craig Rhodes declares.
horn in support.
In
-This issue is important enough
"S,iinetimes people will he
. to be made available for free.
tn vi ic h. thc II see us and
It's an opportunity learn."
In'iii Ow protest,- he say's "Our
For more information about
iic,4:11:.t.• empowers them to get
Scott Ritter's book, log onto
wwwiraticonfidential.com. For
ii foi Peace has raised
information about Ritter's pre-v
bring Scott Ritter to
sentations in western Kentucky.
Isenoi,..ky Monday and
contact Craig Rhodes at 618it4ober 25 2-6- That
-564-2645
\l. siktiv kiter yv ili give a talk ,
ii P.i,10, it I

:111.1”1.1 ......411111111
Our Elected Officials
U.S Rep..Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
3(,! :r1n5n House Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
NOW.

1-202-225-3115

10V WhItflPid

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
AR,i,--sei! Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
jirn bun ning bunning senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
.361AFILicie'l Senate Office Building titashington, D.C. 20510
•
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Every scandal has its memory lapses
WASHINGTON (AP) Every Washington scandal has
its moments of memory lapse,
and the Valerie Plame affair is
no-exception.
New York Times reporter
Judith Miller says she told a
federal grand jury she could not
recall where she heard name of
the covert CIA officer whose
cover was blown, even though
she jotted it down in her notebook.
The identities of those who
disclosed Plame's name are vital
pieces of evidence for Special
Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald as he
tries to track down leakers in
the Bush administration.
Miller wrote down "Valerie
Flame."
"I told Mr. Fitzgerald, I simply -could notrecaltvithere-tha
came from, when I wrote it or
why the name was misspelled,"
Miller said in a first-person
account for her newspaper published Sunday.
Fitzgerald has been gathering

.given me the name Wilson. I
told him I didn't know and didBy Pete Yost
n't want to guess."
Miller's tack of recollection
evidence on conversations
recall discussing the Wilson-.
unusual.
is
hardly
between vice presidential chief
Plame connection with other
controversy
The
Iran-Contra
of staff I. Lewis "Scooter"
sources. I said_l had, though 1
White-NOUS&
Military
-I
tatureda
Libby d"Miflèr.
could-not recalTanYby -nante or
aide, Oliver North, who testiMiller spent 85 days in jail
when those conversations
fied that he was unable to recall
for refusing to disclose her
occurred."
key events about the arms-forsource for Plame's identity but
Miller also wrote'down
hostages deals with Iran and the
has since made two recent .
Plame's name in her notes as
covert arming of guerrilla
grand jury appearances about
"Victoria Wilson."
forces
fighting the leftist govher discussions with Libby con"I told Mt'. Fitzgerald that I
ernment
of Nicaragua.
cerning Bush administration
was not sure whether Mr. Libby
First lady Hillary Rodham •
critic Joseph Wilson. Plame's
had Used this name or whether I
husband.
just made a mistake in writing it Clinton was unable to recall
much of anything about work
Plame's name was exposed
on my own," Miller recalled.
that
she and her law firm had
eight days after Wilson said the
said,
is
"Another possibility. I
administration had manipulated
that I gave Mr. Libby the wrong done on long-ago VOitewater
prewar intelligence on Iraqi_
name_cm4turpose to se whether land deals in Arkansas. The
deals turned out to. be frauduweapons programs.
-lie would correct me and conlent and sent some of her bUsi"I testified that I did not
. firm her identity.
---t----ttessi.
iartnefs-kr-pfison.- - - believe -the rrarrie-came fiom --- -----1 also told the grand fay
Miller
is in a different posiMr. Libby, in part because the
thought it was odd that I had .
tion than her predecessors in
notation does not appear in the
written 'Wilson' because my
Washington controversy. She is
same part of my notebook as
memory is that I had heard her
in the investigation..
a_witness
the interview-notes from him,"
referred to-only-as Plarriv:-Mr. - not
under
scrutiny herself.
Miller wrote in the Times. "Mr.
Fitzgerald asked whether this
Fitzgerald asked if I could
suggested that Mr. Libby had

WASHINGTON TOD/VI
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
In the fell-clutch of circumstance. We wince and cry aloud.
And so, it is with a sense of fright, and trepidation of the aftermath,
we have witnessed the horrific devastation heaped on people and
property by Hurricane Katrina Mother Nature is beyond control
of humankind.
Recently, a different kind of force was unleashed on the good
folks of Murray. But unlike Katrina, the loss of property was
willful and intentional in that it was a man-made choice. The person or people who chose to destroy the Mason-Miller-home is
regretable. In my opinion, the choice was characterized- by selfishness, arrogance, and certainly was indifferent to the historical consideration to the heritage of Murray and Calloway Co.. as well as
the region.
The signifcance of. and contributions by, Drs. Mason to the

birth of the medical community which serves the region today, are
well-documented. And in recent time, we all reinember the exceptional public servant, attarney. county official, and friend that the
late Judge Bob Miller was to Murray and Calloway County. And
would mention the name of Patricia "Grace" Mason Miller, is so
befitting to such a lovely lady who carried herself with the dignity
and grace of a duchess.
How sad, shameful and embarrassing to the memory of these
wonderful people. And how insulting it is to the community to
have the effects of a despicable decision heaped on the citizens of
this town.
Sincerely,
Dann Patterson
Murray. Ky.
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Obituaries
William (Max) McCiliston
The funeral for William (Max) McCuiston will be today
(Tuesdayl at 2 p.m: at Hope Harbor Church, Murray. Dr. Art Heinz
will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Derek McCuiston, Mitchell
McCuiston, Junior Garland, Jack Vaughn, Ricky Sykes and Rusts
Sykes. Honorary pallbearers will be Mark Moore, Rand)
Ho1lh1WOrth, Jim Barney, Joe McClard, Dwain Taylor, Hugh
Massey, Vic Vickers, Pearly McClure, Ron Greene, Charles
Outland. Monk Stallons, Dennis English and Larry Ryan.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery with J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. McCuiston; 67, Peggy Ann Drive, Murray, died Saturday,
Oct. 15. 2005, at 6 a.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was owner and operator of Max's 641 Citgo Gas Station in
Murray which he operated for 40 years. Before he opened the gas
station, he worked at the Murray Fire Department. He was a member of New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
One sister, Barbara Moody, preceded him in death. Born Nov. 2.
1937, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Richard
Talmadge McCuiston and Lela Davenport McCuiston.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sarah Sykes McCuiston, to
whom he was married June 29, 1957, in Murray; three sons, William
Michael (Mickey) McCuiston and wife, Melany, Mark Steven
McCuiston and wife, Sabrina, and Monty Lyn McCuiston and wife,
Rebecca, all of Murray; four grandchildren, Mitchell McCuiston,
Schaumburg,111., Tiffany McCuiston, Des Moines,Iowa, and Derek
McCuiston and Morgan McCuiston, both of Murray; one stepgranddaughter, Destiny Berg, Murray; one great-granddaughter, Katelyn
MeCuiston, Naperville, III.; his mother-in-law, Mrs. Cleo Sykes,
Murray.

'Unusually high' turnout prompts
investigation of Iraqi referendum

Bobby Gene Oakley
The funeral for Bobby Gene Oakley will be today (Tuesday)at 2
pin, in the chapel of King's Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin
Darnall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Long Creek
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Oakley, 72, Benton, formerly of Cadiz, died Saturday, Oct.
15, 2005, at 11:39 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired truck driver and of Baptist faith.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mable Oakley. his second wife, Ruby Oakley, one son, Terry Boyd, an infant daughter,
Edna Nell Oakley. and a grandson, Terry Shane Boyd. Born March
23, 1933, in Golden Pond, he was the son of the late Lois Oakley
and Tilda Futrell Oakley.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jo Anne Oakley; six daughters,
Mrs. Sharon Rose McCraw, Cadiz, Mrs. Barbara Jean Donelson,
-Mrs. Elizabeth Lane and Ms. Rose Ann Oakley, all of Murray, Mrs-. _
-•
-Joanne McCoy, Canton, and Mrs. Tina Bucy, Pans, Tenn.; one son,
Bobby Dale Oakley, Cadiz; four stepdaughters, Mrs. Linda Murphy,
Calvert City, Mrs. Pamela Powell, London, Ms. Kathy Johnston,
Benton, and Mrs. Kim Dunn, Mayfield; two stepsons. Kevin
Johnston, Benton, and Jason Johnston, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs.
Betty Barehead, Murray, and Mrs. Dianne Lester, Princeton; two
brothers, Billy Oakley, Murray, and J.B. Oakley, Cadiz; 16 grandchildren; nine stepgrandchildren; 19 great-grandchildren; one stepgreat-grandchild

European Union: Bird
flu to be global threat
-- -7:LUXEMBOURG ---(APV -_;=--Lbus,---global health threat if it
European Union foreign minis- shifts from birds to human
ters on Tuesday declared the beings and one "that requires a
spread of bird flu from Asia into coordinated international reacEurope a global drew requiring tion."
broad international cooperation
The EU szepped up biosecurity measures and installed early
to contain.
They also called on the EU detection systems along the
Executive Commission to accel- migratory paths of birds to preerate steps to draft stronger rules vent contamination of domestic
against the virus, which in flocks.
But there are concerns that
recent days has been discovered
in Greece. Romania and Turkey. European nations lack stockleading to bans on poultry from piles of vaccines and anti-virals
to cope with a major outbreak.
those countries.
The
World
Health
The deadly .H5N1 bird flu
strain has swept poultry popula- Organization recommends govtions in large swaths of Asia ernments keep enough anti-viral
since 2003. jumping to humans drugs and regular human flu
and killing at least 61 people _ vaccines to inoculate at least 25
more than 40 of them in percent of their populations.
European officials say the 25
Vietnam _ and resulting in the
deaths of tens of millions of nations in the EU, as well as
Iceland.
Norway
and
birds.
Its spread westwara by Liechtenstein, have only 10 milmigrating wild fowl has intensi- lion doses for an area with 500
fied fears the virus may mutate million people. That's just 1 perinto one that can be easily trans- cent of the population.
Stockpiling vaccines is diffimitted among humans _ a development experts fear could pro- cult as flu viruses can mutate
yoke a global epidemic that puts quickly. There is no human vaccine for the current strain of bird
millions of lives at risk.
The foreign ministers were to flu but scientists believe the
issue a statement saying they Tamiflu drug may help humans
recognize bird flu poses a seri- fend off the virus.
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - A
sandstormthat
muddied
Baghdad's skies cleared, allowing officials to resume flying
ballot boxes to the capital
Tuesday so "unusually high"
vote totals in 12 Shiite and
Kurdish provinces can be
checked by election officials.
The investigation by Iraq's
election commission has raised
the possibility that the results of
the referendum could be called
into question. As many as 99
percent of the voters reportedly
approved Iraq's draft constitution in some of the provinces
being investigated.
Meanwhile,
insurgents
resumed attacks that had fallen
sharply during Saturday's vote at
heavily protected Dolling stations across the counjry.
In Baghdad, militants shot
and killed an adviser to one of
Iraq's top Sunni Arab officialsas
he drove to work on Tuesday,
police said.
AP
In fighting in western Iraq,
two U.S. Marines and four mili- Iraqi electoral workers load ballot boxes on a truck before sending them to be counted
tants were killed near the town in Baghdad Sunday. Iraq's electoral commission said Monday it intended to audit an
of Rutba, not far from the "unusually high" vote count from most provinces in the country's landmark referendum
Jordanian border, on Monday, on the draft constitution.
the military said. At least 1.978
gotten it in western Anbar and,
members of the U.S. military an official with knowledge of charter failed.
But the commission found central Salahuddin, both heavily
have died since the beginning of the election process cautioned
the Iraq war in March 2003, that it was too early to. say that the number of "yes" votes in 'Sunni.
provinces
appeared
Ninevah and Diyala are each
according to an Associated Press ,whether the unusual numbers most
count. Adil al-Lami. head of the were incorrect or if they Would "unusually high" and would be believed to have a slight Sunni
Independent
Electoral affect the outcome. But ques- audited, with random samples Arab majority. But results
Commission of Iraq, told The tions about the numbers raised taken from ballot boxes.to test reported by provincial electoral
Associated Press on Tuesday tensions over Saturday's referen- them. The high numbers were officials showed startlingly
that ballot boxes were arriving dum. which has already sharply seen among the' nine Shiite powerful "yes" votes of up to 70
provinces of the south and the percent in each.
from the provinces and that divided Iraqis.
Most oh the Shiite majority three Kurdish ones in the north,
Allegations of fraud in those
employees had resumed 'countand the Kurds _ the coalition al-Lami said. Those provinces areas could throw into question
ing.
reported to the AP "yes" votes the final outcome. But qilestions
"If we_suspect that the num- that controls the lovernmeht
13e-rs are-higheror lower than we support the charter, while most above 90 percent. with some as of whether the reported strong
"yes" vote there is unusual are
expected, we have to double- Sunni AiiibIS-s-fiiirply opposed. a high 97- ali-cL9t er-cent;-- Two provinces that are cru- complicated by the fact that Iraq
cheek them, and this audit document they fear will tear Iraq
means it might be several more to pieces and leave them weak cial to the results _ Ninevah and has not had a proper census in
Diyala, which ,have mixed some 15 years, meaning the secdays before we announce the and out of power.
Irregularities in Shiite and Sunni. Shiite and Kurd popula- tarian balance is not firmly
final outcome," he said. "We are
not concerned whether the out- Kurdish areas, expected to vote tions _ were not among those known.
In Tuesday violence, insurcome is 'yes' or 'no.' We are strongly "yes," [nay hot affect that appeared unusual.
But the official with knowl- gents shot and killed Ayed
only interested in making the the outcome. The main electoral
battlegrounds were provinces edge of the counting process Abdul Ghani, an adviser to
process technically a success."
He said the commission is "a with mixed populations, two of said the unexpected results were Osama al-Najafi, Iraq's industry
neutral body': acting "as a refer- which went strongly "yes." not isolated to the Shiite and minister and one of the country's
There were 'conflicting reports Kurdish provinces and were "all top Sunni Arabs. The shooting
ee."
The investigation by the whether those two pro inces around the country." The official occurred in new Baghdad. an
commission in Iraq's landmark were among those with, ques- spoke on condition of anonymi- eastern section of the capital, as
ty becabse of the sensitivity of Ghani was driving to work at
_referendum-has raised questions tionable figures.
-about-7:45-a.-m;5-said-poliee-Maj.
At Baghdad's counting cen- the count.
about irregularities in the ballotSunni_ opponents_ needed_ _to Falah_Al-Mohammedawi.
ing,- Word -of.rliejreview came-tel,_ election workers c_u_t wen
irefrife Traks conStiliftional
Monday as Sunni Arab leaders plastic bags.-of-falty-sh-cte Sent witi over either Diyala or
veto
the
constitution.
referendum.
al-Najafi had preby
plane
and
helicopter
from
Ninevah
to
repeated accusations of fraud
after initial reports from the provincial stations. Nearby. Sunnis had to get a two-thirds dicted that voters would reject
provinces suggested the consti- more workers, dressed in w hite "no" vote in any three of Iraq's. the document because it favors
tution had passed Among the 1-shirts and caps bearing the l_provinces to defeat the char- Kurds and majority Shiites over
Sunni allegations are that police election commission's slogan, ter, and they appeared to have the Sunni minority.
took ballot boxes from heavily sat behind computer screens
"no" districts, and that some punching in the numbers.
Election officials in many
"yes" areas had more votes than
provinces have released their • We Also Offe- •Latest Pick-Up-In-Town -Same Day Shipping •
registered voters.
•
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We offer the world's most
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Think Pink-Breast Cancer
fundraiser to-be Friday

AARP Driver Safety Class
offered by Senior Citizens
An AARP Driver Safety Class for those
age 50 and older will be offered at the
Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, on Nov.
10 and 11. Classes will be from 12:30 to
4:30 p.m. each day.
The eight-hour classroom refresher course
is designed to meet the specific needs of
older drivers. It covers age-related physical changes, declining perceptual skills,
rules of the road, local driving problems
and
license renewal requirements. Upon comDatebook
course, you may be eligible
By Jo Burkeen pletion of the
reduction of your automopremium
for
a
Community
bile insurance.
Editor
Class size is limited to the first 20 participants. The cost of the course is $10. To sign up, call
Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

The Essential Day Spa will providing information about
have an upcoming fundraiser, home breast exams.
"Think . Pink-Breast Cancer
Guests of the Salon-Spa will
Research," on Friday. The spa have the opportunity to purwill extend its hours from 6 chase Breast Cancer Bracelets
to I() p.m. offering services.
or make donations. Anyone
One hundred percent of the who makes a donation during
proceeds for these services will the month of October will have
he donated to the Susan G. their name put on The EssenKomen Breast Cancer Foun- tial Day Spa's, wall or fame;
Appointments for -Think
dation for Breast Cancer
Research.
Pink" fundraiser on Friday are
October s Breast Cancer now being taken. The servicAwareness month and the Spa es being offered will include
wants to do its part to help a Half Hour Massage, Thirty
raise money for .research as Minute Facial. Manicure. Pediwell as raise awareness about cure and Shampoo. Cut and
breast cancer.
Style.
To make an appointment or
During the month, the Spa
will he conducting other small- for more information call 767scale fundraisers as well as 0760.

Southwest Council to meet today
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 4 p.m. in the counselor's office.

Haunted Halls will be featured
at AmeriHost Inn on Oct. 31
Froggy 103.7 is teaming up
with local businesses and organizatioos to bring the Flaunted
Halls to Murray at the AmeriHost Inn—on Oct. 31 from 5
to 8 p.m.
Haunted Halls was created
as a safe and exciting alternative to traditional trick or treating.
Kids up to the age of 12
can dress up and enjoy a night
of frightening fun, trick or
treating up and down the haunted halls of the AmeriHost Inn.
The event is free and everyone is encouraged to attend.

Tiger Booster Club will meet

Each business or organization decorates its room in a
Halloween theme. The rooms
are designed to be spooky and
fun. not scary. Children participating in the event will be
given scrapped candy as they
trick or treat along the Hall.
Space is limited, but there
are still some rooms available
to businesses or organizations
that would like to participate
in the event.
For more information contact Whitney Alexander or Mary
Ellen Smith at 753-24(X) by
Friday.

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All officers, sports representatives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
attend.
Photo provided
Viewing a handcrafted quilt and walking stick from the
David Appalachian Craft Center are seated, Vicki Crafton,
and standing, from left, Kay Gupton. Paula Hulick and
Carol Wimberly, which will be on sale along with other
handcrafted items at "Eats, Sweets and Treats" on Oct.
28 at First United Methodist Church.

'Eats, Sweets and Treats'
scheduled Oct. 28 at
Johnson Named Rotary .First Methodist Church

The
United
Methodist . St. Vincent's Mission and was
Women of Murray First Unit- established to keep the mouned Methodist Church will have tain crafts alive; and to proIts "Eats. Sweets and Treats' vide income for the mountain
event on Oct. 28 from II a.m. crafts people. There will he
to 2 p.m.
many unique and • beautiful
Featured will he a lunch- items made by mountain artieon cafe meal of loaded baked sans.
potato, salad, dessert and drink.
Also featured will he the
Tickets-are $6 and can he pur- Marketplace offering chocolate
chased from any member of delicacies, bakery and gourmet
Methodist Women, from the shoppe, and sewing boutique.
, church office, or at the door. All things chocolate, gourmet
Carry .out meals will be avail- vinegars, all sorts of homeable and delivery available by made goodies. fiandmadvoner
reservation by calling the of-a-kind, note cards and
ximrchaartire.--ar153;lattl•
_atitchatitems:sada= pillowsNew this year will be authen- purses, napkins and wall hangtic, handmade Applalachian ings will be available for pur.crafts
from
the
David chase.
The public is urged to attend.
Appalachian Craft Center at
-David.-Xy.--The- -craft center is - Ail -pciaceeig wiff -gra to misrun by Benedictine Sisters from sions.

Student of the Month
Jessica (Jessi) Johnson. senior at Calloway County High
School, has been named as
Rotary September Student of
the Month.
She has been a member of
the FBLA, Beta Club, Pep
Club. IVA, National Science
Honor coeiety 'and S!udent
Council.
Johnson has held offices in
FBLA all four years and curShe has been named Outstanding FBLA member and has
placed in competitions at the
regional. state and national
level; also. 55.ft es.
secretary.of the Beta Club and participated in the leadership 'tomorrow program. She has recently been named "Most Dependable" by her senior class.
With a 4.0 (1'A. Johnson
has received several academic
honors including Outstanding
Student Awards for Math. Business. English. Science, Social
Studies and Spanish. She has
also received a MIllo.soft Office
.Specialist Certification and
earned first place honors in
the Murray State I aliversity
Chemistry. Scholarship Tourme
ment.
Johnson has played v arsity
soccer for the Lady 1.akers all

Jessica Johnson
four years as a midfielder. She
ha, received the Academic
ard iii soccer each years as
well as the Character Award.
Coac- h's Award. All-District
honors and the 93 percent
Award.
•
The daughter ril Jimmy and
Karon Johnson, she hopes to
attend I 'nion University and
inafoi in religion. She is a
member of Flint Baptist Church
and is acute in the youth
group.

BirthAnnouncement
Dillon Thomas Nance
Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas Bubbio Nance of Murray are
the parents of a son. Dillon Thomas Nance, born on Sunday.
Oct. 9, 2005. at 1(1:12 p.m. at Muray-Calloway County Hospital.
The hahy weighed 7 pounds and measured 19 1/2 inches.
The mother is the former 'Edwina R. Hargrove. Three sisters
are Shelby Brittian, Calle Nance and Parker Nance.
Grandparents are Phillip Hargrove of Alm°. Brenda Hargrove of Murray, the late Jim . Nance. Linda Culver of Paris,
f-i“nald and Sue Slum of Murray
lion

Spanish /Photoshop classes
are taking registrations
Two nson-credit clas-ses,
offered by !Murray State University's -Center. for Continuing Education, are currently taking registrations.
"Basic Conversational Spanish" and "Introduction to Photoshop Elements" are open to
the public.
The Spanish class is designed
to give participants a head start
in learning a language with
increased importance in the
region. The purpose of the
three-week. I2-hour curse is
to teach the basics of effective communication, in Spanish.
Topics covered will include
basic
greetings,
common
expressions, numbers, food,
times and date, sand workrelated applications. The class
will meet Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 to 8 p.m. beginning Oct. 25 The class fee is
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Twin Lakes Club will meet
Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America,
will have a dinner meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at .Ryan's Steak
Hoiise, Murray. The club is open to anyone with an interest
in antique automobiles. Visitors are always welcome. For more
information call •Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 7_534829,

4-H Sports Club will meet
4-H Shooting Sports Club for youth, ages 9 to 19, and their
parents, will have an organizational meeting on Thursday at 6
p.m. at' the National Guard Armory. For more information call
yolly Young at 489-2534.

Heart Association plans promotion
American Heart Association will have a rebate day on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade. Proceeds will support the Calloway
County Heart Walk. Customers are asked to tell the cashier •
they are there for the Heart Walk.

Home Department wiil meet
Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
-Ttuirscy_ai_ltI4i.in__ at the -ctull UKISP—KOStCSSCA-4vilriv----Betty Jerge, Helen Dunn and Maxine Scott.

Stroke/Head Injury Group to meet
Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. Jenifer Blevins will present a program on "Occupational Therapy after Stroke/Brain Injury." For more information
call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will tour the Calloway County High
School Art Department at the school on Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Glenn Leckie, head of the CCHS Art Department, will be the
speaker. Later die group will go to the home of Sandra Gallimore for a business meeting and .refreshment. Hostesses will
be Gallimore and Vicki Singleton.

Pool player to give demonstration

'Teaching Haiku' Workshop Thursday

Hazle will be Dexter speaker

CCPAS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle, School will have a special called
meeting today at 3:30 p.m. at the media center. There will be
first readings on revisions to the following policies: Monitor-ing Instruction & Curriculum. Retention Policy, and Student
Assignments/Schedule. A second reading will be on the revision to the Extracurricular Eligibility Policy.
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Featured groups will be The Messengers and Sisters of Faith
at Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m, at
the Weaks Community Center. This weekly event is sponsored
by Goshen United Methodist Church. The public is invited and
there is no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643 or Renee
Taylor at 753-1824.

$55.
'The Photo-Shop Elements
has. been one of MSU's most
popular non-credit courses over
the past kw years. Adobe's PhotoShop Elements is the computer program that allows users
?Jul Germ, professional pool player. will host a pool demonto enhance or repair photos.
The hands-on course will teach stration in the dance lounge of Murry State University Curparticipants to improve photo ris Center on Thursday at noon. This exhibition is open to the
quality • by renewing • contrast, public and admission is free.
sharpening focus, enlarging or•
reducing, and remov ing scratches or backgrounds.
Murray State University 'reacher Quality Institute will have
The class will meet for three a "Teaching Haiku" Workshop for Teachers on Thursday from
consecutive Thursday. Oct. 27 4 to 6 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Haiku is
and Nov. 3 and 10_ from 6 to the shortest poetic form in world literature. The workshop will
8 p.m. The course fee is $65 cover the basics of what a haiku is, .what makes a "good
which includes learning man- haiku." and how to teach it, according to Yoko Hatakeyama.
ual and other materials.
MSU Teacher Quality' Institute Faculty Scholar of Japanese.
Space in each class is lim- Guest speaker will be Prof. Ann Neelon of the Creative Writited, For more information or ing.Progrtn at MSU. For more information e-mail <yoko.haakeyato register. contact the Center matft murraystate.edu>
for Continuing Education at
762-3659 or 1-800-669-7654.
ext. 3659-. ,
The Dexter town meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. at the
Dexter Community Center. Phil Hazle, jailer of Calloway County. will he the speaker.. A chili supper will be served. All residents of Dexter and surrounding areas are invited.
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Pictured from left to right are Janice Meadows. Teresa Price, Marilyn Reece, and Kelly
Johnson. All four Murray-Calloway County Hospital Child Care teachers are currently
working towards the Child Development Associate Credential.

Teachers working toward accreditation
Janice Meadows, Teresa national effort to improve childPrice, and Marilyn Reece, child- care by evaluation and recogcare teacher at Murray-Cal- nizing the skills of individuals
loway County Hospital's Child providing care. The first creCare Center, are currently work- dential was awarded 25 years
ing on their Commonwealth ago, and now 46 states plus
Child Care Credential, Which the District of Columbia include
is the first step in receiving CDA in their childcare licenstheir Child Development Asso- ing regulations. In Kentucky,
ciate Credential (CDA). In the numbers of teachers who
addition, Kelly Johnson, child- receive the accreditation affect
care teacher, is also working the STARS for Kids Now
on her CDA at Murray State accreditation the childcare centers receive.
University.
Parents who use childcare are
The Commonwealth Chita
Care Credential (CCCC) is especially concerned today
available to childcare workers about their childira's welfare.
across the state of Kentucky. With this in mind, as part of
Participants must complete 60 the CDA assessment process,
clock hours of classroom every candidate -for the CDA
instruction, related homeWork, credential is observed working
and career-related exams to With young children or families by an early childhood proearn the CCCC.
The Child Development fessional. In addition, the canAssociate (CDA) Credential is didate must demonstrate the
awarded in recognition of out- ability to work with families
standing work with young chil- to develop children's physical
dren. The Council for Pro- and intellectual capabilities in
fessional Recognition in Wash- a safe and tiealthy learning enviington, D.C., which represents ronment.
"Vier are certainly proud of
.the early chilclhood_pmfession
-these-individuals who are work—
awards the cm eiitial.
CDA is _the_onlY._ major___ing_ta__improve their profes-

sional skills and thus be better service providers to the
children at the Center," said
Keith Travis, Vice President of
Human Resources.
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Dyslexia group hosting workshops, screenings in local region

International
The
Dyslexia
Association is the nation's oldest nonprofit organization dealing with learning disabilities. It was founded in 1949
and is led by a volunteer Board consisting of people with dyslexia, parents of
people with dyslexia, educational prot essil Ina's, and researchers.

WAN mission is to promote understanding and awareness of dyslexia
through the dis:emination of researched
based information.
The Tennessee Branch of IDA serves
the South Western Kentucky Region
and the state of Tennessee area through
training programs, annual conference in

the Nashville/Brentwood area. In addition, in celebration of National
Dyslexia Dyslexia Month, Shedd
Academy has sponsored several events,
including a parent training workshop.
In addition, the Shedd Academy of
Mayfield will be hosting an educational
screening clinic iti help identify stu-

dents showing potential problems with
dyslexia, reading problems, and attention deficit disorder(ADD). Dyslexics
have difficulties affects their reading,
comprehension, and writing skills.
Many also have problems with being
organized, paying attention and concentrating. Some have trouble with

reversing letters and numbers. They de
often inattentive, overactive and/or di;tractible.
For an appointment or for ma*
information, call Mrs. Judy Brindley,
Admission's Office (270-247-8007) Of
write Shedd Academy, 401 South 7th,
PO Box 493, Mayfield, KY 42066. ..
elk

Student of the Week
Western
Coatfielir
44
Now Through Saturday!
• All Tolancl Hags & Door Math
• All rail & Halloween Mercl-lanclise
• Select Candles, Paper Products, Diskware & More!
"The Area's
Most Unique

Shopper

INFT SNOPPE

Phrjlo provided

Sarah Wooten (second from right), a 7th grader at Murray Middle School was
selected as Student of the Week by Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realtors and WNBS
1340 AM. With Wooten are (from left) Amy Gannon of WNBS, Debbie Bell, language arts teacher at MMS. and Rebecca Landolt, Loretta Jobs Century 21 Realtor.

Hwy.94 West • 435-4770
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5; Open Sun. I -S (Beginning Nov.6)

FALL SERIES READING

Under the Microscope

Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog,
and his family crisscross the Bluegrass State
in search of the best place. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday
for this 10-part serial story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher.

Photo provided

_ North Elementary Fourth grade students (from left)
HaleyHounshell, Harley Rogers and Sydney Murphy
view different leaves under the microscope during
their science unit on plant growth and reproduction.

LAMP Goes Spacey!

Photo provided

On a recent field trip, members of the local
Homeschool group. LAMP, visited the U.S. Space
and Rocket Center in Huntsville, Ala. The group was
able to experience G-force. experiment with PH balance. rock climb. and enjoy guided tours about the
International Space Station and Apollo missions.
Thirty-three members were in attendance.

Learn About What Your Kids
Are Learning Each Tuesday
In The Ledger & Times.

Chapter VI
"the sun shinesbright nu
My Old Kentucky Home...Boy, is it great to be out
of the doghouse! After being
penished, I learned my lesson. In addition to staying in
the bus, Daddy told me I had
to learn the six different regions
of Kentucky, write Chloe a
thank-you note for bailing me
out, and then learn the words
to our state song. My Old
Kentucky Home. It has become
a favorite! Chloe and I love
singing it while driving down
the road. "Weep no more.
my lady, oh, weep no more
today..." Stephen Foster wrote
that song while visiting Federal Hill (now known as Nly
Old Kentucky Home) in Bardstown. Though it was written in 1850. it didn't become
our state song until 1928. For
more than 75 years. we have
been singing My Old Kentucky Home at great events
such the Kentucky Derby!
Being in the doghouse also
meant "Goodbye Game Dog.
hello books!" I learned many
interesting facts while reading. For instance, did you
know
two ladies from
Louisville wrote "Happy Birthday" in 1893? I bet you didn't know the first school was
started in Harrodsburg in 1776.
The teacher. Mrs. Coomes.
didn't have any books and the
students didn't have any paper
or pencils. They were determined that woUldn't stop them
from learning. They used
boards for paper and the intestines of oxen for ink! Y VCR !!!
It made me realize again that
we can never give up. even
when things seem impossible!
Speaking of teachers. Mary
Wilson, a teacher from Henderson, was iizo inspired by
her mother that she developed
Mother's Day. It became a
national holiday in 1916 and
we have been honoring mothers since! When I read that,
it made me sad I had disobeyed Mommy. I immediately apologized to Mom for not

showing op---ar - The bus- on
time and moinised her it
wouldn't happen again. She
forgave
me. She
also
explained that when we don't
follow the rules, it affects
lots of people. Not-only did
I get in trouble, my family
worried and Chloe had to
pitch in and write. Mommy
squeezed me tight and told
me she loved me. She reassured me I was a good dog.
"Lots of people make mistakes, Woody. We just have
to learn from mistakes and
'strive to always do our best!"
I kissed her. I knew' why
Mrs. Wilson wanted to celebrate mothers by setting
aside a day in May. I decided to honor My mother every
day, not just one day a year!
I wasn't the only Kentuckian who learned from mistakes. Jesse Stuart knew
about hard times. Born in
1907 in Greenup County, he
loved school, but had to stay
home most days to help his
father with chores. He finally dropped out of school to
concentrate on helping his
father milk cows and chop
wood. At IS, he returned to
school. After working at a
circus he went to college.
became a principal, and when
he was 24 (a pup). he became
the youngest school superintendent in Kentucky!
He
proved that a country boy
from- Kentucky could accomplish great things by working
hard! Talk about unbridled spirit.
That inspired me. I wanted to read more success stories, so I went to www.kentuckytourism.com and found
a list of people from small
towns in Kentucky who had
done great things. I felt silly
for thinking I had to be from
a rich family or live somewhere
like Chicago to make a difference. My parents are always
telling -Chloe and me to set
goals, dream big and work
hard. I was going to work
and dream like a big dog and

LGegNERGY
KU ICE

encourage others to do the dishonesty caused problems for
same!
others, and though it might
Speaking of doing our best, have only been a penny, you
you're probably wondering couldn't put a price on honwhat happened to Shan in "A esty. Shan felt much better
Penny's Worth of Character." after telling the truth, just like
When Mommy stopped read- I had after apologizing to my
ing. Mr. Conley had given Shan family.
money he didn't deserve. Shan
With the book finished, it
'had tricked the storeowner by is now bedtime. Chloe and I
taking money for a damaged are snuggled up, ready for
sack so he could buy a choco- sweet dreams. We have many
late and soda. When Shan places left to see in Kentucky.
returned home, Mother was Next time, see if we have
waiting for him like Mommy stopped in your town. In the
had. waited for me a few days meantime, obey your parents.
ago. She told Shan she was tell the truth and...
disappointed in him for let...work and dream Like a
ting Mr. Conley pay him for Big Dog!
a damaged sack. Shan's mothBy•n by hard times come
er made him return to Mr. a-knocking at the door.
Conley and tell the truth. Shan
Then my Old Kentucky
arrived at the store in time Home good night!
to see Mr. Conley fill the sack
with flour and the flour sift
Thanks to our sponsors who
to the floor. Shan realized his make this possible.
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ST. LOUIS 5, HOUSTON 4

Pujols saves the day for St. Louis

ctlie

perched atop the dugout steps, ready to hausen closed it with two innings of
race onto the field for a wild celebration. scoreress relief, shocked fans filed quietOnly one problem — Pujols was at ly out of the ballpark.
They came to see something they had
the plate.
"I just couldn't believe I did it," he never seen before, their hometown heroes
advancing to the World Series. Instead,
said. "Couldn't be better than this."
Pujols' shot over the train tracks high they saw another kind of history.
It was only the second time in any
above the left-field wall sent the series
that a team facing elimination
postseason
Wedneson
6
Game
for
Louis
St.
to
back
the
moment,
HOUSTON (AP) — One
the ninth inning hit a gowhole ballpark was buzzing. The next, it day night, with Mark Mulder set to face and trailing in
Houston's Roy Oswalt. The Cardinals also ahead home run, according to the Elias
was silent.
Dave HenWith one mighty swing, Albert Pujols staved off the wrecking ball at Busch Sports Bureau. The other was
off the Angels'
saved St. Louis and stunned the Houston Stadium, scheduled for demolition as soon derson's homer for Boston
Donnie Moore in Game 5 of the 1986
as their season is over.
Astros.
One strike from ecstasy before David ALCS.
"I've never heard 43,000 people shut
Berkman's thiter-run homer in the sevup like that before." Cardinals outfielder Eastein's ninth-inning single, the Astros
off Chris Carpenter gave Houston a
enth
chance
a
with
0-5
agonizing
an
to
dropped
Larry Walker said.
4-2 lead, sending the crowd into a deafPujols hit a prodigious three-run homer to clinch the NLCS.
"It was devastating. We thought we ening roar, and the Astros appeared ready
off Brad Lidge in the ninth inning and
St. Louis rallied for a' 5-4 victory Mon- were going to the World Series. We were to wrap up this NLCS rematch.
They put their fate in Lidge's
day night in Game 5 of the NL cham- there," Lance Berkman said. "Obviously,
for his fourth
pionship. series, denying Houston its first it was a high to a low, and it 'wasn't • ly sure hands. But, trying
he couldn't
series,
the
in
save
straight
fun."
much
trip to the World Series.
After winning pitcher Jason IsringOnly one out away, the Astros were
•See CARDINALS Page 26

Cardinals' first baseman
cranks out ninth-inning
home run to keep
St. Louis in NLCS

or

AP Photo

St. Louis catcher Yadier Molina congratulates teammate Albert Pujols after the Cardinals defeated the
Astros 5-4 in Game 5 of the National League Championship Series in Houston Monday. Pujols hit a threerun home run in the ninth inning to give the Cardinals the go-ahead runs. The Astros lead the series
3-2.

TIP-OFF TIME

MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL

•Pannunzio tries to hold
together floundering Racers
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Right now, the only thing I'm
For Murray State head coach Joe Pannunis trying to find a way to beat
on
focused
zio, the 2005 season has ''been a bad dream.
The Racers, picked to finish third in an Eastern Illinois. Next week, it will be on tryOhio Valley Conference preseason poll, have ing to beat Southeast Missouri.
hit rock bottom in the last three weeks —
watching their conference championship hopes
— Joe Pannunzlo
go up in smoke during a disastrous 1-5 start
that has iffeltrded an 0-3 start in league play.
after fending off
said
MSU head coach
While his team has been reduced to basiquestions about his job status.
cally playing out the string, the sixth-year MSU
head coach finds himself searching for answers down. MSC lost despite outgaining the Bullwhile also fending off questions about his ten- dogs 4641243 and holding the ball nearly 15
uous job status.
minutes longer.
"Right now, the only thing I'm focused on'
"I couldn't sleep Saturday," Pannunzio
is trying to find a way to beat Eastern Illi- recalled. "I came in and watched film. On
nois. Next week, it will be on trying to beat offense, we make plays and run the ball effiSoutheast Missouri," said Pannunzio, who insist- ciently, but we have trouble finishing drives.
ed Monday that he has not talked with any- On defense, we're a young bunch and we're
one in the Murray State administration about inexperienced. Compound that with special
his future at the school. "I know that's all part -teams mistakes, and- even though we ran up
of the business of coaching football. But I'm some good numbers.._we_still install_ the scorecaging Ion-Taky of that _stuff ri_eit now" board.--„.. The only way l- kno‘v to.
not Ifix --all of
The first three weeks of conference play this is to just keep fighting. At some pOint,
has been like a broken record for the Racers. it's got to turn for us.”
The Murray offense has outgained all three of
Things won't get any easier this weekend.
its OVC opponents this season, but has noth- as the Racers welcome OVC leader Eastern
ing_ to show for it on the scoreboard at the Illinois -to Roy Stewart Stadium for the annuend of the day. Meanwhile, a young and inex- al Homecoming game.
perienced defense continues to struggle. And
The Panthers (4-2, 3-0 OVC) enter Saturthe road woes continue.
day's 3 p.m. tilt riding high off a surprising
Last Saturday, the Racers dropped their 25th 53-22 rout of Eastern Kentucky last weekend.
road game. in 35 tries under Pannunzio, falling The victory broke a first-place tie with the favored
four points shy (27-23) thanks to a devastat- Colonels atop the league standings.
ing punt return by Samford play-maker Conland Finnegan late in the third quarter and an
earlier fumble that was returned for a touch- •See RACERS Page 2B

Ad

MICHAEL DAWN/Ledger 8, Times Photo
left, and Shawn WitherCronin,
Mick
coach
basketball
(Top) Murray State
spoon share a laugh before practice Monday stifle Regional Special Events
Center. (Below) Senior forward lssian Redding runs through a workout drill
with Racer assistant coach Jimmie Lee Holder. Murray State began practice
Saturday and will open its season Saturday Nov. 5 at the RSEC against Bellarrriine in an exhibition game.

INDIANAPOLIS 45, ST. LOUIS 28

Defense saves Colts
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
The Indianapolis Colts' defense
appeared vulnerable for the first
time this season during a lessthan-stellar opening quarter.
It dominated the rest of the
way, knocking St. Louis quarterback Marc Bulger from the
game and setting up Peyton
Manning and the offense.
-We made some big plays."
Colts coach Tony Dungy said.
"We got the turnovers. We got
the momentum."
The Colts rallied from a 17point first-quarter deficit Monday night by forcing four
turnovers, putting the offense
in good field position throughout the second half and converting St. Louis' biggest mistakes into four touchdowns as
they routed the Rams 45-28.
"Things changed when the
quarterback went out." said cornerback Nick Harper. whose
interception and fumble recovery each led to touchdowns.
"And when the backup came
in, we didn't feel he came here
to play," he said. "We wanted to show him that he needed to be on the bench."
AP Phot,
While the Colts (6-0)
returns to the field
Harrison
Marvin
receiver
Colts
remained the NFL's only
from quarterback
unbeaten team and put them- after catching a touchdown pass
selves in position for the fran- Peyton Manning in the fourth quarter against the St
chise's first 7-0 start, they cer- Louis Rams in Indianapolis Monday. The touchdown
tainly didn't follow the usual was the 86th touchdown from Manning and Harrison.
script.
breaking the all-time record for touchdowns for a
Bulger led St. Louis (2-4) quarterback/receiver tandem.
over, around and through the
Colts' vastly improved defense two touchdowns and 17 points who was resting back home with
a bacterial infection of his heart
in the first quarter. The result: in 15 minutes.
A unit that allowed two touchThe Rams were so efficient, valve, or wide receiver Isaac
downs and 29 points in its it didn't even look as though Bruce. who was out with a
first five games surrendered they missed coach Mike Martz, toe injury.
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Brooks defends tenure as Wildcats' head coach
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky football coach Rick
treooks offered an unsoliCited
yet spirited defense of his tenure
Monday and said that he has
00 plans to step down at the
dad of what so far has been
disappointing season.
, Speaking at a regularly
scheduled news conference,
Brooks — as he has often durhis two-plus seasons at
rsentucky — preached about
the need for patience as he
*Os . to rebuild a . program hit
hard by NCAA sanctions that
colt the program 19 scholar:skips over a three-year period
that ended earlier this year.
Brooks, who had previously declined to discuss media
!hones about his future with
oie Wildcats. -siid he did --sti
Monday "because the speculanon is rampant- and "there are
some rumors out there that I'm
going to resign at some point.
Well, that ain't happening, guys.
OW?. I'm .not going to Walk
out on the players that I recruited and this program that I'm
trying to turn around.
"I'm planning on being
here."
. Later Monday. neither university President Lee Todd nor
Athletics Director Mitch Barnhart would say whether Brooks
would return for a fourth season.

Brooks is 7-21 at Kentucky.
Heading into their game Saturday at Mississippi, the Wildcats(1-4,0-2 Southeastern Conference) have lost three straight
games by 21 or more points.
Brooks has two years remaining on a contract that pays
him $750,000 a year.
Brooks said he had a prosen
track record, citing his tenure
at Oregon, where he coached
18 seasons and eventually
turned that program into a consistent winner that played in
the Rose Bowl following the
1994 season. He spoke about
successful rebuilding projects
by Frank Beamer at Virginia
Tech — which is currently
ranked No. 3 — and Dan
McCarney at Iowa State, each
Of which took more than five
seasons.
"Those schools were not
'coming off probation," Brooks
said.
Brooks also noted the number or major injuries suffered
by Kentucky players. When
wide receiver Dicky Lyons Jr.
has hernia surgery Thursday,
he'll be the 18th player on the
team to have undergone a surgical procedure since preseason practice began in August.
Brooks said. Included in that
number are key contnbutors like
wide receivers Keenan Burton
and Tommy Cook,tailback Tony

Dixon, safety Marcus McClin- appropriate time." Blanton said
ton and defensive tackle Lamar Todd will make that evaluaMills.
tion with significant input from
"1 can coach football. My Barnhart. Todd said last month
coaches can coach football," that he'd also seek input from
Brooks said. "We are commit- Brooks.
ted to doing it the right way.
Barnhart said the evaluation
We're not going to cheat. We would be "toward the end of
are going to build this pro- the year. I'm pretty consistent
gram, if given the opportuni- with that with all of our coachty. into a consistent winning es." He said the Wildcats "have
football team.
shown glimpses" of being a
"Actually, we have a plan. good team but have yet to put
I know there are a lot of peo- together four quarters of qualple in this room who don't ity football.
believe that, but we have a
"1 am pleased with the founplan. It includes off-the-field dational pieces (Brooks and his
issues, it includes academics, staff) have put in place." Barnaccountability and it includes hart said."They have done some
winning football games."
very solid things here. We've
Brooks said that he would got to continue to make progress
expect "significant improve- on that foundation, and that's
ment" by Kentucky during the what I've said. I'm not wavernext two seasons if he remains ing from that.
as the coach.
"What he's done is come
Brooks wouldn't say whether in and inherit a very difficult
he's spoken to either Barnhart situation. The probation was one
or Todd about his job status of the worst in the history of
but. said "I haven't seen any- the NCAA. Everyone wants to
body affirm" that the coach make light of that — 'Oh, quit
will stay on past this season. using that as a crutch.' Find
Brooks said that lack of affir- me'one program that has the
mation has hampered the Wild- tradition and the history of our
cats' recruiting efforts.
program that has been able to
University spokesman Jay recover quickly (from a simiBlanton said Monday that Todd lar penalty) and I'd be surprised.
"has been consistent in saying Couple that with the injuries
that all athletic programs get we've had to overcome this
evaluated, and the football pro- year, and it's very, very diffigram will be evaluated at the cult to overcome."
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Melanin Football League Standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East Divison
W
L T Pct
Buffalo
3 3 0 500
New England
3 3 0 500
Miami
2 3 0 400
N.Y. Jets
2 4 0 333
South Division
W L T Pet
Indianapolis
6 0 0 1.000
Jacksonville
4 2 0 867
Tennessee
2 4 0 333
Houston
0 5 0 000
North Division
W L T Pei
Cincinnati
5 1 0 833
3 2 0 600
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
2 3 0 400
Cleveland
2 3 0 400
West Division
W
L T Pet
Denver
5
1 0 833
3 2 0 600
City
San Oiego
3 3 0 500
Oakland
1 4 0 200

Sunday's Games
Carolina 21, Detroit 20
16,
Dallas
N Y Giants 13, OT
Chicago 28. Minnesota 3
Atlanta 34. New Orleans 31
Cincinnati 31. Tennessee 23
Baltimore 16. Cleveland 3
Tampa Bay 27, Miami 13
Jacksonville 23, Pittsburgh 17, OT
Kansas City 28, Washington 21
Buffalo 27, N.Y. Jets 17
San Diego 27, Oakland 14
Denver 28. New England 20
Seattle 42, Houston 10
OW:Anzona, Philadelphia, Green
Bay, San Francisco
Monday's Game
indianapolis 45 St Louis 28

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE FOOTBALL
New MHS Hall
of Earners to Uof1_, will try to recover from loss
•Cardinals .
be inducted
From Page 113
Friday

LOUISVILLE. Ky.,(AP) —
"All three guys were covCoaches and players have been ered Pretty OW," quarterback
-saying -it -for -yeaas. -one game Brian rohm said,"sof thought
at a time.
I'd take my chances, run up
But Louisville coach Bobby as far as I could in the midPetrino was not just. reciting dle, and the guy came up and
Staff Report
some
overused mantra Monday. tackled me at the two."
Murray Ledger & Times
the day the Cardinals dropped
The Cardinals had bright
Fise inductees
•
out of Thit .AS:Ciidated "Press' -s-prits --though, Running hack
corned into the Murray High
Top 25 poll for the first time Michael Bush ran for 159
Ct:hool Football Hall of Fame
this season.
yards and four touchdowns. and
during a reception before Fri"We need to concentrate on wide receiver Joshua Tinch
day night's annual Homecomthe Cincinnati game and win tied a conference record with
ing game between the Tigers
the Cincinnati game and not 13 receptions. for 130 yards
and Class A. First District rival
think about one other thought." and a touchdown.
Fulton County at Roy Stewart
Petrino said, hitting the table
Tinch echoed Petrino's senStadium
•
for emphasii widie,very. watd.rimeur
Honored at the reception,
"All year long, everyone's
"All this week we just need
--wbct in
Mr
been-i-alking — not The pUy1-7- - us- think -about Cincinnati." he
Room from 6 to 7 p.m.. will ers
and the coaches — but 'said. "Because if we look forhe Fred Craw Mid Iall-siate end, they've been hearing all year
ward to another game, any1932). A.B. "Dynamite" Dunn longS words like
'undefeated' thing could happen. like last
iall-state running back,- 1934). and 'run the table,— Petrino week or
the time before. ...
Harm West tcla.ss of 1939 and said at his weekly news con- What we
have to stiff- doing
a long-time MHS assistant ference. "What we need to do is playing with pride. It's a
coach). Joe Pat Futrell tall- is focus on beating Cincin- pride thing now."
state tackle. 1961) and Jinim
nati. and that's &, Cincinnati's pride syill be
Harrell llong-tope assistant
Running the table was elim- on the line too. The Bearcats
coach).
inated as a goal Sept. 24. with 13-3, I-1) are 26-18-1 all time
The nev. Hall of Lime a Big East Conference road loss against the Cardinals but have
be to South Florida. And win- lost the last ' two meetings,
also
inductees
v.111
recoginzed at halftime of the ning the conference is a long- including a 70-7 thrashing in
game. The Homecoming Queen shot after the Cardinals suf- Louisville last season.
ceremony v. ill be held during fered their second Big East
The Bearcats handed Big
the pre-game testis itiFs. begin- loss,
in triple overtime East foe Connecticut its secning at approximately 7:05.
Saturday at West Virginia (El- ond loss of the season Satur1, 3-0).
day.
The Cardinals (4-2, 0-2) are
"They're . going to try to
TOPAT'S LINEUP SPONSORED fy:
ahead of only Syracuse (1-5. run the ball at us," Petrino
Lindy Suitor
0-3) in the conference.
said. "They like their fullback
nor Komar maw Arcr
Louisville led West Vir- they have, and they like their
ihk
tow..oorow noirrorir•
ginia, 24-7, after three quar- big running backs. They're a
.o0or'
ters, but gave up 17 points physical team, so we're going
I SOS Nei* St. • 753-5542
in the fourth and could not to have to try to shut down
match the Mountaineers' two- the run and force them to
TV, radio
point conversion in the third
Today
HOCKEY
overtime. The Cardinals lined
6:30 p.m
up in five-wide receiver forON -- Boston at Montreal
SOCCER
mation for their two-point con- From Page 16
1:30 p.m.
version, sending three receivers
SPN2 — Champions League
Ell' o. tops in the league
Manchester united vs Lille of
just across the goal line.
in scoring at 30.7 points per
Manchester England
game and boasts the conference's top scorer in tailback Vincent Webb (8.0 ppg.). The Panthers are also second in scoring defense and first in turnover
margin. In contrast, the Racers are last in the OVC in
turnover margin, with 14 giveaways and only four takeaways.
"When you look at Eastern
Illinois. they have great lines
on both sides of the ball. They
just dominate you up front."
noted Pannunzio. "Last year.
we had trouble moving the ball
against them. And we'll have
trouble doing so this year. ...
The (cites! in °titter prt)tt•
Eastern Illinois has one thing:
•
,
leaf
Attitude. 'They believe they're
a good team."
Pannunzio and the Racers
defeated E1) at home in 2002
to claim the conference crown.
nit '702loy ":7er. /fear '7-rce Jseisofneci
hut have since lost two straight
to the Panthers — including a
27-17 decision on Homecom-

throw the ball."
Against Connecticut, running backs Bradley. Glatthaar,
Greg Moore and Butler Bencome through.
ton rushed for 231 yards and
"This is a bump in the
three touchdowns, including a road, but there:s no way this
72-yard run by Glatthaar.
is going to get anybody down,"
Louisville's second-leading Lidge said. "This will sting a
rusher, running back Kolby lot tonight, but when I wake
Smith, is one Cardinal that up tomorrow I'll be ready to
Petrino may not be able to go"
count on delMekend. Smith
After Lidge struck out his
and linebacker Abe Brown are first two batters in the ninth,
still questionable for Saturday. the pesky Eckstein grounded
both with knee injuries. Fresh- a single to left on a 1-2 pitch.
man receiver Mario Urrutia, Jim Edmonds worked out a
-who- leads—the—Cardinals :in_ walk and
_ Pujols, who had failed
receiving with 511 yards, suf- to deliver with runners on —ali
fered a knee injury againstahe night, drove an 0-1 pitch over
Mountaineers and will be out. the limestone Tacit-de.
Astros starter Andy Pettitte,
Receiver Broderick Clark
injured his knee in the Car- in the dugout and ready to
dinals' second game and has celebrate with his teammates,
not played since. Petrino mouthed the words "Oh, my"
expected Clark to be ready to as the ball left the park. Pujols
tossed his bat and took a
go for the West Virginia game
moment to watch the ball sail
but aggravated his injury
while Lidge sank into a crouch
Thursday.
on the mound.
"We're down a few guys,"
The Astros had been 84-1
Petrino said. "That's the thing
this year when leading after
that is a concern to me. ...
'eight innings, including the
We've got some young guys postseason.
we've got to get ready to go."
"The guys coined the phrase.
Sophomore Harry Douglas.
'hard nine.' We're going to play
senior Robert Haskins. fresha hard nine." Cardinals manman Elijah Daniel and junior ager Tony La Russa
said.
Jimmy Riley will fill in at
When Pujols got back to
the receiver positions, the
the dugout. La Russa grabbed
coach said.
him for a huge hug.
"We don't really worry
"He just told me,'The Great
about who's , not playing.
Pujols," the slugger said.
because we think we have
"They're going to be ready in
enough talent to move on," St.
Louis. We just need to
Tinch said.
win two before we lose one."
It was a crushing loss for
the Astros and their "Killer
B's." Craig Biggio and Jeff
Bagwell are still trying to
ing in 2003. Murray — which reach the World Series for the
has posted a 45-26-1 all-time first time after 15 years as
record in Homecoming games teammates.
— is 2-3 in Homecoming
"It's terrible. You're high
matchups under Pannunzio.
as a kite one minute," man"Homecoming is a huge
ager Phil Garner said. "We
event at Murray State, and are
were feeling pretty good, but
players will be pumped up to
you have to play every out."
play Saturday," Pannunzio
In the ninth, La Russa even
explained. "I'm excited about
all the people who love Mur- had his eye on the 37-yearray State being in the stands. old Bagwell.
"I was just kind of -checkIt will be a big day.
"Losing the fans' confidence ing Bagwell out and I could
is something I hope is not hap- imagine what he was feeling,"
pening, but I can't worry about La Russa said. "You saw 50Trle
that. All 1 can do is prepare magic there, believe me, it
the team for Eastern Illinois," looked like we were going to
get beat and next thing you
he continued.
"We've got kids , who are know, we have to get three
not giving up. Our kids have outs to win."
lost some tough games. but
With a chance to reach the
they still have resolve and World Series for the first time
determination. I've been a part in their 44-season history, the
of some teams that were not wild-card Astros drew a
good enough to win, hut this revved-up crowd that was ready
team is not like that. We have to party. Some wore those
a good team; we're just not bright, old rai
w jerseys.
getting everyone going at the and even ow er Drayton
same time."
McLane was ju ping out of
his box seat n
and then.
• When the As s went ahead
late, a nice,t
h of symmebe in store:
•Sign-ups for the Calloway County Little League Basketball pro- try seemed
Exactly 45 years ago Mongram will be held from 10 am to noon Oct. 22 & 29 at Jeffrey
Gymnasium All boys in grades 2-7 are eligible to participate. The coat
day, Houston was awarded an
of the program is $45 Discounts will be available for siblings. For addi- expansion franchise at an NL
tional information, call the Laker basketball office at 762-7374. Ext. 128
meeting in Chicago.

•Racers ...

NeArer
Clean
'Your
Gutters
Again!

LEAF SOLUTION

S-ER VALL
Seamleae Gutter Company

w• offer :
aa iallill111111M11~
ade4110ufhor ivstiwris
270 753-6433 • 1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East Division
W
L
Pct
4 2 0 667
Dallas
NV Giants
3 2 0 600
Philadelphia
3 2 0 600
3 2 0 600
Washington
South Division
W
L
Pct
5
1 0 833
Tampa Bay
2
4
0
Atlanta
667
4 2 0 667
Carolina
2 4 0 333
New Orleans
North Division
L
W
Pct
2 3 0 400
Chicago
Detroit
2 3 0 400
1 -4 0 290
Green Bay
4 0 200
1
Minnesota
WOW

Seattle
St Louis
Arizona
San Francisco

4
2

2
4
4
4

Pet
0 667
0 333
0 200
0 200

Sunday, Oct. 23
Kansas City at Miami. Noon
Indianapolis at Houston, Noon
New Orleans at St. Louis, Noon
Detroit at Cleveland. Noon
San Francisco at Washington, Noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, Noon
San Diego at Philadelphia, Noon
Green Bay at Minnesota, Noon
Dallas at Seattle, 305 p m.
Baltimore at Chicago, 315 p.m.
Denver at NY Giants, 3:15 p.m.
Tennessee at Arizona. 315 p.m.
Buffalo at Oakland, 315 p.m.
Open: New England, Tampa Bay.
Jacksonville, Carolina
Monday, Oct. 24
N Y Jets at Atlanta. 8 p.m,

Luling

SEWS
--afeek*7)
Anwricen League
Tuesday, Oct. 11
Los Angeles 3. Chicago 2
Wednesday. Oct. 12
Chicago 2, Los Angeles 1
Friday, Oct. 14
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 2
Saturday. Oct. 15
Chicago 8, Los Angeles 2
Sunday, Oct 16
Chicago Los Angeles 3. Chicago
wins aeries 4-1
National Leegue
Wednesday, Oct. 12
St. LOOS 5, Houston 3
Thursday, Oct 13
Houston 4, St. Lours 1
Saturday, Oct. 15
Weirelan 4, St. bouts 3
$letslay. Oct 16
2, St. Louis 1 Houston leads
-Weise 3-1
Monday, Oct. 17
Louie 5,Houston 4, Houston leads
swills 3-2
Wednesday. Oct. 19
Houritan (Oswalt 20-12) at St Louis
(Mulder 16-8). 8:28 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 20
Houston at St Louis, 728 p.m., if necessary
WOULD KM
(Ses1-0
,
7)
Saturday. Oct. 22
Houston-St. Louis winner at
p.m.
Sunday. Oct 23
Houston-St. Louis winner at Chicegb,
710 p.m.
Tuesday. Oct. 25
Chicago at Houston-St Louis
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday. Oct 26
Chinos at Houston-St Louie
725 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27
at Houston-St. Louis winner,
:7:25 Om
, O0.29
Hoisdon-St Louis winner at Chicago. if.
necessary, 6:55 pm
Sunday. Oct 30
Houston-St. Louis winner at Chicago, if
necessary. 6.55 pm. EST
•

a,

a

That's where the winner of
this series will go _ to face
the White Sox _ but it's not.
over yet, thanks to Pujols.
"It's the biggest hit I've
ever seen," Carpenter said.
Biggio's broken-bat RBI single with two outs gave Houston a lead in the second.
Drawing on all his postseason experience. Pettitte
pitched out of trouble in the
first two innings _ but couldn't escape in the third.
Eckstein singled. stole second and moved to third on
Edmonds' single. After Pujols
and Reggie Sanders struck out...,,,i••
Walker drew a walk to load
the bases.
Mark Grudzielanek. batting
.138 in the postseason when
he stepped to the plate, looped
a soft single to right, driving
in two runs for a 2-1 lead.
Pettitte gave up two runs
in 6 1-3 innings. He lost Game .
I, when he pitched with a
swollen right knee after getting struck with a sharply hit
ball while running the bases
during batting practice.
"This is a blow. I put a
lot of pressure on myself today.
wanted to get it done here.
for this city," Pettitte said.
"We weren't able to, but we
can still get it done. We still
feel really good, that's for
sure.-
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*lb Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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060

Rooms For Flat

Help WOW
Large Selection

Sales
IMMEDIATE OPENING

SALES MANAGER
Salary plus commission
We are looking for a Sales Manager in the
Murray. Kentucky area. If you have sales experience and a desire to earn 550K+. we have the
perfect job for you!

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY

WE OFFER:

November 11, 2005
Honor past and present Veterans by
reserving your space today!

• Full Fringe Benefits
° Medical
° Dental
° Optical°40IK

• Very local travel
• Established Marketing Plan
• Recession Proof Product
• Growth Opportunities

If you feel like this is the opportunity that you
have been looking for, email your resume to

In Memory of
Orval Brown
Corporal - Army Air
Corp WWII
1943-1945
We are proud of your
service te our country.
Love,
Your Family

DTMelcho@indy.rr.com
Attn: Damon MeIco. Vice President of Sales

Only $11 per spot•(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
Double spots: $18•(40 word limit)

Deadline: Monday, November 7th at 5:00 p.m.
Bring payment photo this form along with a self-addressed stamped envelope dunng
office hours (Mon -Fn , 7 30AM-5 OOPM) to 1001 Whttnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
Murray Ledger and Times Attn Classifieds PO Box 1040 Murray KY 42071

The Senior Community Service Employment
Program contracted by West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. is seeking individuals who are 55
years of age or older to receive paid training in
Calloway and Marshall Counties. This program
is considered part time with a maximum of 20
hours per week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay
is included. To apply, please Contact lanna York
or Jodi Coleman at 12701 247-4(146 or 1-800-'
294-2731.
This Project is funded in part under a contract
with the Purchase Area Development District.
the Kentucky Department for Health Services
with funds from U.S. Department for Health
and Human Services.
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

NURSE PRACTITIONER OR
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT_
Part Time ARNP or PA-C needed for busy
phycirians' office_Excellent benefits and _
compensation package- offered. Please
send resume to:

Pr

r0•

INESICAL 015Th

FemI. Pow.•In4woal Medkm•Piano

300 South 8th Street, Ste 480W
Murray. KY 42071
060

060

060
Help Wanted

Iista Waded

Help Wanted
150

COMPANY launches
new product Free promotional facials Make
appointment
(270)748-6277
LOOKING for a boat
slip on Kentucky
Lake?
Now pre-leasing new
boat slips on Cypress
Creek for 2006/07 seasons. Lakeview Marina
from
minutes
20
Murray Call now for
details (270)436-5876
of
ice
lot,

've
inus1St-

itte
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)ed
ing
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JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

we
tilI
for

Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person.
FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE
earn
DANCERS
51.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE

EARLY childcare centers looking for full time
and part time help to
work with children ages
birth through afterChildcare
school.
development knowledge required. Apply at
109 S. 15th Street,
Murray.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.
IES has openings for
outside sales and part
time receptionist Call
(270)362-8100
LOCAL trucking company looking for drivFull-time, part
ers
time, and 0/0 We
offer excellent miles,
excellent home time,
and an excellent pay
package Call 270-7595540 for more info
PAPA John's now
accepting applications
for shift leaders. Must
have flexible hours.
Applications can be
picked up at Papa
John's. Murray. No
phone calls please.

NOW hiring tor all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic, 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
phone calls, piano.

advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only 1800-578-8799

Call 753-1916
LOST Collie- Lassie
type- Adult male, tan
w/white and white
fore-legs, disapeared
Oct 6th-pm, Hams
Grove area 435-4453
060
Help Wanted

CNA/Nurse Aide
PRN or full-time.
Prefer experience but
will train Must enjoy
working with the
elderly Good
working conditiOns
pleasant
atmosphere
Apply in person

I a
lay.
!re,

COOK

POSITIONS Available:
Persons needed to pretax
income
pare
Seasonal
returns.
employment, we will
train. Call 753-9204 or
437-4531
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62/hr.
now hiring. For application and free government lob info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
24
8042,
Employment service.
PT kennel help for busy
practice
veterinary
Must be able to work
weekends and holidays Apply in person
Westside Veterinary
1271
Service,
S.
Rd
Robertson
Murray, KY 42071
RANDY Thornton
Heating & Air
accepting resumes for
Receptionist/Customer
Service position Must
have expenence with
multi-line phone
system, computers and
work well with the
public. Send or drop off
resumes to 802
Chestnut Street,
Murray, KY 42071

TRANSPORT DRIVER
STCiPacs).b&safe'%o
golfsfa Pure drivers.
Wist iove CIA-Hcila A
Tole Offenig actimt ply,
briefits rad covet" kw
newly meg ligitciao)
115-0411 or d fret 1411911-2219 sr Okraistaxis
raren
TELEMARKETING
sales. 10-15 hours a
Week in evenings
Healthcare expenence
4.59-0257
a plus. Call 7

AUTOMOTIVE
SALES
Peppers
Automotive Group
A progressive local
auto dealer, is looking to add to its current sales staff.
Representing the
"HOTTEST
NEW CAR
AND TRUCK
MANUFACTURERS
IN THE WORLD"
Some past sales or
people experience
helpful. We offer if
great benefit package
including insurance.
401K and paid vacation. Apply in person
to Darryl Shupert
between the hours of
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
No phone calls please
‘1.1-:SPLItsON.
rivedcd at
.friapo %UPI Sales.

NIfe.t stork
independently
and bane people
Plea%e
apply at 916
(soklyfater Rd.

Articles
For Sale
NEED your home R
business cleaned? Cal
Teresa 489-2957 o
227-8380
WANTED. babysitter in
my home for children
11 and 8. 5.30PMMonday7.30AM
Thursday Must have
references. Call 7532362
WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath;
etc
windows.
Experienced- Valerie
436-5914

computer.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633

Black
BUYING
Walnuts. $12 per 100
Ms after we hull.
Miller D. Farms. LLC
\ hurray for call
217 K elzie Peeler
'Lane, off Old Newburg.
;270)762-90311.
Tues-Sat,
Murray.
8AM-6PM. Call for
THE Shed Restaurant
details (270)436-2215
open Nov 1 at 11.00
AM Servers & cooks BUYING junk cars,
wanted 437-4283
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
VETERINARY Clinic
CASH paid for
experienced
needs
good, used guns
receptionist Computer
Benson Sporting
and phone skills necesGoods, 519S 12th.
sary Apply in person
Murray
Westside Veterinary
1271
Service,
S.
Robertson Rd
USED carpeting, elecMurray
tric baseboard heaters,
090
Damn*I Childcare

refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves. and
doors. 753-4109

NEED a good House
and business cleaning? Call 753-1016

WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

2 nice plots near the
center of Elm Grove
Cemetery Call 7538349
3 burial plots in the
Gardens
Memorial
the
in
located
Devotional area Just
call 753-7181
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite system, DVR & HD
upgrades. Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months. Call Beasley
759-0901 or 877-4550901
HD Televisions
Come by 3000 East
Wood St., Pans & see
our large selection of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma & Rear
Protection from JVC.
LG. RCA. Toshiba &
Zenith from 20'' to 65.
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers.
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Gravel 8, White rock atso
Cat Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16. $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM

Call its we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753 1R1C

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

LOTS for rent 753
9866
320
Apartments For Rent

CLEAN room for ren
wifull house privileges
64 Beg Screen TV, w/d
surround sound, color
TV in room Off street
(888)534
parking
6138

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
160
Houses For Rut
1 bedroom apartment
Kane Furnishings
Clean and nice All
appliances including 3BR. 2 bath, Cameho
SMALL kitchen table, wrd No pets 270-436- Subdivision. Available
$75C
immediately.
$30 Coleman patio fur- 5496
niture set. $200. 8' din
month. (270)435-4602
1 BR. 1 year old, no
ing room table & china
293-4602
pets S300
cabinet, excellent conupgraded.
NEWLY
deposit
(205)361-4763
dition. $1.000. 5T HD
charming 2BR. IBA
(334)419-6066
Sony widescreen TV &
lakefront house in
sound, 1 OR 2br apts near Panorama
surround
Shores
Murray
S2,500. Black enter- downtown
w/d,
$200/mo
starting
at
tainment center, $300
753-4109
Black leather sofa and
lse.
bA
i
Pki
la
alfH
Available
AvC
deposit
love seat. $500. Blue
1,2, 3 apts 753-1252 immediately. (310)567La-Z-Boy chair, $50. or 753-0606
References
9321
Queen bed room suite. 1.2. & 3BR apts. avail- required.
(bed.
matfinish
cherry
able. Please call 753- NICE spacious 2 BR
tress, dresser, armoire. E3221
frame house. Large LR
and night stands).
•1BR 1 bath washer & & kitchen with fire$1,200. 762-0147
dryer. $335.
places. gas heat $400
•2BR, 1 Bath apt. kt, month. $200 deposit
appliances, w/d. $425.
Call 753-0089
1BR. 1 bath, with
SMALL house 7 ryes
SERIES 601 Ford 1
study, w/d. $350
east of Murray. pnvate
ow mounted corn pick- 753-7559
lot Call Linzy Beane
er. Kept inside shed
1BR apt available, all residence 436-2582
Good cOndition. 489appliances furnished
2644
360
Mur-Cal Realty. 753Stomp Rentals
4444
1BR-some utilities paid,
A&F Warehousing
no pets 767-9037
Near MSU $20-50
SEASONED firewood
1BR, all appliances,
753-7668
S50 a rick delivered
Oaks Apts.. starting at MURRAY Store and
$40 you pick up
$250 Coleman RE Lock presently has
(270)527-8368
759-4118
units available. 7531BR-4BR apartments
2905dr_153-7536..
Ask about move in free
COMPLETELY set up. days Coleman RE
PEIEMIER
_
1/2 acre, $12,500. 753- 759-4118 MINISTORAGE
6012
2 bedroom, all appli*Inside climate control
Cambridge
ances.
storage
area 293-6968
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
2BR. IBA, $290 1102
•We sell boxes!
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Pogue Street/207 S
-We rent U-Hauls
and
Singlewides
11th St. 753-3415
753-9600
Doublewides - Buy 2BR. central gas heat,
save central air $275 and
and
today
370
$1,000's WE OWN
up, some with new carommercial Pron.
THE BANK - Call today
pet.Coleman RE 759For Sale
at 731-642-6438
4118
TN Best loca
PARIS,
TO 2BR, some utilities
REPOS
20
CHOOSE FROM, SIN- paid, $270 No pets, tion, court square, wes
side. 2 story. 2.500
GLES & DOUBLES!!: 767-9037
'floor.
per
Come pick out yours 4BR, 2 bath all appli- sq.ff.
(270)489-2116 leave
today!! 731-584-9430
ances, central H/A
message.
rates
JUST ANNOUNCED: Reduced
Coleman RE 759-4118
SO down available on
repos! No money down
View
FORREST
& save thousands! Call
Apartments 1213 N.
707 South 12th Street
now! 731-584-9109
16th St., now accepting
South Center. 700
applications for: 2br
LAND HOME PACK1,000. 1.200 sq.ft
rent
basic
townhouses,
in
AGES, MOVE IN
Available
753Call
month.
$360/
TODAY: All areas or
Phone
September.
Message.
Leave
1970.
bring your deed for $0
753-1252. 753-0606
LARGE 3BR located
down! 731-584-4926
or retail
COMMERCIAL
across from MSU.
LAND -HOME available November 750 up to 3,000 sq ft
restrooms
C/G/H,
Packages are our spe1st 759-5885 or 293parking.
or
FHA
plenty of
cialty.
7085
excellent location near
Conventional. Let us
2
2BR
duplex
Judicial building 404 N
do the work! Call 1- LARGE
4th St complex '759800-533-3568 or 731- bath garage $600
436-5685
3772
644-0012
LIVE Oak Apts.
PROFESSIONAL
NO money needed
Newly Remodeled
office located on 2nd
FHA land packages
1BR $290.00
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
available now. Limited
2BR $340.00
Across from Judicial
funds Don't miss out
3BR $425.00
.
Building. Two offices:
Call 1-800-533-3568 or
$100 deposit special
waiting room. full bath
731-644-0012
for qualified applicants.
and shower Public and
Office hours 8-2
3BR
REDUCED:
entrances:
private
Mon-Fri
mobile home and lot,
parking
Covered
appointfor
today
Call
753-6012
$15.500
space Approximately
ment
625sq ft $450 pef
REPOS
REPOS,
753-8221
month plus utilities:
REPOS Doubles, sinNICE 2BR duplex. 753- 759-3954
gles Land home Call
7457 or 436-6357
1-800-533-5368
VERY large warehouse
RED OAKS APTS.
on approximately 3
SINGLE AND DOUSpecial
acres. Office space. 2
BLEWIDES - Bring
$100 Deposit
bathrooms, equipped
your deed - -Thert's alt
1BR From $280
with gas heat, Sir
you need - New Used
2BR From $325
hookup. steel hoist
and Repo's - Call today
Call Today!
beam, great lighting;
at 731-642-6447.
753-8668.
extra large overhead
TAKE YOUR PICK SMALL 1BR. no pets. doors, excellent Iota:,
Need 5 Bedrooms and
tion Call 753-2905 or
water paid 753-5980
3 Baths or how about 4
293-8595
2br,
roomy,
VERY
2
and
Bedrooms
2 bath, garage, C/H/A,
Baths? Both priced in
All appliances, 1 year
St064114
the $50's Call 7311 month deposit.
lease.
642-6438 today!
no pets 753-2905
Boxe
ADORABLE
WE have 97% financpups $350 OBO 767
us
led
ing on land home pack
0143, 227-5166
ages and we can helt.
DOG Obedience
on the other 3%. 1000 ,
Master Trainer,
loans. Call 1-800-533
436-2858
3568
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

rinFiamod

NICE 2BR. No pets
753-9066

TOY Poodles for sale
Call Ron 270-436-5298

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

Brooks defends tenure as Wildcats' head coach
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky football coach Rich
Stooks offered an unsolicited
yet spirited defense of his tenure
Monday and said that he has
no plans to step down at the
OW of what so far has been
disappointing season.
Speaking at a regularly
Scheduled news conference,
brooks — as he has often duiibog his two-plus seasons at
Irsentucky — preached about
the need for patience as he
thes to rebuild a program hit
hard by NCAA sanctions that
cost the program 19 scholarships over a three-year period
theft ended eartier this year.
Brooks, who had previously.- 'declined to discuss media
•Itories about his future with
the Wildcats, said he did so
Monday "because the speculation is rampant" and ':there are
some rumors out there that I'm
going to resign at some point.
Well, that ain't happening, guys.
C1K? I'm not going. to walk
out on the players that I recruited and this program that I'm
Vying to turn around.
"I'm, planning on being
here."
• . Later Monday, neither university President Lee Todd nor
Athletics Director Mitch Barnhart would say whether Brooks
would return for a fourth season.

Murray Ledger & Times
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Brooks is 7-21 at Kentucky.
Heading into their game Saturday at Mississippi-the Wildcats(1-4,0-2 Southeastern Conference) have lost three straight
games by 21 or more points.
Brooks has two years remaining on a contract that pays
him $750,000 a year.
Brooks said he had a proven
track record, citing his tenure
at Oregon, where he coached
18 seasons and eventually
turned that program into a consistent winner that played in
the Rose Bowl following the
1994 season. He spoke about
successful rebuilding projects
by Frank Reamer at Virginia
Tech — which is currently
ranked No. 3 — and Dan
McCarney at Iowa State, each
of which took more than five
seasons.
-Those schools were not
coming off probation," Brooks
said:
Brooks also noted the number of major. injuries suffered
by Kentucky players. When
wide receiver Dicky Lyons Jr.
has hernia surgery Thursday,
he'll be the 18th player on the
team to have undergone a surgical procedure since preseason practice began in August,
Brooks said. Included in that
number are key contributors like
wide receivers Keenan Burton
and Tommy Cook. tailback Tony

Dixon, safety Marcus McClinton and defensive tackle Lamar
Mills.
"I can coach football. My
coaches can coach football,"
Brooks said. "We are committed to doing it the right way.
We're not going to cheat. We
are going to build this program, if given the opportunity, into a consistent winning
football team.
"Actually, we have a plan.
I know there are a lot of people in this room who don't
believe that, but we have a
plan. It includes off-the-field
issues. it includes academics,
accountability and it includes
winning football games."
Brooks said that he would
expect "significant improvement" by Kentucky during the
next two seasons if he remains
as the coach.
Brooks wouldn't say whether
he's spoken to either Barnhart
or Todd about his job status
but said "I haven't seen anybody affirm" that the coach
will stay on past this season.
Brooks said that lack of affirmation has hampered the Wildcats' recruiting efforts.
University spokesman Jay
Blanton said Monday that Todd
"has been consistent in saying
that all athletic programs get
evaluated, and the football program will be evaluated at the

appropriate time." Blanton said
Todd will make that evaluation with significant input from
Barnhart. Todd said last month
that he'd also seek input from
Brooks.
Barnhart said the evaluation
would be -toward the end of
the year. I'm pretty consistent
with that with all of our coaches." He said the Wildcats "have
shown glimpses" of being a
good team but have yet to put
together four quarters of quality football.
"I am pleased with the foundational pieces (Brooks and his
staff) have put in place," Barn,
hart said."They have done some
very solid things here. We've
got to continue to make progress
pn that foundation, and that's
what I've said. I'm not wavering from that.
"What he's done is come
in and inherit a very difficult
situation. The probation was one
of the worst in the history of
the NCAA. Everyone wants to
make light of that — 'Oh, quit
using that as a crutch.' Find
me one program that has the
tradition and the history of our
program that has been able to
recover quickly (from a similar penalty) and I'd be surprised.
Couple that with the injuries
we've had to overcome this
year, and it's- very, very difficult to overcome."
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Nelional Football League Standings
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East Divison
L T Pct
W
3 3 0 500
Buffalo
3 3 0 .500
New England
2 3 0 400
Miami
2 4 0 333
N Y Jets
South Division
W L T Pet
6 0 0 1 000
Indianapolis
4 2 0 667
Jacksonville
2 4 0 333
Tennessee
0 5 0 000
Houston
North Division
L T Pot
W
1 0 833
5
Cincinnati
2 0 600
3
Pittsburgh
2 3 0 400
Baltimore
2 3 0 400
Cleveland
West Division
L I Pet
W
1 0 833
5
Denver
3 2 0 600
Kansas City
3 3 0 500
San ()sego
4 .0 200
1
beldand

Sunday's Gems*
Carolina 21, Detroit 20
Dallas 16, N.Y. Giants 13, OT
Chicago 28. Minnesota 3
Atlanta 34. New Orleans 31
Cincinnati 31, Tennessee 23
Baltimore 16. Cleveland 3
Tampa Bey 27. Miami 13
Jacksoriviite 23, Pittsburgh 17. OT
Kansas City 28, Washington 21
Buffalo 27, N.Y. Jets 17
San Diego 27. Oakland 14
Denver 28, New England 20
Seattle 42, Houston 10
Open: Arizona. Philadelphia, Green
Bay. San Francisco
Mondays Game
Indianapolis 45, St LOWS 28

UNIVERSITY OF
New MNS Mall
ver from loss
of Famers to UofL will try to reco
•Cardinals .
From Page 1 B
be inducted
Friday

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East Division
W L T Pot
4 2 0 667
Dallas
3 2 0 600
NV Giants
3 2 0 600
Philadelphia
3 2 0 800
Washington
South Division
L T Pet
W
1 0 833
5
Tampa Bay
4 2 0 667
Atlanta
4 2 0 667
Carolina
2 4 0 333
New Orleans
North Division
W L T Pet
2 3 0 400
Chicago
2 3 0 400
Detroit
1
4 0 200
Green Bay
4 0 200
1
Minnesota

Seattle
St Louis
Arizona
San Francisco

West
W
4
2
1
1

L T Pct
2 0.667
4 0 .333
4 0 .200
4- -0-- .200

Sunday, Oct. 23
Kansas City at Miami Noon
Indianapolis at Houston. Noon
New Orleans at St. Louis, Noon
Detroit at Cleveland. Noon
San Francisco at Washington, Noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. Noon
San Diego at Philadelphia. Noon
Green Bay at Minnesota. Noon
Dallas at Seattle. 305 p.m.
Baltimore at Chicago, 315 p.m.
Denver at N Y Giants, 115 p.m.
Tennessee at Arizona, 3:15 p.m.
Buffalo at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Open: New England, Tampa Bay,
Jacksonville. Carolina
Monday, Oct 24
N V Jets at Atlanta. 8 p m

"All three guys were cov- throw the ball."
Against Connecticut, runered pretty good," quarterback
Coaches and players have been
LIENDUEOMMPIONSHIESESIBI
backs -Bradley- Glitithaar,
ning
thought
"scii
said.
m
BrohBrian
game
one
years:
saying it for
come through.
ngue
1.:sa
(ftst-°.
Amertcsn
I'd take my chances, run up Greg Moore and Butler Benat a time.
Tuesday. Oct. 11
the
in
bump
and
a
is
yards
231
"This
for
rushed
ton
midthe
in
could
I
as
far
as
But Louisville coach Bobby
Los Angeles 3, Chicago 2
, including a road, but there's no way this
Wednesday, Oct. 12
Petrino was not just reciting dle, and the guy came up and three touchdowns
down,"
is going to get anybody
Staff Report •
Chicago 2, Los Angeles 1
72-yard run by Glatthaar.
some overused mantra Monday. tackled me at the two."
Friday, Oct. 14
Murray Ledger & Times
second-leading Lidge said. "This will sting a
Louisville's
bright
had
Cardinals
The
dropped
Cardinals
the
day
the
Chicago 5, Los Angeles 2
Five inductees will be wel- out of The Associated Press' spots though. Running back rusher, running back Kolby lot tonight, but when I wake
Saturday. Oct. 15
Chicago 8, Los Angeles 2
comed into the Murray High Top 25 poll for the first time Michael Bush ran for 159 Smith, is one Cardinal that up tomorrow I'll be ready to
3, chice90
6, Los
Oct.
sticaeo. Sunday,0
go"
to
able
be
not
cchool Football Hall Of Fame this season.
may
Petrino
and
yards and font- touchdowns,
6.
his
out
struck
Lidge
After
Smith
during a reception before Frivans **des 4.1
"We need to concentrate on wide *receiver Joshua linch count on this weekend.
Nalional Litmus
day night's annual Homecom- the Cincinnati game and win tied a conference record with and linebacker Abe.Brown are first two batters in the ninth.
Wednesday. Oct. 12
ing game between the Tigers the Cincinnati game and not 13 receptions, for 130 yards still questionable for Saturday, the pesky Eckstein grounded
St. Louts 5, Houston 3
a 1-2 pitch.
both with knee injuries. Fresh- a single to left on
and Class A. First District rival think about one other thought," and a touchdown.
Thursday.Oct.• 13
a
out
worked
'Edmonds
Jim
4. St. Louis 1
Fulton County at Roy Stewart Petrino said, hitting the table
Tinch echoed Petrino's sen- man receiver Mario Urrutia.
y, Oct 15
in walk and Pujols, who had failed
Cardinals
the
leads
who
Stadium,
-.
.:Jiment
A. Si, Louts 3
for emphasis with every -wOrd•
--to-dclivci- with runners-on, Oct. 16
Honored at the reception,
"All this week we just need receiving with 57fr yards, silf-- night, drove an 0-1 pitch over
"All year long, everyone's
Houston 2,51. Louis 1. Houston leads
fered a knee injury against the
which will be held in the Racer -been_talking_
jioi ihe_play- _to_think.__about Cincinnati,: he
-the limestone facade.
-Nodes3-1
out.
be
wilt
and
s
Room from 6 to 7 pin.. will ers and the coaches — bt said.-"Wecause if-we Wok for- Mountaineer
4, Houston leads
m.:Raton
17
Oct.
s.n
Aki
Pettitte,
Andy
starter
Astros
Loscà
he Fred Crawford (all-state end, they've been hearing all year ward to another game. any- Receiver Broderick Clark in the dugout and ready to
series 3-2
1932), A.B. "Dynamite" Dunn long words like 'undefeated' thing could happen. like last injured his knee in the Car- celebrate with his teammates. Wednesday. Oct. 19
has
and
game
second
dinals'
1934).
...
(Oswalt 20-12) at St. Louis
mall-state running hack.
ad 'run the table.— Petrino week or the time before.
mouthed the words "Oh, my"
6-8). 828 p.m_
flacon West (Class oi1939 and said at -hift weekly news con- -What we base to. start doing :not played since. Petrino as' the ball left the park. Pujols
, Oct. 20
a long-time MHS assistant ference. "What we need to do is playing with pride. It's a expected Clark to be ready to tossed his bat and took a
Houston at St Louis, 728 p.m., if necgo for the West Virginia game moment to watch the ball sail
Plaint
coach). Joe Pat Futrell (all- is focus on heating Cincin- pride thing now."
WORLD SONES
Cincinnati's pride will be but aggravated his injury while Lidge sank into a crouch
state tackle. 1961) and Jimm% nati, and that's it."
(Best-of-7)
Thursday.
Bearcats
The
too.
on the mound.
_Harrell (long-time assistant
Running the table was elim- on the line
Saturday. Oct. 22
"We're down a few guys,"
Houston-St Louis winner at Chicago, 7
couch.
The Astros had been 134-1
inated as a goal Sept. 24. with (3-3, I-1) are 26-18-1 all time
p.m.
the thing this year when leading after
The nev. Hall of Fame
Big East Conference road loss against the Cardinals but have Petrino said. "That's
Sunday, Oct. 23
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to
concern
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that
meetings,
he
two
.
last
the
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including
will
eight innings,
Houston-St. Louis winner at Chicago,
inductees
to • South Florida. And winguys postseason.
7:10 p.m.
recoginzed ai halftime of the ning the conference is a long- including a 70-7 thrashing in We've got some young
Tuesday. Oct 25
we've got to get ready to go.'
game. The Homecoming Queen shot after the Cardinals suf- Louisville last season.
"The guys coined the phrase, Xhicago at Houston-St Louis winner.
Douglas,
Sophomore Harry
The Bearcats handed Big
'hard nine.' We're going to play 110 p.m.
ceremony will be held during fered their second Big East
Robert Haskins, fresh- a hard nine," Cardinals manWednesday. Oct 26
the pre-game testis ities. begin- loss. 46-44 in triple overtime East foe Connecticut its sec- senior
Chicago at Houston-St Louis winner,
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and
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Elijah
man
Satursaid.
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the
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of
La
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16Virginia
Saturday at West
ning at approximatel% 7'05.
7.25 p.m.
Jimmy Riley will fill in at
day.
Thum*.oct. 27
When Pujols got back to
I. 3-0).
St Houston-St. Louis *Annecy..
"They're going to try to the receiver positions, the the dugout. La Russa grabbed
The Cardinals (4-2, 0-2) are
,7:25 p m.
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run the ball at us." Petrino coach said.
him for a huge hug.
ahead of only Syracuse (
Saturday, Oct. 29
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don't
"We
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their
l-iouston-St. LOOS winner at Chicago.f
said. "They like
Lindy Suitor
0-3) in the conference.
"He just told me,'The Great
necessary, 6:55 p.m.
playing, Pujols," the slugger said.
not
who's
about
their
like
they
and
have,
they
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led
Louisville
Sunday. Oct. 30
have
we
think
we
because
a
"They're going to be ready in
St. Louis winner at Chicago, if
ginia, 24-7, after three quar- big running backs. They're
tosmow.... No ~once
move on," St. Louis. We just need to
ccerocr,a woe
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ters, but gave up 17 'points physical team, so we're going enough talent to
NM Ilia Si. • 7534842
win two before we lose one."
in the fourth and could not to have to try to shut down Tinch said.
That's where the winner of
It was a crushing loss for this series will go _ to face
match the Mountaineers' two- the run and force them to
TV, radio
the Astros and their "Killer the White Sox _ but it's not
point conversion in the third
Today
HOCKEY
B's." Craig Biggio and Jeff over yet, thanks to Pujols.
overtime. The Cardinals lined
6 30 p m
Bagwell are still trying to
forreceiver
five-wide
in
up
•
1.i
"It's the biggest hit I've
Bosicr,
N
ing in 2003. Murray — which reach the World Series for the
SOCCER
mation for their two-point con- From Page 113
ever
seen." Carpenter said.
1:30 p.m
has posted a 45-26-1 all-time first time after 15 years as
version, sending three receivers
EIU is tops in the league
broken-bat RBI sinBiggio's
E SPN2 - - Champions League.
games
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Homecomin
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teammates.
just across the goal line.
vs Lille, at
maochesi, :
in scoring at 30.7 points per — is 2-3 in Homecoming
gle with two outs gave Hous)
high
You're
,
Winches!
"It's terrible.
game and boasts the confer- matchups under Pannunzio.
ton a lead in the second.
as a kite one minute," manence's top scorer in tailback VinDrawing on all his post"Homecoming is a huge
"We
-f dr •
tent Webb (8.0 ppg.). The Pan- event at Murray State. and are ager Phil Garner said.
experience, Pettitte
season
thers- -arc also second in' scor- players will he pumped up to were feeling pretty good, but pitched out of trouble in the
.....1:010
out."
every
play
to
have
ing defense and first in turnover play Saturday," Pannunzio you
first two innings _ but couldIn the ninth, La Russa even n't escape in the third.
margin. In contrast, the Rac- explained. "I'm excited about
ers are last in the OVC in all the people who love Mur- had his eye on the 37-yearEckstein singled, stole secturnover margin, with 14 give- ray State being in the stands. old Bagwell.
ond and moved to third on
aways and only four takeaways. It will be a big day.
"I was just kind of check- Edmonds' single. After Pujols
"When you look at Eastern
Bagwell out and I could and Reggie Sanders struck out.
ing
confidence
fans'
the
"Losing
'5.
Illinois. they have great lines is something I hope is not hap- imagine what he was feeling," Walker drew a walk to load
on both sides of the ball. They pening, but I can't worry about La Russa said. 'yo4t,saw some
the bases.
lust dominate you up front." that.. All I can do is prepare magic there, be me, it
•
Mark Grudzielanek, batting
noted Pannunzio. "Last year. the team for Eastern Illinois," looked like we were going to
in the postseason when
.138
ball
the
we had trouble moving
get beat and next thing you
he continued.
to the plate, looped
stepped
he
against them. And we'll have
"We've got kids who are know, we have to get three a soft single to right, driving
...
year.
this
so
trouble doing
not giving up. Our kids have outs to win."
in two runs for a 2-‘1 lead.
Eastern Illinois has one thing: lost some tough games. but
The latest in clutter protection
With a chance to reach the
Pettitte gave up two runs
they're
believe
They
)-7Attitude.
•
n •-• •
,
Leaf Soluts,
they still have resolve and World Series for the first time in 6 1-3 innings. He lost Game
a good team."
determination. I've been a part in their 44-season history, the
Pannunzio and the Racers of some teams that were not wild-card Astros drew a 1, when he pitched with a
defeated EIU at home in 2002 good enough to win, but this revved-up crowd that was ready swollen right knee after getto claim the conference croWn. team is not like that. We have to party. Some wore those ting struck with a sharply hit
tat'
iireser
"at
hut have since lost two straight a good team: we're just not bright, old rainbow jerseys. ball while running the bases
to the Panthers — including a getting everyone going at the and even owner Drayton during batting practice.
27-17 decision on Homecom- same time."
"This is a blow. I put a
McLane was jumping out of
lot of pressure on myself today.
his box seat now and then.
-----I wanted to get it done here,
When the Astros went ahead
for this city." Pettitte said.
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Firewood
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Mobile Home Lots For Sole
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots FOI Rent
Busleses Rent&
Apertsisale For Rent
Rooms Far Rent
Houses For Rent
Swop Ramis
Commardal Property
Pets& Supplies
Livestock II Supplies
Public Sets
Land Foe Rent or Lease
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440
445
450
455
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400
495
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495
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Late Property
tolefariale
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Farms For Sete
Acreage
Homes For Saie
Motorcycles & ATV's
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Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
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060
Help Wanted
Large Select...or,
USED

Sales
IMMEDIATE OPENING

SALES MANAGER

LOTS for rent, 753
9866
320

APPLIANCES

Ward-Elkins
on the square
753-1713

CLEAN room for rent
witull house privileges.
64" Big Screen TV, wid,
surround sound. color
TV in room Off street
1888)534parking
6138

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 759We are looking for a Sales Manager in the
4118
ouses For Reit
Murray, Kentucky area, lryou have sales expe1 bedroom apartment
the
have
we
rience and a desire to earn S50K+,
Clean and nice All
perfect job for you!
38R. 2 bath. Camelo
appliances including
Subdivision. Available
SMALL kitchen . table,
WE OFFER:
w'd No pets 270-436$750
immediately.
$30 Coleman patio fur• Full Fringe Benefits • Very local travel
5496
month 12701435-4602.
niture set. $200 8' din• Established Marketing Plan
° Medical
1 BR, 1 year old, no
293-4602
ing room table & china
• Recession Proof Product
° Dental
pets $300
conexcellent
cabinet,
upgraded.
Opportunities
Honor past and present Veterans by
Growth
NEWLY
•
'Optical
deposit (205)361-4763
dition. $1,000. 5T HD
charming 2BR. IBA
°401K
(334)419-6066
reserving your space today!
Sony widescreen TV &
lakefront house in
If you feel like this is the opportunity that you
sound, 1 OR 2br apts near
surround
Shores
Panorama
In Memory of
Murray
downtown
to
resume
your
email
for,
looking
enterbeen
have
$2,500. Black
C/KA
wid,
$200/mo
at
Brown
starting
tainment center. $300.
pkis
$400/month
753-4109
Corporal - Army Air
Blapx leather sofa and
Available
deposit.
Attn: Damon Melcho. Vice President of Sales
love seat. $500 Blue
1, 2. 3 apts 753-1252
Corp WWII
immediately. (310)567La-Z-Boy chair, $50. or 753-0606
1943-1945
References
9321.
suite
room
bed
Queen
We are proud of your
required.
1,2, & 3BR apts availThe Senior Community Service Employment
matcherry finish (bed,
service to our country.
able Please call 753NICE spacious 2 BR
Program contracted by West Kentucky Allied
tress. dresser, armoire. 8221
Love,
frame house - Large LR
Services, Inc. is seeking individuals who are 55
arid night stands).
Your Family
.1BR 1 bath washer & S.- kitchen with tun_years of age or older to receive paid training in
43,200. 762-0147
places, gas heat $400
dryer. $335
Calloway and Marshall Counties. This program
person per photo, 20 word limit)
.2BR. 1 Bath apt, kt,
month. $200 deposit
is considered part time with a maximum of 20
Farm Equipment
Call 753-0089
appliances. w/d. $425
hours per week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay
Double spots: $18•(40 word limit )
•1BR, 1 bath, with
is included. To apply. please contact Janna York
SMALL house 7 miles
SERIES 601 Ford 1
study, w/d, $350.
or Jodi Coleman at 12701 247-4046 or 1-800east of Murray. private
pickcorn
ow mounted
753-7559
lot. Call Linzy Beane
294-2731.
er. Kept inside shed.
g payment photo this form along with a self-addressed stamped envelope dunng
1BR apt available all
residence 436-2582
Good condition. 489This. Project is funded in part under a contract
Alice hours (Mon.-Fn,7 30AM-5 OOPM) to 1001 Whitnell Avenue in Murray or mail to
appliances furnished
42071
2644
KY
Murray
1040
Box
PO
Classifieds
District.
Tmes
and
Ledger
Development
Murray
with the Purchase Area
Mur-Cal Realty. 753Storage Rentals
the Kentucky Department for Health Services
4444
Firewood
with funds from U.S—Department for Health
1BR some utilities paid
A&F Warehousing
and. Human Services.
no pets 767-9037
Near MSU $20-50
SEASONED firewood
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
1BR, all appliances
753-7668
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up. Oaks Apts., starting at
MURRAY Store and
$250 Coleman RE
270)527-8368
Lock presently has
759-4118
NURSE PRACTITIONER OR
units available 7531BR-4BR apartments
2905 or 753-7536
-- PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
Ask about move in free
Part Time ARNP or PA-C needed for busy
Coleman RE
-days
—
unset--COMPLETELY—
PREMIER
--physicians' OffiCe Excellent benefits and
—
759-4118
753$12,500.
acre,
1/2
MINISTORAGE
compensation package offered. Please
appliall
6012
bedroom,
2
rInside climate control
send resume to:
Cambridge
ances.
storage
area. 293-6968
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
2BR, 1BA, $290 1102
•We sell boxes,
2005 CLOSE OUTS
Pogue Street/207 S
1111111CAl CENTER
•We rent U-Hauls
. and
Singlewides
11th St 753-3415
F_;Insta.1.•••1 4.1•Igw•
753-9600
Doublewides - Buy
300 South 8th Street. Ste 480W
28R, central gas heat,
save
and
today
Murray. KY 42071
central air, $275 and
$1.000's. WE OWN
060
up, some with new carrirrnercial Prop.
THE BANK - Call today
Help Wanted
pet Coleman RE 759For Sale
150
at'731-642-6438
4118
Articles
POSITIONS Available
TN. Best loca
PARIS,
TO
AUTOMOTIVE
REPOS
20
28R, some utilities
For Sale
COMPANY launches
Persons needed to pretion, court square, wes
SINpets.
No
FROM,
SALES
CHOOSE
$270.
paid.
new product Free proNEED your home o
tax
Work as needed NOT
pare - income
side. 2 story. 2,500
Peppers
GLES & DOUBLES!!: 767-9037
motional facials Make
business cleaned'? Call 2 nice plots near the
Seasonal
floor
returns.
per
sq.ft
full time, experience
center of Elm Grove
Come pick out yours 4BR. 2 bath. all appliGroup
Automotive
or
appointment
489-2957
Teresa
employment, we will
(270)489-2116 leave
preferred, good workCemetery. Call 753today'l 731-584-9430
local
progressive
A
KA.
central
(270)748-6277
ances,
227-R380
train. Call 753-9204 or
message
8349
ing conditions, pleasauto dealer, is lookrates
JUST ANNOUNCED: Reduced
437-4531
in 3 burial plots in the
babysitter
WANTED:
atmosphere.
ant
curits
to
add
to
ing
Coleman RE 759-4118
LOOKING for a boat
$0 down available on
my home for children
l Prop For Rent
leoriesi
tE
POSTAL JOBS
Gardens
Memorial
rent sales staff.
Apply in person.
slip on Kentucky
View
repos! No money down
FORREST
5:30PM8.
and
11
$21.62/hr
$15.22 to
the
in
located
Representing the
Lake?
Call
thousands!
N.
1213
save
&
Apartments
MondayFERN TERRACE
7-30AM
707 South 12th Street
now hiring. For applicaDevotional area Just
"HOTTEST
Now pre-leasing new
nowi 731-584-9109
16th St., now accepting
Thursday. Must have
LODGE
South Center. 700,
govemfree
and
tion
CAR
753-7181
call
NEW
Cypress
on
boat slips
applications for: 2br
references. Call 753LAND HOME PACK1.000. 1.200 sq.ft.
1505 Stadium
ment lob info, call
AND TRUCK
prom
CINDERELLA
Creek for 2006/07 searent
basic
townhouses,
IN
2362
in
AGES, MOVE
Available
American Association
View Dr.
MANUFACTURERS
sons. Lakeview Manna
dresses. 1 size 4 yel753Call
month.
$360/
TODAY: All areas or
Phone
September
of Labor 1-913-599IN THE WORLD"
from
minutes
low. 1 size 8 blue. $150
20'
WILL clean before and
Message.
Leave
1970.
EOE _
bring your deed for $0
753-1252, 753-0606
hours
24
8042.
Murray. Call now for
after renters, sale of each. 270-492-8614
LARGE 38R located
Some past sales or
down! 731-584-4926
Employment service.
COMMERCIAL or retad
earn
new
details (270)436-5876
DANCERS
home, remodeling,
FREE
across from MSU
people experience
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
$1,000+ weekly! The
construction, kit, bath, 4-room satellite sys- LAND -HOME available
PT kennel help for busy
November
helpful. We offer a
restrooms.
C/G/H.
speour
etc.
are
Purple Building. 270Packages
windows.
HD
practice
&
DVR
veterinary
tem,
1st 759-5885 or 293great benefit package
parking,
of
plenty
or
FHA
cialty.
759=2153. 270-293Experienced- Valerie.
Must be able to work
upgrades Get the first
7085
including insurance,
excellent location near
Conventional. Let us
2069, or (270)534436-5914
month of programming
weekends and holi401K and paid vaca2
2BR,
duplex.
LARGE
judicial building 404 N.
do the work! Call 10333 after 5PM
days Apply in person
FREE plus 23 movie
tion. Apply in person
bath, garage, $600
JUST give us a call,
4th St. complex. 759800-533-3568 or 7313
for
FREE
Westside Veterinary
channels
cenShupert
childcare
Darryl
EARLY
to
Computers
436-5685
we'll be glad to help,
3772.
E44-0012
1271
months. Call Beasley
Service,
time
of
full
hours
for
the
looking
ters
between
Your loved one we'll
LIVE Oak Apts.
S
877-455or
Rd
AL
Robertson
759-0901
PROFESSION
to
help
9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
and part time
NO money needed
MOM COMPUTERS
try to find.
Newly Remodeled
Murray, KY 42071
0901
office located on 2nd
children
\‘,"
ages
•
with
phone
•
work
packages
land
Technician
FHA
Certified
A+
'Cause we all have
1BR $29000
floor at 309 N. 4th St.
birth through after
available now. Limited
Spyware removal.
HD Televisions
RANDY Thornton
Furry or Feathered
2BR $340 00
Across from Judiciat
Childcare
school.
out.
miss
Don't
funds.
759.3556
Come by 3000 East
Heating & Air
Friends. Here at the
$425 00
ASO\
:
3BR
sIn
I
‘I
S
Building. Two offices
development knowlCall 1-800-533-3568 or
Wood St., Pans & see
accepting resumes for
Ledger & Times.
special
deposit
$100
liveried of
waiting room, full bath
edge required Apply at
731-644-0012
our large selection of
Receptionist/Customer
Wont to Buy
for qualified applicants
and shower Public and
109 S 15th Street, Service position Must
Itlopo ttilit Salts,
TVs All the newest
Office hours 8-2
3BR
REDUCED
Call 753-1916 Murray
entrances.
private
technology like DLP,
Most stork
have experience with
Mon-Fn
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
mobile home and lot,
parking
Covered
Rear
&
time
LCD. Plasma
multi-line phone
FULL OR PART
We buy 1 or all Cal
Call today for appoint$15,500 753-6012
space Approximately
Proiection from JVC.
housekeeping Murray
system, computers and
753-3633
at
ment
Larry
LOST Collie- Lassie
mid hate linvitpli
625sq ft $450 pet
REPOS.
REPOS,
LG. RCA. Toshiba &
Plaza Hotel Apply in
work well with the
753-8221
type- Adult male, tan
month plus utilities.;
Black
Inea•e
BUYING
sinDoubles,
REPOS.
65''.
to
20"
from
off
drop
Zenith
only
or
Send
person
public
&white and white
NICE 28R duplex 753759-3954
Walnuts. $12 per 100 We also have home
Call
home.
Land
gles.
916
802
at
to
apply
resumes
fore-legs, disapeared
IES has openings for
7457 or 436-6357
lbs after we hull.
1-800-533-5368
VERY large warehouse
theater systemS &
Chestnut Street,
•tilduater Rd.
Oct 6th-pm. Harris outside sales and part
LLC
Farms,
D
Miller
.
RED OAKS APTS.
centers.
entertainment
on approximately a
Murray. KY 42071
DOUAND
Grove area 435-4453
SINGLE
time receptionist Call
\hurray or call
217 Kelzie Peeler
Special
2
space,
759-0901 or
Office
acres.
Beasley
Bring
BLEWIDES (270,362-8100
Lane. off Old Newburg, 877-455-0901
1271062-903o.
$100 Deposit
bathrooms equipped
your deed - That's all
Tues-Sat,
LOCAL trucking comMurray
1BR From $280
with gas heat. 'air
Used
Help Wanted
New
need
you
drivCall for
pany looking for
8AM-6PM
?BR From $325
hookup, steel hoist
THE Shed Restaurant
Repo's - Call today
Full-time, part
ers
details (270)436-2215
Call Today!
DIRT DADDY'S and
beam, great lighting,
1 at 11:00
Nov
open
7314424447.
at
time, and 0/0. We
753-8668.
extra large overhead
SOIL
TOP
cooks
&
cars.
Servers
AM
iunk
CNA/Nurse Aide
BUYING
offer excellent miles,
TAKE YOUR PICK doors. excellent IotaSMALL 1BR no pets
Gravel & White rock also
wanted 437-4283
trucks, tractors and
TROSPORT DRIIER
PRN or full-time.
excellent home time,
Need 5 Bedrooms and
hon. Call 753-2905 - or
water paid. 753-5980
boats 436-5235
metal
Tidwell
Terrell
Call
Prefer experience but
pay
eft,
has
excellent
Piaui,
I,g
SKI
and an
3 Baths or how about 4
293-8595.
VETERINARY Clinic
2br.
roomy,
will train Must enjoy
VERY
753-9075
package. Call 270-759CASH paid for
2
and
Bedrooms
gaits for resperf
experienced
needs
working with the
2 bath. garage. C/H/A,
5540 for more info
227-2193
good. used guns
Baths' Both priced in
Computer
receptionist.
I
('DL-Hcikr
),err
gist
Good
elderly
All appliances, 1 year
s Supplies
Sporting
731Benson
Call
$50's
the
John's now
PAPA
and phone skills neceslease. 1 month deposit.
working conditions,
Taker Offer* attlina pty, sary
Goods. 519S 12th.
6424438 today!,
in person
accepting applications
Apply
wedding
satin
WHITE
pleasant
no pets. 753-2905
Bose
ADORABLE
Murray
besefia al cowolters, kat Westside Veterinary
for shift leaders. Must
capped
sv/
dress
WE have 97% financatmosphere
pups $350 0130 767
flexible hours
1271
have
Service.
$200
sleeves, size 16,
sat every night Call 121)
ing on land home packApply in person
0143 227-5166
Applications can be
Robertson Rd. S., USED carpeting, elec- Call
270-753-6909
ages and We can heir
14*
Fern Terrace Lodge
fret
id
tr
415444
DOG Obedience
up at Papa
picked
Murray.
5PM
after
100
View
3°.
heaters.
other
the
on
tnc baseboard
1505 Stadium
Master Trainer
Murray t40
John's.
gifiN
sr
Mai
loans Call 1-800-533
refrigerators, air condiDr.
436-2858
090
phone calls please.
forme kisaimfict
3568
tioners, stoves, and
EOE
Domestic & Childcare
advisors
SHIH-TZU SSW paper
SAFETY
Call its we will be
doors. 753-4109
TELEMARKETING
manager
trained. 731-352-0037
glad to help.
NOW hiring for all $2500 month,
WANT to buy Junk ,.,ar
sales. 10-15 hours a
731-642-5151
shifts. Apply in per- trainees $3000 month
NEED a good House
Times
&
Murray Ledger
and Trucks Call (270)
week in evenings
TOY Poodles for sale
son at Sonic. 217 S. Company will train. Call
and business cleanNICE 2BR No pets
474-2540 or 293-6199
Healthcare expenence
M-F 9am-lpm only! 11915
270-753'
12th St.. Murray. No
Call Ron 270-436-5298
ing? Call 753-1016
week
753-9986
a.
days
Six
759-0257
a plus. Cali,
800-578-8799
phone calls, please.

•,ulary plus commission

illT

A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
November 11, 2005

DTMelcho@indy.rr.com

Only $11 per spot• one

Deadline: Monday November 7th at 500 p.m.
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NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Sat. Oct. 212e1d, 10:00 A.A/L
'2Am:era Dew Stasi" 15939 US Hwy Si E
A WU IR CD FIB A, BClir

808Y AUTRY
767-9597•731-586-4196
CO: 731-41543000

• UrC arse
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15% Dow In
Certified
Fonda.
r ILL °Ilir Ai Balance
kii 4
1 .... 1 j
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MCCH Hospice presents 'The Way Home' encore

The Way Home, a readers' pice Month. The performance
theatre piece that tells the sto- is free to the public, but donaries of two cancer patients from tions will be accepted to benWestern Kentucky, will be pre- efit MCCH Hospice.
The cast consists of three
sented on Nov. 13 at 2 p.m.
at Murray Woman's Clubhouse major roles played by Tonda
D'S Cleaning Service
by Murray-Calloway County Thomas. Karen Olson. and
753-3802
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awareness of
show was such a success it is being presented again November 13 as a way to bring attention to the
care.
hospice
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Promoting your
Business'?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Wednesday. Oct. 19, 2005:
You might be stronger and more
reactive to others than in 'previous years, especially if they step
on your toes. You will define
your boundaries more clearly,
hut at the same time, you won't
take others so personally. You
will make money hand over fist,
especially' through a relationship
or partnership. You will have
many people cheenng you on.
Your energy soars when you're
with others. If you are single.
several key people will make a
difference in your life. To determine who will be your next
sweetie. evaluate what type of
relationship you want. If you are
attached, your partner might
need and want more say. Let him
or her have it. TAURUS can he
stubborn.
'The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You are far more in control than you think you are or
might like to be. Sometimes
blowing your fuse feels good, but
it ultimately might cause a bigger
problem Keep it together. Aries
By the evening, you will be able
talk

about

this

problem.

Tonight: Breeze around

David's Cleaning
Services
•All I-Atemal (icanm,
•Acid Cleaning As allable
Water •Nrione 1 01,.5 Drivot 3%,

David Border.
12701 527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939

munity awareness of services
like hospice." Alexander said.
"It is fitting that the performance is during November in
recognition of National Hospice Month."
During this month, the
nation's 3,200 hospice providers
try to reach out to their communities to promote awareness
Of the care available at the
end of life.
For more information about
the event, contact Alexander
at 753-9279. or.. email her at
constancealexander@chaner net
or contact Jimmie Joyce. MCCH
Hospice Coordinator, at 7672108.

Kentucky seeking to become bigger player in movie industry

to
Explore
99 Fora
Sport 753-4022

in 2003 at the West Kentucky
Playwrights' Festival and was
subsequently performed irpNew
York, New Jersey, California,
Illinois and elsewhere in Kenlucky. According to the playwright, it was written as readers' theatre to simplify production requirements and to ensure
that the play can be performed
in any setting where people
might gather to talk about issues
associated with women's health.
the plight of the uninsured and
terminal illness.
"Every performance of The
Way Home has included can- cer survivors and caregivers.
as well as others who believe
it is important to raise corn-

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might charge like
a Bull today, but it might not be

because you are seeing red You
Simply have a lot to do and the
energy to do it. Be aware that not
everyone has your power or
strength Think carefully before
deciding about a money venture.
Tonight: Wind down
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You are holding back a lot
of strong feelings How you

choose to express them might
be important. as you could be
causing yourself unusual distress by holding them in. Talks
late in the day allow you to
reveal some of these emotions.
Tonight: Keep smiling.

intimidate others. Realize that
you are a whirling dervish nght
now, while others can barely
clear out their work or projects.
Help by pitching in when you
can. Tonight: Slow down, please.
Let others catch up to you.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** If you want something

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You seem to be a foun-

or need to talk through a problem, there will be no stopping
that process toda‘y. Your smile
wins over many friends. You
could find an associate to be
pushy. Don't get offended Listen
to this person's message.
Tonight: Early to bed.

tain of ideas and creativity.
Others might seek you out as a
result. You might be put off by a
difficult or testy loved one or
child. Don't be. Let this person
express his or her feelings without personalizing your thoughts.
Tonight: Let your imagination
choose.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Rather than get into a
mini-rumble with a family member, try rearranging the furniture
or getting into a home protect. At
this time of year. be wise and get
your heating checked Be effi-

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You might be hardpressed to perform to your highest ability. Someone could give
you flak, but you need to clear
out some important tasks. Don't
question your Judgment midway
It isn't the nght time. Tonight
Work, then join a friend or two.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Push to get more information. The more facts and opinions you receive, the better the
choice you can make Don't
worry if a Situation seems complex. It you detach yourself, it
won't be. Break past normal
Tonight:
patterns.
thought
Explore different possibilities.
**

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You can count on a
partner to sort through different
options. In fact, you can lie back
listen You could be
by news or a new perLet go and see what
Tonight: Togethemess.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Others might be too
direct for your taste. You don't
have to absorb what. they say. It
might be their perspective or
their view. Think through what
you hear, but don't respond. Why
bother/ Tonight: Make time for a
that with your best friend
SAGITTARIUS (Prov. 22-Dec.
21)
sr** Your get-up-and-go could

and Just
delighted
spective
happens

dent. Tonight: Home is your castle.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You might be more
abrupt than you realize. You
have a way of saying things or a
general impatience that others
pick up on. Guard against clumsiness. Please slow down and
be careful. Tonight: Laugh with
friends.
BORN TODAY
Pop artist Peter Max (1937),
author John le Carre (1931),
columnist, author Jack Anderson
(1922)

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.lacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement
plans available, teatunng easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide niinmen( benefits to your employees.

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE OMAHA,%MAMA
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Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Steven

Brock and Chris Jones of Brock
Excavation aligning the new
geosynthetic material that will
serve as one of the layers covering the former city landfill which
was closed in 1992. The material will prevent leakage and will
be covered with 18 inches of topsoil. It will cost the city $1 million to close the site on Brady
Road off Ky. Hwy. 121 North.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Robert 11 and Georgia McIntosh, Oct. 15.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Judge Executive
George H. Weaks and Murray
MayLir Holmes Ellis presenting
checks of $25,000 each from the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and
Murray City Council to Sid Easley,
trustee of the Boy Scout Museum. and Dr. Kala M. Stroup, president of Murray State University.
Also published are pictures from
the entertainment of Fraufen Brothers Circus which gave performances at the Murray City Park on
Oct. 14. The photos were by Staff
Photographer David Tuck.
• Births reported include a girl
to Eustacia and David Dublin,
Oct. IS.
30 years ago
Murray State University has
been awarded a $12,250 federal
grant renewal for 1975-76, an
increase of amount from a year
ago, to operate WKMS-FM, the
educational radio station on the
MSU campus.
Eurie Garland has been named
a member of the board of directors of Bank of Murray.
The annual session of the Blood

River Baptist Association will be
held Oct. 20 at First Baptist Church,
Murray. and on Oct. 21 at Zanzora Baptist and First Baptist
Church in Marshall County.
Births reported include a boy

Cyclists offer safety tips for
those who bike alone

DEAR ABBY:Thank you for
the safety tips you offered to
"Curious in Indiana," who bikes
alone. As a female cyclist and
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Story,
mother of a biking daughter. I
Oct. 2.
agree that telling her parents her
40 years ago
riding plan
Army Pvt. Roland P. Burkeen,
(or leaving a
son of Mr. and Mrs. O.D. Burdescriptive
keen, has been assigned to the
note), and
2d Infantry. Division serving in
a
carrying
Korea.
cell phone
The Rev. Buron Richerson will
good
are
deliver the missionary sermon at
measures. In
the meeting of the Blood River Baptist Association at the first
addition, she
meeting at Memorial Baptist
should dress
Church. The second day events
Abby
like a boy!
Dear
'will be at First Missionary BapLeave the
tist Church, Benton.
little
cute
Abigail
By
MurRecent births reported at
tops
for
Buren
Van
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
when she's
and Mrs. Max Nance and a girl
riding with a large group, and
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilson.
instead, wear a bright, high-vis50 years ago
Eugene Armstrong, a member
ibility T-shirt or jersey that can
of the Murray Training School catch a motorist's eye but doesChapter of the Future Farmers of
n't shout "female!" from half a
America, received the American
mile away.
Farmer degree at the national con"Curious" shouldalso be convention of FFA held at Kansas
aware of her surroundstantly
City, Mo.Also attending were Gearl
ings. This assumes no headCohoon, Larry Suiter and Wells
phones, and means she'll know
Owen, Members,and Charles Leroy
what vehicles are approaching
Eldridge, advisor, of the MTS
from front and rear and who is
Chapter.,
The annual session of the Blepod
in them. She should be ready if
River Baptist Association will he
a dog runs out, and know if a
Oct. 19 and 20 at Sinking Spring
storm is imminent. A family
Baptist Church, Murray. Officers
password is also a good idea, so
include T.L. Campbell, M.M. no stranger can impersonate a
Hampton and Harry Hampsher.
and get too
Murray State College Thor- "caring messenger"
TRAILHAPPY
-close.
Arkansas
over
13-7
won
oughbreds
WINDS IN WISCONSIN
State Indians in a football game
DEAR HAPPY: Thank you!
before a homecoming crowd of
I received a slew of letters and
3,500 fans at Jonesboro. Ark., on
Oct. 15.
e-mails from readers eager to

Todaylnllistory
By The Associated Press took formal possession of Alas(AP)-Today is Tuesday. Oct. ka from Russia.
In 1898, the American flag
18, the 291st day of 2005.
There are 74 days left in the was raised in Puerto Rico shortly. before Spain formally relinyear.
Today's Highlight in Histo- quished control of the island
to the United States.
ry*:
In 1944, Soviet troops invadOn Oct. 18. 1767, the boundary between Maryland and ed Czechoslovakia during
Pennsylvania, the Mason-Dixon World War II.
In 1962, Dr. James D. Watline, was agreed upon.
son of the United States, and
On this date:
In 1867, the United States Dr. Francis Crick and Dr. MauSOD
Et I_ tJ
Et A Et

rice Wilkins of Britain, were
named winners of the Nobel
Prize for Medicine and Physiology for their work in determining the double-helix molecular structure of DNA.
In 1968, the U.S. Olympic
Committee suspended Tommie
Smith and John Carlos for giving a "black power" salute as
a protest during a victory ceremony in Mexico City.
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Blood tests don't reveal
the whole picture

to
offer additional safety tips. -- -- DEAR DR. GOTT: i an, a tinning these (het feSifiCi10.16 if
that girl. Read on:
male who smoked they aren't going to affect my
DEAR ABBY: You forgot 72-year-old
20 years. I quit smoking lab tests?
for
one very important tip. Wear a over 30 years ago and have
DEAR READER: Blood
bike helmet! If she fell and hit
maintained a chemistries are not the only faclonely
her head on one of those
constant tors causing heart attacks. In
country roads, it could mean the
weight since fact, experts are now discoverdifference between life and
then. Almost ing that many medical emergentwo
years cies are related to inflammation
death. -- AVID BICYCLIST IN
ago I suf- of the coronary artery linings.
SACRAMENTO
fered a heart As yet, there is no generally
DEAR ABBY: Your suggesattack. The accepted treatment for this.
tions were good, but it might
Your dietary restrictions and
doctors
also be wise for that girl to carry
inserted two daily exercise probably have
Mace or pepper spray for prostents and helped you in unseen ways. I
tection if it can be used legally
put me on encourage you to continue your
Dr. Gott Plavix
in her state. -- KATHLEEN IN
plus program under the guidance of
TITUSVILLE,PA.
lisinapril. your cardiologist.
By
DEAR ABBY: Please remind
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 80which I still
Dr. Peter Gott take. Shortly year-old husband has depression
every bike rider to wear reflective clothing, and ensure that after that I entered into a 12- for which he has taken a Xanax
their bike has front and back week cardiac rehab program that tablet three times a day for 15
lights. Most important, they included a lecture by the hospi- years. Is this appropriate?
DEAR READER: In my
need to observe the rules of the tal dietician.
She basically told us "if it opinion, no.
road. A bike is just like a car and
Xanax is an effective shortneeds to'stop at lights and signs. tastes good, spit it out. It is bad
anxIt will help that 13-year-old for you." Since completing the term treatment for excessive
basic
husband's
your
If
iety.
exercised
have
I
program
rehab
ensure her own safety. -- WALand followed a strict low- problem is depression, he needs
TER 1., SYDNEY, -AUS- daily
fat, low-sodium diet. I have eaten an antidepressant.
TRALIA
In some instances. Xanax and
of ton of chicken breasts and
DEAR ABBY: "Curious in soy burgers seasoned with Mrs. antidepressants are prescribed
Indiana" should check to see if Dash instead of salt.
together. However. Xanax by
there are any bicycle groups
itself does not treat depression.
A few days ago I compared
nearby. It's a great way to find lab test results from before my
I suggest that your husband
like-minded teens and instant heart attack and was surprised ask his primary care physician
to learn that my blood chem- for a referral to a psychiatrist
friends.
In the '70s, as a bike leader istry has not been altered sig- for further evaluation and modfor the American Youth Hostels, nificantly by my diet. I had low ification of therapy. Without quesI was trained in first aid and cholesterol before the attack and tion, your husband can be helped
by the proper authority.
bike repair -- both of which I I still have very low cholesterol.
To give you related informaI had slightly elevated triglycI
trips
long-distance
the
on
used
tion. I am sending you a copy
erides before the attack and I
led. (That was in the days still have slightly high triglyc- of my Health Report "Mental
before cell phones.) As a mom erides. I had low blood pressure and Emotional Illness.". Other
today. I'd prefer that my daugh- before and I have very low BP readers who would like a copy
ter was not alone on the road. -- now. Both my brothers died of -should send a long, selfDR. J., KALAMAZOO, MICH. heart attacks by the time they addressed, stamped envelope and
DEAR ABBY: She should be reached my age, so apparently $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167.
sure to carry water, as well as My problem is genetic and not Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
to mention the title.
some form of ID when she due to diet or lifestyle.
Is there any benefit to conrides. It should include her
name, her city or town, home
phone number or the number
where her parents can be
reached, her blood type, and any
deck and South's announced
allergies or medical conditions. South dealer.
notrump range is 16 to 18, your partBoth sides vulnerable.
(The information can be worn
ner has at best a ten-high hand.
NORTH
a
on
engraved
neck,
around her
Of what use is this to you? Well,
likK 8.5
let's see. South wins the first club
bracelet or attached to her
•.1 4
with the king. leads the nine of dia•K J 103
shoe.)-- MELODY IN IRVINE,
monds, lets it ride — and you win
416Q .1 42
CALIF..
with the ace! This is part of a scheme
EAST
WEST
DEAR ABBY: That cyclist
you've concocted to do South out of
•Q 4 3
•10 7 2
should make sure she knows
',KO 1082 his contract.
IP 7 6 3
You return the king of hearts,
•A Q 6
•7 5 4
how to change her own flat tire,
then the queen, and next the ten
4.9 8 7 6
and carry all the tools necessary
South takes the ace, finesses the ten
SOUTH
to do so every time she rides.
of diamonds and reaches for the
*A J 96
trick, convinced by the earlier dia(She should always check to be
TA 9-5
mond play that West has the queen.
•98 2
sure the glue in her patch kit
You then gently push his hand away,
*A K 10
hasn't dried out.) The more she
win the diamond with the queen and
The bidding:
can learn about "out-there South West North East
cash two hearts to put the contract
repair," the less chance she'll
Pass 3 NT All Pass down two.
1 NT
Now let's suppose you won the
have of being stranded some- Opening lead — nine of clubs.
Everyone knows that point count first diamond with the queen and
where she'd rather not be. -attacked hearts, as before South
to the best contract, but
CYCLIST, helps get you
FELLOW
it is not so well known that point might then decide to abandon diaLEMONT, PA.
count is also very helpful in the play. monds and instead lead a spade to the
DEAR ABBY: My son, who
Assume you're East and partner king and finesse the jack on the way
next cashed the ace
is the same age, rides his bike leads a club against three notrurnp. back. When he broke
3-3, he would
When dummy appears, you can esti- and the spades
and hikes in an area where cell
mate what kind of hand partner has, coast home with nine tricks.
phones are not reliable. We gave insofar as high cards are concerned.
Winning the first diamond with
him a walkie-talkie with a
Unless South has fibbed, partner the ace is a deceptive maneu‘er that
can't even have a jack! This conclu- almost cannot lose and, at the same
seven-mile radius, and it's much
by adding dummy's time, gives you a good chance to beat
cheaper than a cell phone. -- sion is reached
11 points to your 13, which comes to the contract. All you have to do is
STEVENS
MOM,
COUNTRY
24. Since there are 40 points in the think of it!
POINT, WIS.
Tomorrow: When and how to lose a trick.
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1 Jaunty cap
4 Ring boundary
, 8 Caked-on dirt
12 Taunting cry
13 Kind of tradition
14 Engage
15 NASA cousin
16 Pleasant
16 Fish finder
20 Repeat
21 'Sign here.
mark
22 Explosive
letters
23 Toothpaste buy
27 Theorem ender
29 Serving
Of butter
30 Wind catchers
31 Six-pointer
32 Beads
on grass
33 Brut
34 DJ's album
35 Secret
37 PC memory
unit

38 Fleming
of spydom
39 Floating leaves
40 Attorney's torte
41 ET SUCCOSSOr
42 Title in the
Mideast
44 Really enjoy
47 Bedtime reader
51 Alcott girl
52 Freebie
53 Caught the bus
54 Spiral molecule
55 Does lacework
56 Over again
57 One, to Helmut
DOWN
1 Familiar digits
2 Mr. Moto's
reply (2 wds.)
3 Bellyached
4 Hearty laugh
5 Assn
6 Bnng up
7 Pick
8 In an uproar
9 Curved bone
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Goofy Green Monster Cookie Pops
and Tombstone Brownies
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FAMILY FEATLIRES EDITORIAL SYNDICATE

ailing all ghosts and goblins, parents and kids! Scurry into the
kitchen to make ghoulishly easy delights for a spooktacular
Halloween! Carve a cool-looking pumpkin to light the way.
Arrange a graveyard of brownie tombstones as party fare.
Decorate raisin-oatmeal cookie pops as monsters — or popcorn
"cupcakes," using dried fruit. frosting and candies. Have a poppin' good time
and see how mini trick-or-treat bags can turn ghostly when filled with a
yummy popcorn/dried fruit/nut mix.
Get even more recipe ideas and party pointers at www.jollytime.com.
Or check out the parent-pleasing recipes (a counterpoint to all that candy)
at birww.suntnaid.corn.

C

Ghoulish Ghost Mix
Snack Mix:
1 bag(3 ounces) Jolly Time
Blast 0 Butter
Microwave Pop Corn
(10 cups popped)
3/4-eup Sun-Maid Natural Raisins
3/4 cup candy-coated chocolate
candies
3/4 cup mixed nuts

Ghoulish Ghir,t Nliv

and Spooktacular(uptake'.

Goofy Green Monster
Cookie Pops

Cookies:
1 cup 12 sticks) butter or margarine,
-iefteried
1-1/2 cups firmly packed brown sugar
eftits
2 teaspoons vanilla
1 cup semi-sweet chocolate pieces,
melted
2 cups all-purpose flour
• 2 teaspoons baking soda
Snack Bag:
2-1/2 cups quick oats
3 vellum or clear food-safe
1 cup Sun-Maid Natural Raisins
bags tabout 5 x 2-1/2 x
2 dozen wooden craft sticks
9-1/2 inches)
6 googley eyes
Decorations:
3 18-inch pieces of black
1 tub prepared vanilla frosting
ribbon
Green food coloring
Colored icing tubes or pens
I. Round off top corners of bag
dried Apples, dried Apricots
Sun-Maid
from
inch
One
with scissors.
and Zante Currants
top of bag, punch 2
Halloween candies
• • holes 1 inch apart.
Glue 2 eyes onto bag.
I. Preheat oven to 350°F. Grease cookie sheets or
Set aside to dry.
line with parchment paper.
2. Pop popcorn according
2. In large bowl, beat butter, brown sugar. eggs and
to package directions.
vanilla until well blended. Stir in melted chocoOpen bag carefully and
late, flour and baking soda; mix well. Mix in oats
pour into large bowl;
and raisins.
discard unpopped ker3. Roll dough into 2-1/2-inch diameter balls. Place
nels. Cool. Fill each 4 inches apart on greased cookie sheets. Insert
vellum hag with 1/4 cup
a flat wooden stick into side of each dough ball.
each raisins, candies
Using bottom of glass dipped in sugar, flatten
and nuts. Top with about
umpkin Masters brings easy carving, cool results
dough to 1/2-inch thickness. Repeat with remain3 cups popped popcorn.
and lasting memories! Carving pumpkins is a blast
ing dough.
3. Thread ribbon through
with these easy steps. Materials needed: a smooth.
4. Bake 10 to 12 minutes or until edges are golden
holes in top of bag and
basketball-sized pumpkin 112- to 15-inch). a pencil,
brown. Cool 3 minutes on cookie sheet; remove
tie into bow.
scissors. tape. Pumpkin Masters Carving Kit (including
to wire racks. Cool completely. Add green food
patterns, carving tools. Scraper Scoop and Super Poker)
coloring to vanilla frosting. Spread on cookies
Makes 3 bags
and a battery-operated light or candle.
and decorate as desired with dried fruits and
Note: Recipe can be
candies.
pumpkin.
your
from
lid
six-sided
a
out
•Draw then cut
doubled.
about 2 dozen cookies
Makes
insides.
the
Out
III L.Ise the Scraper Scoop to clean
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5Tips for Carving
Your Own
Great Pumpkin

p

•Select a Pumpkin Masters pattern and tape it to the
outside of the pumpkin.
•Transfer the pattern using the Super Poker to poke along
the pattern lines.
•Remove the pattern and begin to carve dot-to-dot,
working from the outer edge of the design. When the
carving is complete. place the light or candle in the
bottom of the pumpkin and don't forget to take a picture
of your masterpiece.
Check out lots of ideas and tools for all ages and skill
levels at www.purnpkinmosters.corn. Remember Parents
should supervise when children are using tools. It's fun to
carve and be creative, but safety comes first. Always store
tools away from children's reach.

Spooktacular
Cupcakes

2 bags (3 ounces
each) Jolly lime
Blast 0 Butter
Microwave
Pop Corn
120 cups popped)
1/4 cup butter or
margarine
1 package
(10 ounces)
marshmallows
1/2 teaspoon ground
cinnamon
Paste food coloring
i optional )
Prepared frosting, dried fruits and candies
1 Pop popcorn according to package directions.
Open bags carefully and measure out 14 cups
popped popcorn. Place in large bowl; discard
unpopped kernels.
2 In medium saucepan. heat butter, marshmallows
and cinnamon over medium-low heat until smooth:
stir occasionally. Tint mixture with food coloring.
if desired. Pour over popcorn: toss until evenly
coated.
3. Spray 12 medium muffin cups with non-stick
cooking spray. then spray hands. Fill muffin cups
with 1/2 cup popcorn mixture; smooth tops of
cupcakes. Cool completely Decorate as desired
with festive frosting. dried fruits and candies.

Tombstone Brownies
3 ounces(3 squares) unsweetened
chocolate
112 cup (1 stick) butter or margarine
1-1/2 cups granulated sugar
3 eggs
1-1/2 teaspoons vanilla
1-1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup Sun-Maid Natural Raisins
Colored king tubes or pens
-Graveyard" garnishes: candy, cookie
crumbs or green-tinted coconut.
1 Preheat oven to 350°F Grease 9 x 9-inch or
9 x 13-inch baking pan. In large saucepan. heat
chocolate and butter over low heat until melted,
stir occasionally. Remove from heat.
2 Stir in sugar: mix well. Add eggs and vanilla:
blend well. Add flour and raisins; mix until evenly
combined. Spread into prepared pan.
3. Bake 9 x 9-inch pan for 25 to 30 minutes. or
9 x 13-inch pan for 18 to 22 minutes. until top
feels set when gently touched. Cool completely.
Cut into 1-1/4 x 2-I/2-inch pieces. Cut rounded
corners on each brownie to resemble a tombstone.
4. Decorate with icing as desired. Arrange tombstones upright on tray to resemble graveyard.
Apply small amount of icing on bottom of
brownies to stick to tray if necessary. Sprinkle
candy. cookie crumbs or green-tinted coconut
around graveyard.
Makes about 18 to 24 brownies

Makes 18 cupcakes
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